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ABSTRACT

This dissertation contains the results of two different computational studies of
adsorbed species. The dissertation is composed of two parts. In the first part we present
research aimed at understanding the structural and dynamical properties of a single,
partially adsorbed, model polymer chain. In the second part, we present research aimed
at determining the minimum energy configuration of a single methane molecule adsorbed
on the (100) face of MgO. These two studies are independent of each other, but both
contribute to the general understanding of molecules adsorbed on surfaces. Here we
provide a brief overview for each study.
In the polymer study we simulated the dynamics of a single polymer chain
partially adsorbed on an impenetrable surface using a Monte Carlo method. Two sets of
simulations were performed. In one set we used the Local Jump (LJ) algorithm to
simulate the motion of the polymer chain and in the other we used the Bond Fluctuation
(BF) algorithm to simulate the chain's motion. The objectives of this research were
three-fold: (1) to determine the structural and dynamical scaling exponents for a partially
adsorbed polymer chain; (2) to determine if the Rouse normal coordinates are the
appropriate normal coordinates for a partially adsorbed chain; (3) to determine if the LJ
and BF algorithms provide similar descriptions of the dynamics of a partially adsorbed
polymer chain.
The results of our polymer research show that the scaling exponents for the mean
square end-to-end distance, the mean square radius of gyration and the diffusion constant
are nearly the same for chains simulated using the LJ and BF algorithms. The scaling
exponents for the relaxation times of the Rouse modes indicate the internal dynamics of a
chain is different for chains simulated using the I.J and BF algorithms. Using both
algorithms we determined that the Rouse normal coordinates are not the appropriate
normal coordinates for a partially adsorbed polymer chain.
In the methane-MgO(lO0) study we used electronic structure methods and
empirical potential energy functions to investigate the minimum energy configurations of
a single methane molecule adsorbed on a model MgO(l00) surface. The primary goal of
111

this research was to understand why the minimum energy configuration obtained using
the electronic structure methods is different than the minimum energy configuration
obtained using empirical potential energy functions.
The results of our electronic structure calculations indicate that the electronic
energy of the edge-down (C2v axis perpendicular to the MgO(lO0) surface) configuration
of methane is significantly lower than that of the face-down (C3v axis perpendicular to the
MgO(lO0) surface) configuration. Furthermore, our electronic structure results indicate
that a single methane molecule in the near-surface electric field of MgO experiences
significant polarization effects. Using the electronic structure results as our standard we
assessed the accuracy of three empirical potential energy functions. We have shown that
an empirical potential which treats the electrostatic component of the potential energy
using a point charge model cannot accurately describe the electrostatic energy of both the
edge-down and the face-down geometries using the same set of point charges.
If we extend this approach by including the polarization of the methane adsorbate due to
the electric field and field gradients of the MgO surface, we are still unable to account for
all of the electrostatic and induction contributions obtained from the electronic structure
calculations. Additionally, we show the charge equilibration method of Rappe and
Goddard does not reproduce the induction effects indicated by the electronic structure
calculations.
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PARTl
INTRODUCTION

1

It perhaps goes without saying that molecules adsorbed on surfaces are of great
utility. After all, many common materials such as paints, adhesives and cosmetics
depend on the properties of adsorbed molecules (adsorbates ). From a physical standpoint
we expect the properties of an adsorbed system to be determined by both the interactions
of the adsorbates with the surface and the interactions between adsorbate molecules. In
general, these interactions are sensitive to the chemical composition of the adsorbates and
the surface. We focus on adhesion and catalysis to demonstrate the variety of chemical
phenomena that result from different adsorbate-surface and adsorbate-adsorbate
interactions.
Many methods exist for creating adhesives; as an illustrative example we only
consider a procedure for making contact adhesives. Contact adhesives are made by
applying a solution to a surface and allowing the solvent to evaporate. 1 A typical solution
consists of long polymer chains, such as natural rubber, dissolved in a volatile organic
solvent. Upon evaporation of the solvent the polymer chains are left deposited on the
surface. When two surfaces treated in this way are pressed together, they form an
adhesive bond. The strength of the bond depends on the interpenetration of polymer
chains at the interface of the two surfaces as illustrated in Figure ( 1 ).
In heterogeneous catalysis, adsorbates interact with surfaces very differently than
in adhesion. An example of this process is the conversion of ethylene to ethane. 2 In this
reaction, molecular hydrogen and ethylene are added in the presence of a metal surface

a)

b)

Figure 1 : Two surfaces coated with different polymer chains (a). Interpenetration of the
chains at the interface results in the formation of an adhesive bond (b ).
2

such as platinum. One mechanism proposed for the hydrogenation of ethylene is that of
Twigg. 3 • In Twigg's mechanism ethylene reversibly adsorbs on the metal surface and
4

reacts with physisorbed hydrogen to form a half-hydrogenated intermediate. The
intermediate then reacts with chemisorbed hydrogen to form ethane. See Figure (2) for a
schematic of the catalytic conversion of ethylene to ethane. Catalysis is a widely used
industrial process. For example, most of the world's supply of both gasoline and strong

acids is produced using heterogeneous catalysis. 5

Clearly, the nature of the adsorbate-surface and adsorbate-adsorbate interactions
in the examples just given is different. Consider the polymer chains used to make the
contact adhesive. In the absence of a surface the spatial distribution of the polymer
chains in solution is isotropic. The presence of a surface imposes a geometric constraint
on the spatial distribution of the chains, such that near the surface the dimensions of the
chains increase. Overall, the chains interact only weakly with the surface, as a result of
the balance between the enthalpic attraction the chain has for the surface and the loss of
entropy associated with the chain adsorbing. In catalysis, the situation is quite different.
Here the surface mediates the reaction between reactants by evidently promoting reaction
paths that are unfavorable in the absence of the surface. In this case, the nature of the
interaction between the surface and the adsorbates is of critical importance.
To improve the performance of a contact adhesive or a catalytic process we might
consider the following questions. In the case of a contact adhesive, how do the properties
of the adhesive change as the length of the polymer chains is increased? In catalysis,
would a different catalyst provide a faster conversion of reactants to product?
Traditionally questions such as these have been answered by performing experiments.
In principle, an alternative to performing experiments is to use computers to
simulate a system. Of course, for meaningful results to be obtained care must be taken to
include the essential physics of a process in the simulation. For example, to simulate
the chemical processes in catalysis accurate adsorbate-adsorbate and adsorbate-surface
interactions are critically important. On the other hand, using simulation to determine
how the interpenetration of polymer chains at an interface depends on the length of the

3

Figure 2: Steps involved in the catalytic converston of ethylene to ethane. In the first
frame ethylene reacts with physisorbed hydrogen. In the second frame the half
hydrogenated intermediate reacts with a chemisorbed hydrogen atom to form ethane as
shown by the third frame.

4

chains might be achieved with rather simple and approximate adsorbate-adsorbate and
adsorbate-surface interactions. Provided the essential physics of a problem is understood,
simulation can be useful for studying the properties of a system.
In this dissertation we present research aimed at understanding the properties of
two different species adsorbed on surfaces. In Part 2 we use dynamic Monte Carlo
simulations to study the structure and dynamics of a single, model polymer chain,
partially adsorbed on an impenetrable surface. In this research simple descriptions of the
polymer-polymer and polymer-surface interactions are used and our interest is in how the
structural and dynamical properties of the polymer chain vary or scale with the length of
the chain. This research is partly motivated by the results of recent experiments6•7•8 in
which scaling laws for structural and dynamical properties of a single adsorbed polymer
chain were determined.
In Part 3 we study the interaction of a single methane molecule with the (100)
face of a model MgO crystal using electronic structure methods and empirical potential
energy functions. These studies are motivated by the rotational tunneling experiments of
Larese and coworkers, 9 • 1 0 which suggest that the preferred orientation of methane
adsorbed on MgO{l00) is the edge-down configuration (C2v axis perpendicular to the
surface). Figure 3 illustrates both the edge-down configuration and the face-down
configuration (C3v axis perpendicular to the surface), which some theoretical studies
suggest is the minimum energy configuration of methane adsorbed on MgO(lO0). The
focus of this research is to determine the minimum energy orientation of methane
adsorbed on MgO(lO0).
The two systems considered in this dissertation are different as are the techniques
that are used to study them. Although results of the two studies are independent, both
studies contribute to the general understanding of molecules adsorbed on surfaces. The
remainder of this introduction provides a concise description of the work contained in
this dissertation.
First we describe our research concerning a single partially adsorbed polymer
chain, which comprises Part 2 of this dissertation. Chapter I introduces the theoretical

5

Figure 3 : Two minimum energy configurations of methane adsorbed on MgO( 1 00). On
the left is the edge-down configuration and on the right is the face-down configuration.
The dark blue circles represent magnesium atoms and the black circles represent oxygen
atoms.

models that are used to understand the structure and dynamics of a polymer chain. In this
section the two dynamic Monte Carlo algorithms that we used to simulate the motion of a
polymer, the Local Jump (LJ) algorithm and the Bond Fluctuation (BF) algorithm are
described in detail. In Chapter II we describe our simulation protocol and the Monte
Carlo procedure used in the simulations. Chapter III contains the results of our
simulations, the conclusions we have drawn from this research, as well as suggestions for
future work.
Part 3 of this dissertation describes our research concerning a single methane
molecule adsorbed on MgO (l 00). Chapter I summarizes previous experimental and
theoretical studies of methane adsorbed on MgO( 1 00). Chapter II introduces the
theoretical methods we used to study a single methane molecule adsorbed on MgO(l 00)
and contains the results obtained using these methods. The conclusions we have drawn
from this research and suggestions for future work are also included in this chapter.
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PARTe2
MONTE CARLO POLYMER SIMULATIONS

9

CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

This chapter establishes the motivation for this research and provides necessary
background information so that our results can be understood. The chapter is organized
as follows. Section A introduces the theoretical models used to understand the structural
and dynamical properties of polymers. Section B summarizes the development of Monte
Carlo algorithms that have been used to simulate the motion of a polymer in solution.
Section C reviews previous Monte Carlo simulation studies of the dynamical properties
of a single, isolated polymer chain. Section D summarizes some recent experimental
results obtained for a single, adsorbed polymer chain. Section E draws from the
discussions of the previous sections to establish the motivation for this work.
A Survey of polymer theory

For theoretical purposes it is convenient to model a polymer chain as a collection

ofL beads connected by N = L - I bonds. Each bead is meant to represent a large

number of monomers of a real polymer chain. The number of monomers that each bead
represents is referred to as the Kuhn length. The Kuhn length is the length of a segment
of a real polymer chain that exhibits the property that the motion at one end of the

segment is uncorrelated with the motion at the other end of the segment. 1 The length of a
real polymer chain is described by the number of Kuhn lengths, or Kuhn segments that

comprise the chain. Likewise, L, which we use to describe the length of model polymer
chains, refers to the number of beads or Kuhn segments that comprise the chains.
Several different models have been used to describe the bonds between beads,

including rigid rods, Hookean springs and other more complicated bond potentials. 1

Using these simple models two general types of chains can be imagined: chains that are
allowed to cross themselves and chains that cannot. A chain that is allowed to cross itself
is referred to as an ideal chain, whereas a chain that cannot cross itself is referred to as a
10

self-avoiding chain. See Figure (1) for bead-spring representations of ideal and self
avoiding chains.
Real polymer molecules behave as self-avoiding chains and exhibit a property
referred to as the excluded volume effect. This effect describes the tendency for
segments of the chain to repel each other when the distance between segments becomes
smaller than some critical distance. The way in which the properties of a polymer chain
depend on the chain's length is different for ideal chains and self-avoiding chains. In this
section, theoretical results will be presented that describe the chain length dependence of
fundamental structural and dynamical properties for these two types of models.
Understanding how the internal dimensions of a polymer vary with chain length
has been a long-standing interest in polymer chemistry. In particular, early polymer
chemists were interested in the chain length dependence of the mean square end-to-end
distance
(1)
and the mean square radius of gyration
(2)
The variables x;, y; etc. in Equations (1) and (2) refer to the Cartesian coordinates of a
bead; for example, x 1 and xr represent the x coordinates of the first and last beads,
respectively. The chain's center of mass is at (Xcm , Yem , Zcm) . The angle brackets in
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Figure 1: Representation of a two-dimensional ideal chain with L=10 beads (on the left)
and a similar self-avoiding chain of the same length (on the right). In this illustration, the
N=L-1 bonds connecting the beads can be thought of as springs.
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Equations (1) and (2) represent an ensemble average.
The relationship between < R 2 > and N was first determined analytically for an
ideal chain. The ideal chain result indicates that < R 2 > increases linearly with N.e1 A
similar determination was made for a chain modeled as a rigid rod where < R 2 > can be
shown to depend quadratically on N. As a consequence of both the excluded volume
effect and the flexibility of a real polymer chain, < R 2 > for a real polymer chain does not
scale either as an ideal chain or a rigid rod.
Flory 2.3.4 used a simple mean field model to show how the internal dimensions of
a chain with excluded volume vary with chain length. Flory assumed that a chain
experiences two kinds of forces: a repulsive force resulting from bead-bead interactions
that tends to expand the chain and an elastic force between beads that tends to reduce the
length of the chain. Adding these two counteracting forces gives rise to the prediction
that the mean square end-to-end distance scales as

(R 2 ) - N2v with

V

3
= __ .

(3)

d+2

In Equation (3) d denotes dimension, so that for d=3
(4)

a result that as expected, is in between that obtained for an ideal chain and rigid rod.

11

in

Equation (3) is referred to as the static scaling exponent. Using Equation (3) we also see
that the theoretical prediction for the scaling exponent of a two-dimensional chain is 1.5.
The scaling relationship indicated by Equation (3) also applies to a chain's mean square
radius of gyration. Flory's predictions for how a polymer's internal dimensions vary with
chain length and dimension are in excellent agreement with both experimental and
simulation results.
Unfortunately, no information on a chain's dynamics can be obtained from
Flory's theoretical model. However, shortly after Flory's landmark theoretical
prediction, Rouse,5 Bueche6 and Zimm7 developed theoretical models for studying a
12

chain's dynamics. These dynamical models are based on the idea that a polymer can be
divided into a series of subchains as shown in Figure (2). Each subchain can be thought
of as two beads connected by a spring. The mass of the chain is assumed to be
concentrated in the subchains and it is also assumed that the subchains are long enough
that the end-to-end distance for each subchain obeys a Gaussian distribution function.
The motion of the bead connecting two subchains affects the motion of both subchains.
Using the subchain formalism the motion of an isolated chain can be described by the
Brownian motion of the beads that connect the subchains.
The work of Rouse, Bueche and Zimm has lead to the idea that the motion of a
polymer chain can be interpreted in terms of independent motions, each with a
characteristic length scale. The Rouse and Zimm models form the basis for our
understanding of polymer dynamics. The following discussion of the Rouse and Zimm
models closely follows the presentation given by Doi and Edwards. 1
The Langevin equation provides a convenient starting point for deriving the major
results of the Rouse and Zimm models. The Langevin equation describes the equation of
motion for a polymer chain moving in a sea of solvent and is given by
(5)

Rn(t) in Equation (5) denotes the position of bead n as a function of time, ka is
Boltzmann's constant and T is temperature. (Note that all bold face variables that appear
in equations represent vectors and bold face variables with a double arrow above them
denote a tensor, for example ilnm .) To be more explicit, the Langevin equation describes
how the velocity of a bead is affected by a force resulting from an external potential U,
random forces fm(t), attributed to collisions of the bead with solvent molecules, and
hydrodynamic forces given by the hydrodynamic tensor iinm , which result from the
motions of all other beads of the chain to which bead n belongs.
Rouse simplified the Langevin equation by ignoring the excluded volume effect
and choosing simple expressions to describe the hydrodynamic forces and the interaction
potential between beads. 4 The form of the hydrodynamic tensor in the Rouse model is
13
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Figure 2: Representation of a 1 3 bead chain composed of 12, 2, 3 and 4 subchains. Each
subchain contains the same number of bonds.
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Hnm

I
= ( 8nm '

(6)

where l is the identity tensor, t is a friction coefficient and Onm is the Kronecker delta
function. This form of the hydrodynamic tensor indicates hydrodynamic forces are taken
into account by associating a friction coefficient with each bead, but that hydrodynamic
forces between beads are ignored. Rouse assumed that the interaction potential only
extended to a bead's nearest neighbors and was harmonic:
(7)
k in equation (7) can be thought of as the force constant of a spring connecting two beads

and is given by
(8)
where b2 is the average length of the spring joining two beads. With these definitions the
Langevin equation is converted into a linear differential equation in Rn. For beads in the
interior of the chain the Langevin equation is simplified to

� a!• = -k(2R. - R••, - R._,o) + f. ,

(9)

and for the end beads
(10)
and
(11)
The random forces, !,, in Equations (9), (10) and (11) are assumed to be Gaussian
distributed, so that the time average of the random forces vanishes. In addition, the
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random forces experienced by different beads are independent of each other. Equations
(9), ( 1 0) and ( 1 1 ) can be written in the continuous limit as

(12)
after defining
( 1 3)

and talcing into account the boundary conditions
oRn

on

I

"""1

R
= 0 and o n

on

In=L = 0.

(14)

Physically, Equation (12) describes the Brownian motion of a collection of coupled

harmonic oscillators. Equation ( 12) can be solved by transforming the Rn coordinates

into normal coordinates

f

xp = ..!.. dn co{ p mi l»n (t) with p = 0, 1 , 2, . . . t.
Le0
L f�

( 1 5)

The coordinates, Xp, are referred to as Rouse coordinates. The Rouse coordinates can be

used to convert Equation (12) into a linear differential equation in the coordinate Xp

( 1 6)
A general solution to the homogeneous differential equation, Equation ( 1 6), is of the
form

( 1 7)

where Tp in Equation ( 1 7) can be written in terms of kp and tP to give
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(1 8 )

The Tp given by Equation (1 8) is referred to as the relaxation time of the p1h Rouse
coordinate or Rouse mode. For p>O time autocorrelation functions can be used to show
that the average product of the Rouse coordinate Xp decays according to the equation

(1 9)
Furthermore, Equation (1o8) indicates that for p>O the relaxation times scale quadratically
with N, while Equation (1o9) indicates the time autocorrelation function for each Rouse

mode decays according to a single exponential. The Rouse coordinates with p>0 describe
the collective motion of subchains of length Nip. Because the random forces/poin
Equation (16) are independent, the motions of the Rouse coordinates are also
independent.

By taking the inverse transform of Equation (1 5) it can be shown that the p=0

Rouse coordinate is the center of mass of the entire chain. The time autocorrelation

function for the p=O Rouse coordinate is given by

(20)
where Xoa in Equation (20) denotes the Cartesian coordinates that describe the position of
a chain ' s center of mass. Using the definition of the self diffusion constant
DG = lim J_ ((Rcmo(t)o- Rcmo(0) )2o)
t-+IX> 6t

(21 )

where Rcm(t) denotes the position of the chain's center of mass it can be shown that the
diffusion constant DG of a Rouse chain is given by
k T
D =o B
G

N'

(22)

Equation (22) indicates that DG scales as N- 1 •
To summarize, Rouse theory provides two important predictions: the diffusion
constant scales as N - 1 and the autocorrelation functions of the Rouse coordinates decay
17

exponentially with relaxation times proportional to N 2/p 2 • It should be mentioned that

for theta solvents, in which the monomer-monomer and monomer-solvent interaction is

nearly equal, the Rouse prediction for the chain length dependence of the diffusion

constant does not agree with experimental results. However, it should also be reiterated
that the Rouse model does not take into account the hydrodynamic interactions between
beads or the excluded volume effect.

Early on it was realized that hydrodynamic interactions significantly affect the

dynamics of a chain. Zimm solved the Langevin equation by taking hydrodynamic

interactions into account using the preaveraging approximation. 7 Zimm's treatment

provides a different prediction for the length scaling of the diffusion constant and
relaxation times. Using Zimm's model, the following results are obtained
DG

,..., N -0.S

and T

p ,...,

N

t .S

p t.S

(23 )

•

For a dilute solution of polymers in theta solvent, Zimm's prediction for the length

scaling of DG agrees with experiment.

Although the theoretical predictions of the Rouse and Zimm models are important

for understanding the dynamics of a polymer chain, neither takes into account the

excluded volume effect. de Gennes 8 has suggested that more general scaling laws based

on Flory's static scaling exponents can be constructed to describe the dynamic properties

of chains with excluded volume. By including the excluded volume condition in the

Rouse formalism, de Gennes showed that the relaxation times of the Rouse modes scale

as
T

p

,...,

N

l+2u

(24)

'

where v is Flory's static scaling exponent. This scaling relationship is referred to as the

dynamic scaling hypothesis. For a three-dimensional chain the dynamic scaling

hypothesis predicts the scaling exponent for the relaxation times of the Rouse modes is

2.2, whereas for a two-dimensional chain this exponent is 2.5.
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B Survey of Monte Carlo polymer simulation algorithms
Some of the first polymer simulation studies were conducted by Wall and
coworkers. 9• 1 0• 1 1 • 1 2 • 1 3 These studies focused primarily on the length scaling dependence of
the mean square end-to-end distance. In these simulations a polymer was modeled on a
cubic lattice. A chain was grown by randomly selecting bond vectors and accepting the
bond vectors until double occupancy of one of the lattice sites occurred, at which time the
run was terminated. The R 2 of this configuration was measured and more runs were
generated to determine the value of < R 2 > for various chain lengths. < R 2 > for these

model chains was determined to scale as N 1 .2 2 • These early simulation studies provided a
tractable method for learning about the equilibrium structural properties of a self
avoiding polymer chain, but were not useful for studying chain dynamics.
Verdier and Stockmayer 1 4 developed a lattice model for simulating the dynamics

of a polymer chain. In this scheme a polymer containing L beads is placed on a cubic

lattice. Unoccupied sites are considered to represent solvent molecules. One bead of the

chain is selected at random. Ifthe selected bead is not an end bead it can only move if

the angle between the bonds connecting to its two neighbors along the chain's backbone

is 90°. If the angle is 90° the bead can only jump to the new lattice site if the site is
unoccupied. This second criterion ensures the excluded volume condition. Ifthe

selected bead is an end bead, the neighboring positions of the next bead are checked and
the end bead is only allowed to move to one of the neighboring positions if it is
unoccupied. Figure (3) depicts a polymer using the Verdier-Stockmayer model, and
shows the types of moves that can be used to move the polymer.
In a series of papers, 1 5 • 1 6• 1 7 Verdier used this algorithm to study the decay of the
autocorrelation functions for the end-to-end vector and first few Rouse normal
coordinates. A noteworthy result of these early studies was that the relaxation times for
the Rouse coordinates scale as Rouse theory predicts in the absence of excluded volume.
However, in the presence of excluded volume the dynamic scaling exponents were much
larger than expected.
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Figure 3: Representation of a polymer on a cubic lattice using the Verdier-Stockmayer
model. Shaded beads and bonds depict the types of moves that are possible in this model.
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Many variations of Verdier and Stockmayer's original dynamic Monte Carlo
model have emerged. Hilhorst and Deutch 18 introduced a new type of motion into the
model that involved the simultaneous movement of two connected beads. This two-bead
motion, called the crankshaft motion is illustrated in Figure (4).
The development of new algorithms was motivated by the question of whether
using different algorithms to simulate a chain's dynamics led to different scaling laws for
the dynamical properties. Of particular interest was whether the scaling of the relaxation
times of the Rouse coordinates for a chain with excluded volume depend on what types
of motions are used to simulate the dynamics of the chain. Studies have been performed
that use only two-bead motions, 1 7 but various combinations of one and two bead motions
have also been studied. 19 The question of whether the scaling laws depend on the type of
lattice the polymer chain occupies has also been considered. 20
One algorithm that has been used extensively for simulating the dynamics of a
chain is the Local Jump (LJ) algorithm developed by Kovac and coworkers. 2 1 The LJ
algorithm represents a polymer as a set of beads on face centered cubic lattice sites with
integer (x, y, z) coordinates; nearest neighbor beads along the polymer backbone are
joined by rigid bonds of length ./2 as shown in Figure ( 5). In this model two consecutive
bonds may form angles of 60 °, 90 °, 120° or 180 °. A randomly selected bead may move
to any open lattice site, provided that the chain remains unbroken and the angle between
the two bonds associated with the bead remains constant. Figures (6), (7) and (8)
illustrate the allowed moves on a face centered cubic lattice.
The LJ algorithm was the first algorithm developed for which the scaling laws for
the relaxation times of the Rouse coordinates for a chain with excluded volume agreed
with the predictions of the dynamic scaling hypothesis. 2 1 In addition, for a chain in the
absence of excluded volume, the LJ algorithm yielded scaling laws for the relaxation
times of the Rouse coordinates in agreement with the predictions of Rouse theory.2 1
In three dimensions, the LJ algorithm provides a fast method for simulating the
dynamics of a polymer chain. However, the LJ algorithm is not ergodic, 22 which means
an initial configuration can be chosen from which the polymer cannot move. A more
serious drawback of the LJ algorithm is that the algorithm is not well suited to simulate
21

Figure 4: The Verdier-Stockmayer model with the two-bead crankshaft motion. Shaded
beads and bonds depict the two-bead crankshaft motion.
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Figure 5: Representation of a polymer on a face centered cubic lattice.
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Figure 6: 60 ° in plane motion and 60 ° out of plane motion on the face centered cubic
lattice.
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Figure 7: 90 ° in plane motion and 90° out of plane motion on the face centered cubic
lattice.

Figure 8: 120 ° motion on the face centered cubic lattice.
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two-dimensional systems. The reason for this is that for a two-dimensional chain new
bond vectors can only be introduced into the interior of the chain by the motions of the
end beads, a process which gives rise to artificially slow dynamics.
An alternative algorithm commonly used to simulate polymers is the Bond
Fluctuation (BF) algorithm. 23 In the BF algorithm, a bead is defined as the unit cell of a
simple cubic lattice. The centers of cubic unit cells representing nearest neighbor beads

along the chain backbone are joined by bonds, which can assume discrete bond lengths I
between /=2 ando/= Jfo . A bead may slide one unit in any of the six directions of the
cubic lattice (Ax= ± 1, Ay= ± 1, A z = ± 1), provided that the newly formed bond lengths
are acceptable. The excluded volume condition can be imposed by not allowing the
cubes to overlap. The limitations imposed on the bond lengths insure that the chain does
not cross itself during the simulation. 24 See Figure (9) for an illustration of a polymer
represented using the BF formalism.
The BF algorithm also has a few initial configurations away from which the chain
cannot move, which renders the algorithm non-ergodic. In general, the rules governing
how a polymer can move in the BF scheme allow for a wider class of systems to be
studied than can be studied with the LJ algorithm. For example, two-dimensional
systems and branched systems are more appropriately studied using the BF algorithm.
Additionally, the fact that the bond lengths are allowed to vary in the BF algorithm
enables the algorithm to better account for the flexibility of a real polymer chain.
Compared to the LJ algorithm, the BF algorithm does possess one serious
drawback. For each attempted move the new bond lengths must be checked to make sure
they are acceptable as well as the two excluded volume conditions if that constraint is
imposed. This fact, combined with the larger size of the bead in the BF algorithm, means
more calculations are required to enforce the excluded volume condition. These
differences make the BF algorithm computationally more demanding than the LJ
algorithm.
Both the LJ and BF algorithms are models that use discrete moves to simulate the

dynamics of a polymer on a lattice. To determine if a move will take place, the

Metropolis Monte Carlo method25 is used. In the Metropolis Monte Carlo method a

26

Figure 9: Representation of polymer on a cubic lattice using the Bond Fluctuation
formalism.
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single bead of the polymer is chosen randomly and an attempt is made to move the bead
based on the rules of the LJ or BF algorithm. The difference in energy between the
prospective configuration and the current configuration is calculated and is given by M.
If AE < O , the attempted move lowers the energy of the chain and the move is accepted.

Ifhowever, AE � 0 the move brings the polymer to a configuration with the same energy
or an energy that is greater than the original configuration. In this case the Boltzmann
factor
(25)

can have a value between O and
is calculated and compared to a random number �owhich
'
1. If S > � the attempted move is accepted. If S � � no move takes place and the

current configuration of the chain is retained.
C Survey of dynamic Monte Carlo polymer studies of Rouse dynamics
The dynamic Monte Carlo algorithms discussed in Section B have provided a
means for testing many theoretical predictions by using computer simulation. Simulation
studies that address the predictions of Rouse theory are of particular relevance to this
research. Here, the major LJ and BF simulation results for an isolated three-dimensional
chain, or free chain, a purely two-dimensional chain, and a chain attached to a surface at
one point, or tethered chain, are briefly reviewed.
For a free chain, both the LJ and BF algorithms have been shown to reproduce the
Rouse prediction for the diffusion constant. 26•27 For a free chain with excluded volume,
both the LJ and BF algorithms have shown the length scaling of the relaxation times for
the four lowest-frequency Rouse modes is in agreement with the predictions of the
dynamic scaling hypothesis.20.2 7
Using the LJ algorithm, Hahn and Kovac showed the relaxation times for the end
to-end vector of a chain terminally attached to a surface at one end increased by a factor
of three compared to the free chain times, but that the scaling of the end-to-end vector did
28

not change significantly compared to the scaling law observed for a free chain. 28
Sorensen and Kovac showed the scaling of the relaxation times for the first four Rouse
modes of a tethered chain were in reasonable agreement with the predictions of the
dynamic scaling hypothesis. 29
Although the fundamental nature of how a bead is moved in the LJ algorithm
makes it inappropriate for the study of two-dimensional chains, the BF algorithm has
been shown to reproduce the Rouse theoretical predictions for two-dimensional chains
with and without excluded volume. 23 •30
To summarize, it can be stated that both algorithms are appropriate for studying
the Rouse dynamics of a single free chain in three dimensions with or without excluded
volume. For two-dimensional chains the BF algorithm is the more appropriate algorithm.
However, the LJ results for a tethered chain indicate this algorithm can be used to study a
chain that has on average a modest number of its beads adsorbed.
D Partially adsorbed polymer chains
In the case of a partially adsorbed chain significant portions of the chain may be
adsorbed, but because of entropic considerations, some sections of the chain may form
loops, which extend away from the surface. A partially adsorbed polymer chain may
exhibit scaling laws for structural and dynamical properties intermediate between those
of a two-dimensional chain or of a chain in free space. A considerable number of
computer simulations have focused on studying the structure of single partially adsorbed
polymer chains. 3 1 •32•33 These studies indicate that the internal dimensions of the polymer
are in between those expected for purely two-dimensional and three-dimensional chains.
However, other studies34.35•36•37•38 indicate much is still not understood about the
dynamics of partially adsorbed chains.
Only recently have experiments been able to study single chain dynamics. Maier
and Radler have used fluorescence microscopy to observe fluorescently labeled DNA
chains adsorbed on a fluid cationic lipid bilayer.39•40•4 1 The DNA chains in this study
contained between 3 and 182 statistically independent segments, or Kuhn segments. In
29

these studies, time correlation functions of the moments of the fluorescence intensity

distribution were used to provide information on the length scaling of structural and
dynamical properties of a chain. These authors show thatt< R; > scales as N 1 ·58 <·08>, a

result that agrees with the scaling prediction for a purely two-dimensional chain. The

diffusion constant in this study is shown to scale as N -1 as predicted by Rouse theory.

Additionally, the relaxation time for the rotational autocorrelation function of the

chain as it rotates around an axis perpendicular to the surface is measured and shown to
scale as N 2·6 <-4>, a result that agrees with the two-dimensional prediction of the dynamic

scaling hypothesis. This study has provided the first experimental measurements to

which simulation results for a single partially adsorbed chain can be compared.

However, these experiments are unable to provide information on the extent to which the
chains are adsorbed.

Granick and coworkers have also measured the dynamics of a single chain on a

surface using fluorescence spectroscopy.

4 2 43 44

•

'

These workers studied polyethylene

glycol (PEG) adsorbed on a fused silica coverslip that was coated with

octadecyltriethoxysilane. This surface was selected because it represents a more truly

solid surface than the fluid membrane considered in the Maier and Radler experiments.

In these experiments the length scaling of the diffusion constant of PEG chains in dilute
solution away from the adsorbing surface, was measured and shown to agree with the

theoretical prediction of the Zimm model. The length scaling of the diffusion constant in

the presence of the surface was also measured and shown to scale as N - 1 · 5 , as predicted

by Zimm theory for a two-dimensional chain.

The scaling laws for the diffusion constant obtained in Maier and Radler's

experiments and those obtained in Granick's work are significantly different. The

reasons for this difference are not entirely clear. Perhaps, the nature of the adsorbing

surface profoundly affects the dynamics of a chain. On the other hand, the forces that

bind the DNA molecules in Maier and Radler' s work are Coulombic or long-range in

nature, whereas in Granick's experiments the non-polar chains adsorb as a result of short
range forces. Still, it is not known if two fundamentally different types of motions

govern the dynamics of the chains in these two systems.
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E Motivation
Understanding the dynamics of partially adsorbed polymer chains is of both
practical and theoretical interest. The experiments described in the previous section
provide valuable structural and dynamical information about partially adsorbed chains.
These experiments are the first that are able to address fundamental questions regarding
the dynamics of single adsorbed polymer chains.
Computer simulation may also be able to provide information about the dynamics
of a partially adsorbed chain. In Section C previous simulation studies were mentioned
that indicate that dynamic Monte Carlo simulations of polymers provide dynamical
information that agrees with theoretical predictions. The previous simulation studies
suggest the scaling of the relaxation times of the Rouse coordinates can provide a means
for understanding the dynamics of free, tethered and two-dimensional chains. Detailed
information about the dynamics of a partially adsorbed chain may also be obtained from
the length scaling of the relaxation times of the Rouse coordinates.
In this work the LJ and BF algorithms are used to simulate a single, self-avoiding,
partially adsorbed polymer chain. To obtain new information about the dynamics of a
partially adsorbed chain, the length scaling of the relaxation times of the four lowest
frequency Rouse modes is compared to theoretical predictions. Of particular interest is
whether the Rouse coordinates are the appropriate normal coordinates for a partially
adsorbed chain. Additionally, based on the complementary strengths of the LJ and BF
algorithms it will be of interest to learn whether the two algorithms lead to different
descriptions of the chain's dynamics.
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CHAPTER II
MODELS AND METHODS

The purpose of this chapter is to describe in detail various aspects of the
simulations that were performed. Section A provides a concise overview of the general
features of a simulation. Section B describes the Monte Carlo procedure used. Sections
C and D describe the methods used to determine a chain's equilibration period and
runtime, respectively.
A Simulation overview

In simulations of adsorbed polymers the surface spans the plane at z=O. During
the course of a simulation no bead is allowed to penetrate the surface. Beads

immediately adjacent to the surface, that is with z = 1, are considered adsorbed. Beads
may have any coordinates in the x-y plane as long as z � 1.

For both algorithms the initial configuration of the chain was a fully extended
zigzag arrangement in which every other bead was adsorbed at the surface. All
simulations began with an equilibration period during which the chain's initial
configuration was allowed to relax. No data were collected during the equilibration
period. After equilibration, a chain was simulated for a period of time during which
structural and dynamical properties of the chain were sampled. A criterion was
established to insure that all simulations represented adsorbed polymers. If at any point
during a run there was not at least one bead at the surface, the run was terminated, the
data discarded, and a new run was begun.
To model the polymer-surface interaction, a short-range attractive potential was
used. The form of the potential is that of a square well. Using the square well potential,
the energy of beads immediately adjacent to the surface is lowered by an amount referred
to as the adsorption energy, M, a negative quantity. Beads that are not adjacent to the
surface do not "feel" the attractive energy. The potential, V, defined by
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(26)
is a positive dimensionless constant that describes the ratio of the adsorption energy to
,
knT, where kn is Boltzmann s constant and T is the temperature. In these simulations the
potential serves to increase the probability that a bead will move to the surface by
weighting the Boltzmann factor, exp(V ) , associated with the attempted move.
In this research chains with L= 35, 60 and 97 beads were studied using the BF
algorithm and chains witho£= 35, 60, 97 and 121 were studied with the LJ algorithm.
Chains with £=121 were not studied using the BF algorithm because these simulations
were computationally too expensive. To simulate partially adsorbed chains, potentials of
V= 1.44, 1.52 and 1.6 were used for the BF algorithm and potentials of V= 1.1, 1.2 and

1.3 were used for the U algorithm.
All simulations were conducted under athermal conditions in which the solvent is
not considered explicitly and there are no bead-bead attractive interactions. No
hydrodynamic effects were included, but excluded volume conditions were enforced.
B Simulation details

In general, the computer codes that were written to implement the LJ and BF
algorithms are very similar. However, important differences arise from the fact that a
bead is represented by a cube, or 8 lattice sites, in the BF algorithm and by only a single
lattice site in the LJ algorithm. Furthermore, the bond lengths are fixed in the U
algorithm, whereas they are allowed to vary in the BF algorithm. These fundamental
,
differences suggest different methods of monitoring a chain s dynamics may be useful for
optimizing the computational efficiency of each algorithm.
For the LJ simulations we used the method developed previously by Kovac and
coworkers, 2 1 but with slight modifications. Using the LJ algorithm a simulation was
begun by reading in the initial coordinates of the chain from a file and storing the
coordinates in an array. The chain was oriented so that its head bead was in the center of
a large face centered cubic lattice, which will be referred to here as the box. The chain
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was then translated vertically as a unit to generate a configuration in which every other
bead was in contact with the surface. A Boolean array was used to keep track of the
occupancy of each lattice site in the box. The array elements associated with a lattice site
occupied by a bead were assigned the value true, whereas array elements associated with
a vacant lattice site were assigned the value false. Associating a logical descriptor with
each lattice site provides a quick method for determining the occupancy of a lattice site
and hence enforcing the excluded volume condition.
To move the chain a beadj is selected at random and an attempt to move the bead
is made. In the LJ algorithm a bead can only move by rotating about the axis formed by
its two nearest neighbors,jl andj2. Since the bonds between beads are fixed, and of
length

Ji , and because the simulation is on a face centered cubic lattice, the only

rotations that preserve the bond length and are about the axis formed by jl and j2, form
angles of 60° , 90 ° and 120 ° with respect to bead j. To determine which moves are
possible for bead j, the square of the distance betweenjl andj2 is calculated. For 120 °
bond angles this distance is 6, for 90° it is 4 and for 60 ° it is 2. Since these distances are
unique, the possible moves a randomly selected bead may make are easily determined.
Once the type of move beadj can make is determined, the destinations that bead j
may move to next are investigated. See Figures (6), (7) and (8) for the possible
destinations that may result after a bead is rotated through 60°, 90° and 120, 0
respectively. To determine the probabilities associated with moving to various
destinations, the value ofj in the lattice array is set to false. This is done to ensure that if
none of the next possible destinations are acceptable the original position ofj will be
retained. If a proposed destination is unoccupied and at the surface, the relative
probability for moving to this destination is given by the Boltzmann factor, exp( V). If a
proposed destination_ is unoccupied and not at the surface the relative probability is set
equal to 1. Otherwise, if a bead occupies any of the proposed destinations, the relative
probability of moving to these sites is set to 0.
After the relative probabilities for all of the proposed destinations are calculated
these quantities are summed and referred to as the total probability. Next, what is
referred to as the running probabilities are calculated. The running probabilities are
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determined by calculating the running sum of relative probabilities and dividing each sum
in tum by the total probability. A random number between 0 and 1 is generated; if the
running probability is greater than the random number, the destination associated with the
last term that was added to the running probability is accepted. After an attempted move
the lattice site associated with the position of beadj is set back equal to true. This
procedure for attempting to move a bead is referred to as a bead cycle.
The procedure just described also applies to an end bead. In this case, the
destinations of the bead's nearest neighbor are considered as next possible destinations.
The relative probabilities, running probabilities, total probability and the procedure for
choosing which destination the end bead will move to are analogous to those of a bead in
the interior of the chain.
For the BF simulations we used the original algorithm proposed by Cannesin and
Kremer, 23 but with the modifications suggested by Binder. 24 Using the BF algorithm a
simulation was begun by reading in the initial coordinates of the chain and storing these
coordinates in an array.
To move the chain a beadj is selected at random. In the BF algorithm a bead is
only allowed to slide one unit in any of the 6 "cardinal directions." Therefore, the six
possible destinations for beadj are determined. If a bead already occupies any of the
proposed destinations, the relative probabilities of moving to these sites are set to 0. For
destinations that are unoccupied, the new bond lengths formed between bead j and its
nearest neighbors are checked to make sure they are acceptable. If either bond length is
unacceptable, the relative probability for the move is set to 0. For destinations that are
both unoccupied and have acceptable bond lengths, the procedure for choosing which
destination beadj will move to is analogous to that used for the LJ algorithm. Similarly,
in the case that an end bead is selected the same procedure as described for an end bead
in the U algorithm is used. In the BF algorithm a bead cycle again consists of one
attempted move, just as in the case of the U algorithm.
The Monte Carlo procedure for moving a polymer using the BF algorithm is
similar to that used for the U algorithm, except in regard to how the excluded volume
condition is enforced and the inherent difference in the types of moves that are possible.
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In the U simulations the excluded volume condition is checked using an array with
logical descriptors indicating the occupancy of a lattice site. In the BF algorithm, the
excluded volume condition is checked numerically.
Using the Monte Carlo procedure just described the LJ and BF algorithms were
used to simulate the dynamics of a chain for many bead cycles. The standard unit of time
used in the simulations is referred to as a Monte Carlo Step (MCS), where a MCS is
defined as L attempted bead cycles, where L is the number of beads.

The FORTRAN programs used to generate the data in Part 2 of this dissertation
are given in the Appendices. The code we used to calculate the structural properties and
the diffusion constant of a chain using the LJ algorithm is given in Appendix I. The code
we used to calculate the Rouse modes using the LJ algorithm is given in Appendix II.
Appendix III contains the subroutines that are used by the codes in Appendix I and
Appendix II. The FORTRAN codes that implement the BF algorithm, which are the
analogs to the LJ codes given in Appendix I, II and III, are respectively given in
Appendix IV, V and VI.
C Determination of the equilibration period
The equilibration period of a chain refers to the time needed for a chain to become
uncorrelated with its initial configuration. It is important that a chain is equilibrated
because otherwise data from the simulation may represent non-equilibrium properties of
the chain. A convenient way to estimate the equilibration time is to calculate the time
autocorrelation function of the end-to-end vector. The end-to-end vector
(27)

describes the position of the last bead in the chain with respect to the first. The time
autocorrelation function of the end-to-end vector

PR

(t) = (R(O) · R(t))

(28)

(R 2 (0) )
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gives the average dot product of the end-to-end vector as a function of time. After a short
amount of time the numerator of pR (t) is approximately equal too<R 2 >, but after long
periods of time R(0) becomes uncorrelated with R(t) and the numerator of pR (t)odecays
to 0. Ordinarily pR (t)odecays according to a single exponential or as a sum of
exponentials. The amount of time required for pR (t) to decay to O can be thought of as
the equilibration time of a chain. In Figure (10) we show the average pR (t)oobtained from
100 independent chains for a chain with L=35 and V=l.3 simulated using the LJ
algorithm. An alternative way to represent the decay of PR (t) is by plotting In[ PR (t) ] vs
time. This representation of the data allows for the exponential decay of PR (t) to be
more easily assessed. See Figure (11) for a semi-log representation of the same pR (t)odata
used in Figure (10). The curvature observed in Figure (11) indicates that the
autocorrelation function of the end-to-end vector does not decay according to a single
exponential. Verdier was the first to observe this result. 1 5
To obtain the equilibration times, an average PR (t) for each (L, V) pair was
obtained by averagingopR (t) over a large number of simulation trajectories. For the U
algorithm the average PR (t) was obtained from simulations of 100 independent chains,
whereas for the BF algorithm 50 independent chains were used. Semi-log plots of the
average pR (t)owere generated using data up to the second relaxation time, that is, the time
at whichopR (t)odecays to 1/e2 • Because of the substantial curvature observed in the semi
log plots of the autocorrelation functions, the autocorrelation functions were fit to a
stretched exponential, or Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts function,
(29)

where t represents time, rR is a characteristic relaxation time of the end-to-end vector
and pR is an exponent that characterizes how the function deviates from single
exponential decay. The value PR = 1 indicates that a single exponential describes the
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Figure 10: Plot of the autocorrelation function for the end-to-end vector PR (t)oobtained
by averaging the PR (t) of 100 independent chains. These data are for a chain with L=35
and V=l.3 that was simulated using the LJ algorithm.
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Figure 11: Semi-log plot of the autocorrelation function for the end-to-end vector pR (t)
obtained by averaging the pR (t) of 100 independent chains. These data are for a chain
with L=35 and V=l .3 that was simulated using the LJ algorithm. Also shown is the best
fit to the data using a stretched exponential.
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autocorrelation function data, while pR

-::t-

1 indicates that a sum of exponentials must be

used to describe the data. The,R and pR obtained from these fits are given for the U and
BF algorithms in Table (1) and Table (2), respectively.

The fitting parameters in Table (1) and Table (2) were then used to estimate how

much time was needed for PR (t) to decay to 1/e4, that is, the time at which the chain is

about 98% uncorrelated with its initial configuration. These times are given in Table (3)
and Table (4) for chains simulated using the U and BF algorithms, respectively. It was
expected that the times listed in Table (3) and Table (4) would increase as the length of
the chain and V increased. However, for both algorithms we see that this is not always
the case. This result is not unreasonable in light of the fact that the statistical scatter in

In [ PR (t)t] increases considerably after the first relaxation time as shown in Figure (11).

Therefore, the times listed in Table (3) and Table (4) were modified to ensure the chain

was equilibrated. These new times are the equilibration times used in the simulations.

The equilibration times for chains simulated using the U and BF algorithms are listed in
Table (5) and Table (6), respectively.

Table 1. The values of rR (before the slash) and PR (after the slash) obtained in the fits
of PR (t) for chains simulated using the LJ algorithm. The units of ,R are MCS.
V

1.3
1.2
1.1

L =35

1180 / .50
1065 / .49
827 I .51

L=60

3954 I .46
3100 I .52
2602 I .52

L= 97

11065 I .47
10036 I .44
8145 I .49

L= 1 2 1

17999 I .44
15682 / .43
12900 I .47

Table 2. The values of rR (before the slash) and PR (after the slash) obtained in the fits of
PR (t) for chains simulated using the BF algorithm. The units of ,R are MCS.
V
1.6
1.52
1.44

L=3 5
3255 I .54
3553 I .51
2510 I .61

L=60
9803 I .50
9287 / .52
8391 / .55
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L=97
21973 I .54
22110 I .54
21554 I .55

Table 3. Times needed for PR (t) to decay to a value of 1/e4 for chains simulated using the
LJ algorithm. The units on these times are MCS.
V
1 .3
1 .2
1.1

L=35
1 8445
1 692 1
1 1 653

L=60
7858 1
42579
34900

L=l2 1
395702
367 1 27
23 1 705

L=97
1 98302
22 1 029
127576

Table 4. Times needed for PR (t) to decay to a value of l/e4 for chains simulated using the
BF algorithm. The units of these times are MCS.
V
1 .6
1 .52
1 .44

L=97
268386
278208
257333

L=60
1 52901
1 26543
1 0 1 304

L=35
40880
5 1 563
23402

Table 5. Equilibration times for chains simulated using the LJ algorithm. The units for
all equilibration times are MCS.
V
1 .3
1 .2
1.1

L=35
37000
34000
24000

L=60
1 57000
85000
70000

L=97
450000
450000
255000

L=l 2 1
79 1 000
734000
463000

Table 6. Equilibration times for chains simulated using the BF algorithm. The units for
all equilibration times are MCS.
V
1 .6
1 .52
1 .44

L=35
80000
80000
47000

L=60
300000
250000
200000
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L=97
540000
540000
430000

D Determination of the runtime

For the results of a Monte Carlo polymer simulation to be meaningful a

sufficiently large number of a chain's configurations must be sampled to ensure one is

measuring equilibrium properties. Obviously it is desirable to run simulations as long as
possible. However, because of computational limitations it is often the case that a

method must be devised to determine how long a simulation must be run so that
statistically meaningful results are obtained for the properties of interest.

In this research our primary interest is to investigate the scaling exponents of the

relaxation times of the four lowest-frequency Rouse modes. To obtain accurate scaling
exponents for the Rouse coordinates we must first make sure that our simulations are

long enough so that statistically meaningful relaxation times can be obtained. To

determine how long the simulations should be run we first determined the time it takes

for the chain's center of mass to diffuse a distance equal to the square root of the chain's

mean square end-to-end distance, < R >; this amount of time will be referred to as the
2

< R 2 > time. To find the < R 2 > times we plotted the mean square displacement of the

chain's center of mass

Pcm (t) = ((Rem (t) - Rem (0) }

2

)

(30)

as a function of time. The < R 2 > value for all chain lengths was estimated using Flory's

scaling law, Equation (3), for a two-dimensional chain. Thet< R 2 > times were then
obtained directly from plots of the mean square displacement of the chain's center of

mass by determining how much time was needed for the chain's center of mass to diffuse
a distance equal to the two-dimensionalt< R 2 > value. Figures (12) and ( 1 3) show

representative plots of the diffusion data used to determine these times for chains

simulated using the LJ and BF algorithms, respectively. Thet< R 2 > times for all (L, V)
pairs are given in Tables (7) and (8) for chains simulated using the LJ and BF algorithms,
respectively. It should be noted that the < R > times are remarkably similar for the LJ
2

and BF chains. Therefore, because of this similarity, after the < R 2 > times were
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Figure 12: Mean square displacement of a chain's center of mass as a function of time
for a chain simulated using the LJ algorithm. These data are for a chain with L=35 and
V=l.3. The error bars represent the 67% confidence interval for the mean square
displacement as a function of time.
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Table 7. < R 2 > times for chains simulated using the LJ algorithm. The units on all
2
< R > times are MCS.
V
1 .3
1 .2
1.1

L=35
1 1000
10200
8900

L=97
1 56000
1 40000
126000

L=60
49500
42300
40200

L=l2 1
267000
26 1000
234000

Table 8. < R 2 > times for chains simulated using the BF algorithm. The units on all
2
< R > times are MCS.
V
1 .6
1 .52
1 .44

L=35
1 1 t1 00
10400
9000

L=60
45000
45000
45000
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calculated for the L=3 5 and L=60 chains using the BF algorithm, the LJ < R > times for
2

L=97 were used for the BF chain. The results in Table (7) were determined from the

average of the results for 100 independent chains, whereas the results in Table (8) were

determined from the average of the results for 25 independent chains.

2
To determine if following the dynamics of a chain for the < R > time yielded

statistically meaningful estimates of dynamical quantities we chose to analyze the

autocorrelation function of the Rouse coordinates. For this study we used the discrete

analogs of the Rouse coordinates given by Equation ( 1 5). These coordinates are

U1c (t) =

L ( 2 -L8" )½ cos[(Jt- 1},rk I L ]R/t)
L

0

j...1

(3 1 )

where Ri (t) is the position of the}th bead with respect to the origin, k is the mode

number, 40 is the Kronecker delta function and the summation is over all L beads of the
chain. The autocorrelation function for the Rouse coordinates P1c (t) is given by

(32)

We investigated the statistical scatter for different run lengths by calculating an average

autocorrelation function for the k=1 Rouse mode using run lengths of 10, 50 and 100

times the < R 2 > time. See Figure (14) for a plot of the average autocorrelation function

of the k=l Rouse mode. The average autocorrelation function and the standard deviations
in Figure ( 1 4) were obtained from 5 independent runs; care was taken to ensure that the

same 5 random number seeds were used for each set of data so that the data for different

run lengths are for the same Monte Carlo trajectories through phase space. The error bars

2
shown in Figure ( 14) indicate that run lengths of 10 times the < R > time lead to large

standard deviations, whereas the standard deviations using run lengths of 50 and 100

times the < R 2 > times are comparable and much smaller. Due to the fact that running

simulations for 1 00 times the < R 2 > time would require vast amounts of computational
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Figure 14: Standard deviations of the time autocorrelation function for the first Rouse
mode for a chain with L=35 and V= 1 .3 simulated using the LJ algorithm. The largest
error bars are for the average autocorrelation function of a chain that was simulated for
1 0 times its < R 2 > time. The smallest error bars are for the average autocorrelation
function of a chain that was simulated for 1 00 times the < R 2 > time. The middle size
error bars are for the average autocorrelation function of a chain that was simulated for
50 times the < R 2 > time. The standard deviations were calculated from the results of 5
independent simulations of an individual chain. To improve the readability of the figure,
the errorbars for the chain that was simulated for 50 times the < R 2 > time are displaced
50 MCS, whereas the errorbars for the chain that was simulated for 1 00 times the < R 2 >
time were displaced 1 00 MCS. The error bars in this plot represent the 67% confidence
intervals.
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Table 9. Runtimes for chains simulated using the LJ algorithm. The units on all runtimes
areeMCS.

V
1 .3
1 .2
1.1

L=35
550000
5 1 0000
445000

L=60
2475000
21e1 5000
20 1 0000

L=97
7800000
7000000
6300000

L=l 2 l
1 3350000
1 3050000
1 1 70000

Table 1 0. Runtimes for chains simulated using the BF algorithm. The units on all
runtimes are MCS.

V
1 .6
1 .52
1 .44

L=35
550000
520000
450000

L=60
2250000
2250000
2250000

L=97
7800000
7000000
6300000

resources it was decided that all simulations of adsorbed polymers would be run for 50
2

times a chain's < R > time. This time will be referred to as the runtime. The runtimes
used in the LT and BF simulations are given in Table (9) and Table ( 1 0), respectively.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter the results of our polymer simulations are presented. Briefly, the
chapter is organized as follows. Section A describes the statistical analysis that was used
to obtain all scaling exponents and the standard deviations associated with the scaling
exponents. Section B contains our results for a single isolated chain in free space.
Section C contains our results for a partially adsorbed chain. Section D describes the
conclusions we have drawn from this research and provides suggestions for future
research.
A Statistical analysis

As state earlier, scaling exponents describe the dependence of a property P of a
polymer chain on the number of bonds N in the chain:
P(N)o- AN m

(33)

In this equation, m is the scaling exponent for property P. Taking the logarithm of both
sides of Equation (33) yields
(34)

In[ P(N)] - In A + m In N .

Thus, if Equation (33) holds, a plot of ln[P(N)] as a function of ln N will give a
straight line with slope m. This indicates that scaling exponents can be computed by
fitting the In[P(N)] values obtained from simulations of chains of various lengths to
Equation (34).
In this research the P( N) values obtained from Monte Carlo simulations have
statistical uncertainties associated with them. To find the uncertainty in the scaling
exponents arising from these uncertainties in the P(N) values, we consider a function m
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that depends on n quantities Yi , y2, ... ,Yn · The variance s; of m can be expressed in terms
of the variances of the quantities Yi , Y2, ... ,yn through45

2
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S y,,

(35)

wheretsYk2 is the variance of Yk· In this case m is the slope of the straight line that best fits
the data points (xi , Yi), (x2, y2), ... , (xn , Yn), and is given by

(36)

The quantities xi, x2, ... , Xn are the natural logarithm of the number of bonds in a chain;

these quantities have no uncertainties associated with them. The quantities Yi, Y2,--,Yn are
the natural logarithm of properties Pi , P2,.,.J'n estimated from our Monte Carlo
simulations: y* = In(� )t. Equation (36) reduces to a sum of logarithms

(37)

m = c1 ln(Pi ) + c2 ln(Pi ) + . . . + en ln(P,. )

where the constants Ck are related to the quantities xi, x2, ... , Xn and do not depend on Pi,

P2, ... , Pn . The variance in m can be computed from Equations (35) and (37) and is given

by

(38)
In this research, the uncertainties reported for all scaling exponents are the 67%

confidence limit intervals determined from the variances computed using Equation (38).

The variance s;.. for the property Pk in Equation (38) is related to the standard deviation of
Pk, which is evaluated from a set of Monte Carlo simulations at a given value of N, the
number of bonds in the chain.
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B Free chain results

To verify that the codes we wrote worked properly, we first calculated the scaling
exponents for a single isolated chain in free space. Simulating a chain in free space
required altering the computer program so that the surface was no longer present and

setting V=O. At least twenty independent chains were simulated for each L.

In the free chain studies, the equilibration periods that were determined for a
partially adsorbed chain with the weakest potential were used as the equilibration periods
for the free chains. To determine the runtimes, <R 2 > times were determined for the free
chains in the same manner as described previously for the partially adsorbed chains.
Interestingly, the free LJ chains diffused a distance equal to <R 2 >in about half the time
it took the partially adsorbed LJ chains simulated using the weakest potential to diffuse
the same distance. Therefore, new runtimes were determined for the U chains using the
same scheme that was used for the partially adsorbed chains. The same study was made
for free BF chains, but in this case the same amount of time was required for the chain to
diffuse a distance equal to <R 2 > as was observed for the weakest potential in the case of
a partially adsorbed BF chain. Therefore, the runtimes for the weakest potential studied
using the BF algorithm were used for the BF free chain studies.
Scaling exponents for <R 2 >and <R; > were obtained using the scaling law given
by Equation (3 ), i.e. (R 2 ) - N 20 and (R: ) - N 2 0 ; here we refer to the 2v as the scaling
exponent. During the course of a simulation data for <R 2 > and <R; > were calculated at
100 MCS intervals and the average of these values was computed at the end of a
simulation. The average and standard deviation of these average <R 2 > and <R; > values
were determined from the entire set of simulations for each L. The average < R 2 > and
<R; > and standard deviations are given in Tables (11) and (12) for the LJ and BF
algorithms, respectively. The scaling exponent for <R 2 > and <R! > is given by the best
fit slope of a plot of ln(<R2>} or ln(<R; >) vs ln(N). A plot of ln(<R; >} vs ln(N) and the
best fits to these data are shown in Figure (15) for both algorithms. The scaling
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Table 1 1 . Average < R 2 > and < R; > for a chain simulated in free space using the LJ
algorithm. Standard deviations on these values, which represent the 67% confidence
intervals, are given in parentheses. Units for < R 2 > and < R; > are lattice units squared.
N

< R2 >

< Rg2 >

34
59
96
120

1 26. 1 (3.6)
244.0 (4.2)
434.9 (1 0.6)
558.9 (8.9)

20.2 (0.4)
38.7 (0.5)
69.0 (1 . 1 )
89.3 (0.9)

Table 12. Average < R 2 > and < R; > for a chain in simulated in free space using the BF
algorithm. Standard deviations on these values, which represent the 67% confidence
intervals, are given in parentheses. Units for < R 2 > and < R; > are lattice units squared.
N
34
59
96

530.2 (2 1 .8)
1 038.3 (45 . 1 )
1 860.7 (59.0)
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83 .7 (2.2)
1 63.6 (4.4)
293.7 (6.2)
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Figure 1 5 : Plot of In(< R; >) vs ln(N) for chains simulated in free space using both
algorithms. Also shown are the lines that best fit these data. The error bars in this plot
represent the 67% confidence intervals.
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exponents fore< R 2 > and < R� > are given in Tables ( 1 3) and ( 1 4) for the U and BF
algorithms, respectively. The values of the scaling exponents for < R 2 > and < R� > given
in these tables are close to 1 .2, which is Flory's theoretical prediction for a three

dimensional chain in free space.

The scaling exponents for the diffusion constant were obtained using the scaling

relation

(39)

The diffusion constant for each run was calculated from the slope of a plot of
((Rem (t) - Rem (0) )2 ) vs time. The diffusion constant according to Equation (2 1 ) is

obtained by dividing the slope of this plot by 6. The average and standard deviation of

the diffusion constants for all independent chains at each L was also computed. The

average diffusion constant D and standard deviations are given in Tables (1 5) and (16)

for the LJ and BF algorithms, respectively. The scaling exponent for D is given by the

best fit slope of a plot of ln(D ) vs ln(N)t. The scaling exponents for the average

diffusion constants are given in Table (17) for both algorithms. A plot of ln(D ) vs

ln(N) and the best fit to these data are shown in Figure ( 1 6) for both algorithms. The

scaling exponents for both algorithms agree well with the scaling prediction of the Rouse

model.

The scaling exponents for the relaxation times of the Rouse modes were obtained

from the scaling relationship

(40)

where rk and a k are the relaxation time and the scaling exponent for mode k,

respectively. The relaxation time for a mode was obtained from a mode's autocorrelation

function, Pt ( t) , given by Equation (32). Because of the substantial curvature observed in

the decay of Pk (t) the autocorrelation functions were fit using the stretched exponential
functional form given by Equation (29). The pk (t) data were used to make plots of
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Table 13. Scaling exponents 211 foro<R 2 > and < R; > for a chain in free space simulated
using the LJ algorithm. Standard deviations on these values, which represent the 67%
confidence intervals, are given in parentheses.
211 for
<Rog2 >
1.18 (.02)

211 for
<R 2 >
1.18o(.01)

V

0

Table 14. Scaling exponents 211 foro<R 2 > and < R; > for a chain in free space simulated
using the BF algorithm. Standard deviations on these values, which represent the 67%
confidence intervals, are given in parentheses.
211 for
<Rog2 >

211 for
<R 2 >
1.21 (.01)

V

0

1.21 (.01)

Table 15. Average diffusion constants D for a chain in free space simulated using the LJ
algorithm. Standard deviations on these values, which represent the 67% confidence
intervals, are given in parentheses. Units for D are given in lattice units squared per
MCS.
N
34
59

96
120

D

.0045 (.0005)
.0026 (.0004)
.0016 (.0002)
.0012 (.0002)
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Table 1 6. Average diffusion constants D for a chain in free space simulated using the BF
algorithm. Standard deviations on these values, which represent the 67% confidence
intervals, are given in parentheses. Units for D are given in lattice units squared per
MCS.
N
34
59
96

D
.0026 (.0004)
.00 1 4 (.0002)
.0009 (.0001)

Table 1 7. Scaling exponents for the diffusion constant x for a chain in free space
simulated using the U and BF algorithms. Standard deviations on these values, which
represent the 67% confidence intervals, are given in parentheses.
V
0

x (Ll)
x (BF)
-1 .03 (.05) - 1 .03 (.05)
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Figure 16: Plot of ln(D ) vs ln(N) for chains simulated in free space using both
algorithms. Also shown are the lines that best fit these data. The error bars in this plot
represent the 67% confidence intervals.
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ln{-ln[pk (t)] } vs ln(t). The data from this plot was fit to a linear equation of the form
y = mx + b . In this case y = ln(- ln[pk (t)]) , m = Pk , x = ln(t) and b = -(Pk ) ln(i-k ) .
Using these equations the relaxation times are given by
(41 )

Relaxation times and pk values were obtained from plots for each independent chain
using data for pk (t) up to the point that pk (t) reached a value of 1/e½ : the chain's 1.5
relaxation time. The average relaxation time fk and average Pk for all independent
simulations for each (L, V) pair was also computed. The scaling exponents for the
relaxation times were determined from the best fit slope of a plot of In( fk ) vs ln(N).
A few points need to be addressed with regard to how we obtained the relaxation
times. First, as mentioned above, we fit each autocorrelation function pk (t) to a stretched
exponential to obtain i- k and pk for each independent chain and computed an average fk
and pk from all independent chains for each L. We chose this procedure because it
enables us to calculate the standard deviation associated with the relaxation times, and
therefore allows us to determine the uncertainty associated with the scaling exponents for
the relaxation times. An alternative method for determining the relaxation times would
be to average the autocorrelation functions for all independent chains and fit the data for
the average autocorrelation function pk (t) to a stretched exponential. Unfortunately, this
method does not enable us to calculate the standard deviation associated with the i-k and
Pk obtained from the fit.
In the first method described above, we average the i-k and pk obtained by fitting
each independent chain and in the latter method we average all the autocorrelation data
and then fit the data. The question is whether the two procedures give different values
for i- k and Pk . To address this question two sets of simulations were performed. First we
used both methods to fit the autocorrelation data for the first Rouse mode using data from
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5 independent chains simulated using the LJ algorithm with L=35 and V=l .3. In the

second set of simulations we used both methods to fit the autocorrelation data for the first
Rouse mode using data from 10 independent chains simulated using the LJ algorithm

with L=60 and V=l .3 . The results obtained using both fitting procedures are shown in
Figures ( 1 7) and ( 1 8) for the L=35 and the L=60 chains, respectively. The difference

between the -r* obtained using the two procedures was about 0.4% for the chain with L=35
and 1 .5% for L=60. Based on the similarity of these results we chose to use the method

that allowed us to calculated uncertainties for the scaling exponents of the relaxation

times.

The average -r* values are given in Tables ( 1 8) and ( 1 9) for the LJ and BF
algorithms, respectively. The average f31c obtained from the fits are given in Tables (20)
and (2 1 ) for the LJ and BF algorithms, respectively. Representative data for p* (t) is
plotted in Figure ( 1 9) for a chain simulated using the LJ algorithm. A plot of In( -r 1c ) vs
ln(N) and the best fit slope to these data are shown in Figure (20) for both algorithms.

The scaling exponents for the relaxation times for the four lowest-frequency Rouse

modes are given in Tables (22) and (23) for the LJ and BF algorithms, respectively. The
scaling exponents in Tables (22) and (23) agree with the results of previous

researchers2 1 .27 and are close to a value of 2.2, which is the theoretical prediction of the

dynamic scaling hypothesis. The apparent increase in the scaling exponents of the higher
order Rouse modes for a chain simulated using the LJ algorithm was first observed by

Kovac and coworkers. 2 1

C Partially adsorbed chain results

In this section the same scaling exponents that were determined for the free chains

will be determined for partially adsorbed chains. The methods used to determine the

scaling exponents are analogous to those described for the free chain. Therefore, in this

section only the scaling exponents and the raw data used to obtain the scaling exponents
will be presented. At least fifteen independent simulation runs were performed for each
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Figure 17: Fits to the autocorrelation function for the first Rouse mode of a chain with
L=35 and V=l.3 simulated using the LJ algorithm. The red curve is the average
autocorrelation function obtained by averaging the autocorrelation function for 5
independent chains. The blue and green curves are the best fits to the average
autocorrelation function obtained using two different fitting procedures, which in this
case give nearly the same fit. The green curve is obtained by averaging the 5 , 1 and p1
and the blue curve is obtained by averaging the autocorrelation data and fitting the
average autocorrelation function.
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Figure 18: Fits to the autocorrelation function for the first Rouse mode of a chain with
L=60 and V=1.3 simulated using the LJ algorithm. The red curve is the average
autocorrelation function obtained by averaging the autocorrelation function for 10
independent chains. The blue and green curves are the best fits to the average
autocorrelation function obtained using two different fitting procedures. The green curve
is obtained by averaging the10 r1 andtp1 and the blue curve is obtained by averaging the
autocorrelation data and fitting the average autocorrelation function.
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Table 1 8. Average relaxation times rk for a chain in free space simulated using the LJ
algorithm. Standard deviations on these values, which represent the 67% confidence
intervals, are given in parentheses. The units for all relaxation times are MCS.
N

34
59
96
1 20

k=l

752 (32)
2533 (107)
7398 (373)
1 201 1 (545)

k=2

1 66 (5)
573 ( 1 6)
1 697 (33)
2829 (70)

k=3

67 (2)
238 (4)
701 (10)
1 1 52 (2 1 )

k=4

35 ( 1 )
1 24 (2)
371 (6)
61 1 (7)

Table 1 9. Average relaxation times rk for a chain in free space simulated using the BF
algorithm. Standard deviations on these values, which represent the 67% confidence
intervals, are given in parentheses. The units for all relaxation times are MCS.
N

34
59
96

k=l

6 1 83 (576)
1 9944 ( 1 996)
59865 (57 1 3)

k=2

1 360 (75)
4534 (282)
1 3004 (5 10)

k=3

555 (23)
1 842 (72)
5409 (203)

k=4

300 (1 1 )
985 (30)
2867 (93)

Table 20. Range of average pk for free chains simulated using the U algorithm. The
average standard deviations on these values, which represent the 67% confidence
intervals, are given in parentheses.
k=l

.97-.96 (.03)

k=2

.95-.93 (.01)

k=3

.94-.92 (.01)

k=4

.94-.9 1(.01)

Table 21. Range of average pk for free chains simulated using the BF algorithm. The
average standard deviations on these values, which represent the 67% confidence
intervals, are given in parentheses.
k=l

.96-.95 (.04)

k=2

.95-.94 (.02)
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k=3

.94-.93 (.01 )

k=4

.93-.9 1 (.01)
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Figure 1 9: Semi-log plot of the autocorrelation function for the four lowest-frequency
Rouse modes pk (t ) obtained by averaging the pk (t ) of 5 independent chains.
These data are for a chain with L=35 simulated in free space using the LJ algorithm.
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Table 22. Scaling exponents at for the four lowest-frequency Rouse modes of a chain
simulated in free space using the LJ algorithm. Standard deviations on these values,
which represent the 67% confidence intervals, are given in parentheses.
V

k=l

k=2

k=3

k=4

0

2.20 (.02)

2.24 (.02)

2.25 (.02)

2.28 (.02)

Table 23. Scaling exponents at for the four lowest-frequency Rouse modes of a chain
simulated in free space using the BF algorithm. Standard deviations on these values,
which represent the 67% confidence intervals, are given in parentheses.
V

k=l

k=2

k=3

k=4

0

2 . 1 9 (.02)

2. 1 8 (.01 )

2 . 1 9 (.01)

2. 1 7 (.0 1)
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(L, V) pair, although in most cases twenty-five independent simulation runs were

performed.
To characterize the extent to which a chain was adsorbed we calculated the
average fraction of the chain that was adsorbed every 1 00 MCS. At the end of a
simulation the average of these values was computed. The average and standard
deviation of all runs for each (L, V) pair was also computed. These data are reported in
Tables (24) and (25) for the LT and BF algorithms, respectively. The data in Tables (24)
and (25) indicate that on average a chain had about one-half to two-thirds of its beads
adsorbed.
The average < R 2 > and < R! > and standard deviations are given in Tables (26)
and (27) for the LT and BF algorithms, respectively. A representative plot of In(< R! >) vs
ln(N) and the best fit to these data are shown in Figure (2 1 ) for both algorithms. The
scaling exponents for < R 2 > and < R! > are reported in Tables (28) and (29) for the LJ
and BF algorithms, respectively. These data indicate that even though a chain may have
on average only two-thirds of its beads adsorbed the scaling exponents are nearly exactly
equal to Flory's theoretical prediction for the scaling of a purely two-dimensional chain.
The scaling exponents obtained using both algorithms agree with the experimental
measurements of Maier and Radler. 39•

40

The average values and standard deviations for the diffusion constants are given
in Tables (30) and (3 1 ) for the U and BF algorithms, respectively. We note that in this
case only the diffusion of the chain pqallel to the surface was used to determine the
diffusion constant. Therefore, we have assumed that diffusion of the chain perpendicular
to the surface is negligible and have only used the x and y components ofRe,,, (t) to
calculate the mean square displacement. This assumption was checked by performing
simulations and shown to be valid. Consequently, the diffusion constants are obtained by
dividing the slope of a plot of ((Rem (t) - Rem (0) )2 ) vs time by 4 instead of 6, as was the
case in three dimensions. A representative plot of ln(D) vs ln(N) and the best fit to these
data are shown in Figure (22) for both algorithms. The scaling exponents for the
diffusion constants are given in Tables (32) and (33) for the LJ and BF algorithms,
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Table 24. Average fraction of adsorbed beads for chains simulated using the LJ
algorithm. Standard deviations on these values, which represent the 67% confidence
intervals, are given in parentheses.
V
1 .3
1 .2
1.1

L=35
64.3 (.2)
59.8 (.3)
54.5 (.3)

L=60
64.8 (. 1 )
60.3 (. 1 )
54.9 (. 1 )

L=91
65. 1 (. 1 )
60.7 (. 1 )
55.4 (. 1 )

L=121
65. 1 (. 1 )
60.8t(. 1 )
55.6 (. 1)

Table 25. Average fraction of adsorbed beads for chains simulated using the BF
algorithm. Standard deviations on these values, which represent the 67% confidence
intervals, are given in parentheses.
V
1 .6
1 .52
1 .44

L=35
67.7 (0.6)
63.2 ( 1 . 1 )
58.5 (0.8)

L=60
67.3 (0.3)
62.6 (0.4)
57.3 (0.5)
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L=91
67.3 (0.2)
62.7 (0.2)
57.2 (0.2)

Table 26. Average R 2 > and R; > for a chain simulated using the U algorithm, (a)
<
<
data for V= 1 .3 (b) data for V= 1 .2 (c) data for V= 1 . 1 . Standard deviations on these values,
which represent the 67% confidence intervals, are given in parentheses. Units for R 2 >
<
and R; > are lattice units squared.
<
( a)

34
59
96
1 20

R2
< >
1 9 1 . 1 (3.3)
433.8 ( 1 0. 1 )
905 .5 (2 1 .3)
1255 . 1 (27. 7)

R2 >
< g
27.7 (0.3)
62. 1 (0.9)
128.5 (1 .6)
1 78.2 (2.5)

N

R2 >

34
59
96
120

<
178.3 (4.2)
406.5 (9.9)
844. 1 (1 9.4)
1 1 75.3 (33.9)

R2
< g>
26. 1 (0.4)
58.6 (0.8)
1 20.5 (1 .5)
167.6 (2.9)

N

R2 >

R2
< g>
24.5 (0.4)
54.4 (0.8)
1 1 2. 1 (1 .8)
1 55.6 (2.2)

N

(b)

(c)

34
59
96
120

<
1 66.5 (4.8)
374.9 (9.7)
780.7 (20.7)
1 085.6 (22. 7)
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Table 27. Average < R 2 > and < R; > and for a chain simulated using the BF algorithm,
(a) data for V=l .6 (b) data for V=l .52 (c) data for _V=lt.44. Standard deviations on these
values, which represent the 67% confidence intervals, are given in parentheses. Units for
< R 2 > and < R� > are lattice units squared.
(a)

N

2
<R >
893.2 (34.4)
1 978.8 (106. 1)
4030.0 (253)

< Rtg >
125.6 (3.2 )
278.4 (9.4)
567.4 (1 9.2)

N

2
<R >
832.8 (45.2)
1 852. l (1 1 3.8)
3 792.4 (22 1 . 7)

< Rtg >

N

2
<R >
793.9 (64.2)
1 7 1 8.4 (8 1 .6)
3543.4 (256.4)

34
59
96
(b)

34
59
96
(c )

34
59
96
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2

2

1 1 8.0 (4.3)
262.2 (9.5)
537.2 (1 9.3)
< Rtg >
2

1 1 3 . 1 (5.6)
245.8 (7.8)
502.2 (20.6)
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Figure 21: Plot of In(< R! >) vs ln(N) for chains simulated with V=1.1 for the LJ
algorithm and with V=1.44 for the BF algorithm. Also shown are the lines that best fit
these data. The error bars in this plot represent the 67% confidence intervals.
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Table 28. Scaling exponents 2-,, foro<R 2 > and <R; > for a chain simulated using the LJ
algorithm. Standard deviations on these values, which represent the 67% confidence
intervals, are given in parentheses.
V
1.3
1.2
1.1

< R2 >
1.50 (.01)
1.50 (.01)
1.49 (.01)

1.48 (.01)
1.48 (.01)
1.47 (.01)

Table 29. Scaling exponents 2-,, foro<R 2 >and <R; > for a chain simulated using the BF
algorithm. Standard deviations on these values, which represent the 67% confidence
intervals, are given in parentheses.
V
1.6
1.5
1.44

1.45 (.01)
1.46 (.02)
1.44 (.02)
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< Rg2 >

1.45 (.01)
1.46 (.02)
1.44 (.02)

Table 30. Average diffusion constants D for a chain simulated using the U algorithm, (a)
data for V= 1 .3 (b) data for V= 1 .2 (c) data for V= 1 . 1 . Standard deviations on these values,
which represent the 67% confidence intervals, are given in parentheses. Units for D are
given in lattice units squared per MCS.
(a)

N

D
.0046 ( .0006)
.0025 (.0003)
.00 1 5 (.0002)
.001 3 (.0002)

N

D
.0047 (.0007)
.0027 (.0004)
.001 6 (.0002)
.00 1 3 (.0001)

N

D
.005 1 (.0008)
.0029 (.0004)
.0017 (.0002)
.0014 (.0002)

34
59
96
120
(b)

34
59
96
120
(c)

34
59
96
120
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Table 3 1 . Average diffusion constants D for a chain simulated using the BF algorithm,
(a) data for V=l .6 (b) data for V=l .52 (c) data for V=l .44. Standard deviations on these
values, which represent the 67% confidence intervals, are given in parentheses. Units
for D are given in lattice units squared per MCS.
(a)

(b)

N
34
59
96

D
.0044 (. 0006)
.0025 (. 0002)
.00 1 5 (.0001)

N
34
59
96

D
.0043 (.0005)
.0025 (.0002)
.00 1 5 (.0002)

N
34
59
96

D
.0042 (. 0006)
.0024 (. 0003)
.00 1 5 (.0002)

(c)
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Figure 22: Plot of ln(D ) vs ln(N) for chains simulated with V=l.1 for the LJ algorithm
and with V=l.6 for the BF algorithm. To improve the readability of this figure +0.2
units were added to the semi-log of the LJ diffusion constants. Also shown are the lines
that best fit these data. The error bars in this plot represent the 67% confidence intervals.
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Table 32. Scaling exponents for the diffusion constants x and standard deviations for a
chain simulated using the LJ algorithm. Standard deviations on these values, which
represent the 67% confidence intervals, are given in parentheses.
V
1.3
1 .2
1. 1

X

- 1 .04 (.04)
- 1 .01 (.05)
-1 .02 (.05)

Table 33. Scaling exponents for the diffusion constants x and standard deviations for a
chain simulated using the BF algorithm. Standard deviations on these values, which
represent the 67% confidence intervals, are given in parentheses.
V
1 .6
1 .52
1 .44

X
- 1 .06 (.03)
-0.99 (.03)
- 1.00 (.04)
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respectively. The scaling exponents for both algorithms agree with the theoretical
predictions of the Rouse model and also the experimental measurements of Maier and
Radler.3 9•40 These results do not agree with the experimental measurements of
Granick.42,43 ,44
The scaling of the relaxation times for the four lowest-frequency Rouse modes
reveals the first major difference between the two algorithms. The average of the
relaxation times for all runs for each (L, V) pair are reported in Tables (34) and (35) for
the LJ and BF algorithms, respectively. The average f3k obtained from the fits are given
in Tables (36) and (37) for the LJ and BF algorithms, respectively. The f3k values for
both algorithms indicate that the decay of pk (t) deviates from single-exponential behavior
as the mode number increases. Representative data for pk (t) with k up to 4 are given in
Figures (23) and (24) for a chain simulated using the LJ algorithm with L= 35 and 60,
respectively.
The scaling exponents for the Rouse modes are reported in Tables (38) and (39)
for the LJ and BF algorithms, respectively. The scaling exponents for the LJ algorithm
are moderately larger than those predicted by the dynamic scaling hypothesis for a purely
two-dimensional chain. The LJ scaling exponents for all modes regardless of potential
are quite similar within the range of values of the standard deviations and perhaps show a
slight increase as the mode number increases. The BF scaling exponents are considerably
different than those obtained using the LJ algorithm. In general, for a given potential the
BF scaling exponents tend to decrease as the mode number increases. This trend
suggests the dynamics of the chain's subchains behave more like three-dimensional
chains as the length of the subchains decrease. Also, as the potential decreases the BF
scaling exponents tend to decrease. This result also suggests the BF subchains are
relaxing in a manner expected for three-dimensional chains as the potential decreases.

D Conclusions
In this research we have used a Monte Carlo method to simulate the structural and
dynamical properties of a single, partially adsorbed, model polymer chain using the Local
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Table 34. Average relaxation times ,k for the four lowest-frequency Rouse modes for a
chain simulated using the U algorithm, (a) data for V=l.3 (b) data for V=l.2 (c) data for
V=l.1. Standard deviations on these values, which represent the 67% confidence
intervals, are given in parentheses. The units for all relaxation times are MCS.
(a)

(b)

(c)

N

k=l

34
59
96
120

3773 (422)
16613 (1500)
60698 (5227)
105301 (12585)

589 (39)
2745 (181)
10147 (650)
18349 (961)

179 (6)
852 (30)
3237 (108)
5734 (211)

78 (2)
379 (9)
1463 (38)
2661 (85)

N

k=l

34
59
96
120

3206 (334)
14116 (1139)
50484 (4289)
91551 (7313)

k=2

506 (23)
2349 (134)
8667 (659)
15572 (897)

k=3

157 (5)
728 (21)
2709 (116)
4941 (150)

k=4

71 (2)
324 (7)
1235 (33)
2238 (54)

N

k=l
2739 (283)
12038 (1018)
43598 (5939)
81878 (7877)

k=3

k=4

34
59
96
120

k=2

k=2

422 (18)
1897 (90)
6998 (333)
12749 (600)
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k=3

136 (5)
611 (21)
2258 (88)
4097 (150)

k=4

62 (2)
277 (6)
1030 (24)
1856 (58)

Table 35. Average relaxation times 'k for the four lowest-frequency Rouse modes for a
chain simulated using the BF algorithm, (a) data for V=l .6 (b) data for V=l . 52 (c) data
for V= 1 .44. Standard deviations on these values, which represent the 67% confidence
intervals, are given in parentheses. The units for all relaxation times are MCS.
(a)

(b)

(c)

N
34
59
96

k=l
1 9991 (6054)
8 1 100 (3 1 759)
2886 12 (8 1028)

k=2
3290 (494)
125 1 4 ( 1 703)
44 7 1 9 (8795)

k=3

1 1 94 (79)
421 1 (3 1 5)
1 4410 (1 442)

k=4
582 (3 1)
2096 (1 1 9)
6780 (380)

N
34
59
96

k=l
1 9204 (6299)
76406 (1 8979)
234346 (4935 1)

k=2
3063 (524)
1 1 798 (1 540)
4098 1 (6785)

k=3
1070 (82)
4082 (309)
129 1 1 (936)

k=4
537 (29)
1 934 (106)
6257 (354)

N
34
59
96

k=l
1 7069 (4826)
69597 (22274)
205897 (32567)

k=2
2950 (488)
10683 (1 002)
36805 (4790)

k=3
98 1 (7 1)
3498 (227)
1 1 581 (878)

k=4
508 (27)
1 735 (63)
5524 (328)
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Table 36. Range of average pk for chains simulated using the LJ algorithm. The average
standard deviations on these values, which represent the 67% confidence intervals, are
given in parentheses.
k=l
.86-.88 (.03)

k=2

.80-.83 (.02)

k=3

.79-.81 (.01)

k=4

.78-.81(.01)

Table 37. Range of average pk for chains simulated using the BF algorithm. The average
standard deviations on these values, which represent the 67% confidence intervals, are
given in parentheses.
k=l
.85-.90 (.10)

k=2

.82-.85 (.04)
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k=3

.81-.85 (.02)

k=4

.82-.84 (.01)
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Figure 23: Semi-log plot of the autocorrelation function for the four lowest-frequency
Rouse modes Pt (t) obtained by averaging the Pt (t ) of 5 independent chains simulated
using the LJ algorithm with L=35 and V=l .3.
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Figure 24: Semi-log plot of the autocorrelation function for the four lowest-frequency
Rouse modes pk (t) obtained by averaging the Pk (t) of 5 independent chains simulated
using the LJ algorithm with L=60 and V=l .3.
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Table 38. Scaling exponentsa* for a chain simulated using the LJ algorithm. The average
standard deviations on these values, which represent the 67% confidence intervals, are
given in parentheses.

V
1.3
1.2
1 .1

k=l
2.65 (.02)
2.65 (.02)
2.68 (.02)

k=2

2.73 (.02)
2.72 (.01)
2.70 (.0 1 )

k=3

2.76 (.01)
2.73 (.01)
2.70 (.0 1 )

k=4

2.80 (.01)
2.75 (.01)
2.70 (.0 1 )

Table 39. Scaling exponentsak for a chain simulated using the BF algorithm. The
average standard deviations on these values, which represent the 67% confidence
intervals, are given in parentheses.

V
1.6
1.52
1.44

k=l
2.57 (.05)
2.41 (.04)
2.40 (.04)

k=2

2.51 (.03)
2.50 (.03)
2.43 (.03)
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k=3

2.40 (.02)
2.40 (.02)
2.38 (.02)

k=4

2.37 (.01)
2.36 (.01)
2.30 (.01)

Jump (LJ) and Bond Fluctuation (BF) algorithms. We have determined that the scaling
exponents for <R 2 >, <R; > and the diffusion constant are similar for the LJ and BF
algorithms. In addition, the scaling exponents foro<R 2 > and < R; > are in good
agreement with Flory's theoretical prediction for a two-dimensional chain and the recent
experimental results of Maier and Radler. 3 9•40 Our scaling exponents for the diffusion
constant agree with Rouse's theoretical prediction and the experimental results of Maier
and Radler, but do not agree with the experimental scaling exponent of Granick and
coworkers.42 .o43 ,44
The scaling exponents for the Rouse modes are significantly different for the LJ
and BF algorithms. This difference suggests the internal dynamics of a chain simulated
using the U algorithm is different than that of a chain simulated using the BF algorithm.
The scaling exponents obtained using the LJ algorithm show a slight increase as the mode
number increases, but all have a value near 2. 7. These scaling exponents are larger than
the value of 2. 5 predicted by the dynamic scaling hypothesis for a two-dimensional chain.
The scaling exponents obtained using the BF algorithm show more variation. For the BF
algorithm, the two lowest-frequency modes have values near that expected for a two
dimensional chain, but as the mode number increases the scaling exponents decrease and
appear to approach the value predicted by the dynamic scaling hypothesis for a three
dimensional chain. The BF scaling exponents also tend to decrease as the potential
decreases.
Here we provide our interpretation of what we think the LJ and BF scaling
exponents for the relaxation times of the Rouse modes tell us about the dynamics of a
partially adsorbed chain. For both algorithms, we reiterate that on average one-half to
two-thirds of a chain's beads are adsorbed. Therefore, we might expect that the dynamics
of the adsorbed portions of the chain relax according to the predictions of a two
dimensional chain and that the dynamics of the non-adsorbed beads relax according to
the theoretical predictions of a three-dimensional chain in free space. Using the
theoretical predictions of the dynamic scaling hypothesis, we would predict that the
relaxation times for a chain with exactly half of its beads adsorbed would scale as the
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average of the two-dimensional and three-dimensional scaling exponents. Performing
this average we obtain a value of2.35.

Simulating a partially adsorbed chain using the BF algorithm we might expect the

scaling exponents for the relaxation times of the Rouse modes to be close to a value of

2.35 because the algorithm is suitable for simulating both 2 and 3-dimensional chains.
However, we would expect a different result for the scaling exponents of the LJ
algorithm. This is because the LJ algorithm is not suitable for simulating two

dimensional chains. For the LJ algorithm, new bond vectors can only be introduced into
an adsorbed segment from the segment's ends, and as a result the chain relaxes much

more slowly. A chain that moves by the mechanism just described is said to move by
reptation. de Gennes developed the theory of reptation. 4 His theory predicts that the

scaling exponent for the relaxation times of the Rouse modes for a chain whose dynamics
is governed by reptation is 3. Averaging the reptation scaling exponent with that for a

three-dimensional chain in free space we obtain a value of2.6. Therefore, simulating a

chain using the LJ algorithm we might expect scaling exponents near 2.6 for the

relaxation times of the Rouse modes, whereas for the BF algorithm this exponent would

be 2.35.

For the BF algorithm, the values of the scaling exponents for the relaxation times

of the Rouse modes are near 2.5 for the two lowest-frequency modes, but decrease as the

mode number increases to values near 2.35. These results suggest that the dynamics_ on

length scales equal to that of the chain and half of the chain length are relaxing as would

be expected for a two-dimensional chain. The scaling exponents for the higher frequency

modes, which probe length scales of a third and a fourth of the chain, indicate that some

segments of the chain are relaxing as three-dimensional chains in free space, while other
portions that are adsorbed are relaxing according to two-dimensional chains.

For the LJ algorithm, the values of the scaling exponents for the relaxation times

of the Rouse modes are greater than the value we predicted for a partially adsorbed chain.
The scaling exponents for the lowest-frequency mode are near 2.65 for all potentials, but
increase as the mode number increases. On average all the scaling exponents are near

2.7. We cannot say definitively why the exponents increase as the mode number
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mcreases. One possibility is that long lived bead-surface contacts are responsible for the
increase. More work will have to be done to understand this phenomena.
Finally, we note that the autocorrelation functions of the Rouse modes do not
decay according to a single exponential. The fits to the autocorrelation functions,
however, show the decay of the modes for both algorithms display similar deviations
from single-exponential behavior. Nonetheless, because the modes do not decay
according to a single exponential the Rouse coordinates are not the true normal
coordinates of a partially adsorbed chain.
An interesting extension to this work would be to use computer simulation to
address the question of why the experimental results of Maier and Radler39•40 and Granick
and coworkers42 •43 •44 differ. One way to address this question would be to study the
dependence of the scaling exponent of the diffusion constant on the nature of the
adsorbing surface. For example, instead of using a rigid solid surface, the surface could
be allowed to oscillate like a wave. This may provide a more realistic model for the
surface of a fluid membrane. Also it would be interesting to include hydrodynamic
interactions in the simulations to see if these interactions significantly affect the scaling
exponents for a partially adsorbed chain. Finally, calculating the distribution of bead
surface contact times that result from simulating a partially adsorbed chain using the LJ
algorithm may provide further insight into why the scaling exponents obtained for the
relaxation times of the Rouse modes are larger than expected.
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METHANE ADSORBED ON MgO(l 00)
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CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Much research has focused on studying the low-temperature structure and
dynamics of methane films adsorbed on MgO(l00) surfaces. Of particular interest is
whether the methane molecules in the films adsorb with an edge-down (C2v axis
perpendicular to the surface) or face-down (C3v axis perpendicular to the surface)
configuration. In Sections A and B previous experimental and theoretical investigations
that address the preferred orientation of methane adsorbed on MgO(l00) are respectively
reviewed. In Section C methods for calculating the rotational tunneling splittings for
methane are outlined. Section D provides an overview of the two electronic structure
methods we used to solve the electronic Schrodinger equation. Finally, Section E draws
on the discussions from previous sections to establish the motivation for this research.
A Experimental studies

The first experiments that provided information on the preferred orientation of
methane molecules adsorbed on MgO(l00) were the neutron diffraction studies of Lauter
and coworkers. 1 In these studies a monolayer and bilayer of deuterated methane were
studied at temperatures between 2 K and 10 K. The best fit to the diffraction data was
obtained for methane adsorbates oriented edge-down in a commensurate c(2x2) square
structure as shown in Figure (1). Unfortunately, the precision of the diffraction data
obtained in this study was not sufficient to rule conclusively that the methane adsorbates
were oriented edge-down. In fact, the authors state that the orientation of the methane
adsorbates had little influence on the diffraction peak shapes, but that the edge-down
orientation did provide the best fit to the data.
In a different study Lauter and coworkers2 probed the rotational diffusion of a
monolayer of methane molecules at temperatures between 20 K and 50 K using
quasielastic neutron scattering. In these studies three models were used to fit the
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Figure 1: Top view of only the carbon atoms of methane molecules (the circles with a
capital C in the middle) oriented on MgO(lO0) in a c(2x2) structure. In this figure the
blue atoms represent magnesium ions and the black atoms represent oxygen ions.
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diffraction data: (1o) the methane molecules were assumed to be three-dimensional free
rotors; (2) the methane molecules were allowed to rotate about the face-down
configuration; (3) the methane molecules were allowed to rotate about the edge-down
configuration. The scattering data was well fit using the free-rotor model above 40 K,
but between 20 K and 30 K the data was well fit using both the free-rotor and the edge
down models.
Cole and coworkers3 investigated the structure of a monolayer of methane
adsorbed on MgO(l00) using He atom scattering. In these experiments the He bound
state-resonance energies were measured and compared with calculated binding energies.
Fair agreement between experiment and theory was found for the edge-down and free
rotor configurations, while poorer agreement was found for the face-down configuration.
Cole and coworkers concluded that between 22 K and 46 K methane adsorbates might
adopt both free rotor and edge-down configurations.
The three experiments just described suggest that at 1 0 K the preferred orientation
of methane is the edge-down configuration, while at temperatures of 20 K and higher the
molecules may be oriented edge-down or behave as free-rotors. However, none of the
experiments were able to resolve the orientation of the methane adsorbates conclusively.
More recently, Larese and coworkers have performed extensive experimental
studies of methane adsorbed on MgO(l00). These studies have included: (1 ) the
development of a novel synthetic technique for producing large quantities of defect-free
MgO crystals with the (1o00) face exposed;4 (2) adsorption studies that indicate methane
films up to six layers thick can be grown layer-by-layer on MgO(l00); 5 (3)
thermodynamic studies 5 of the adsorbed methane films. Additionally, Larese and
coworkers6•7 •8 have studied the low-temperature rotational tunneling dynamics of
methane adsorbed on MgO( 1 00) using inelastic neutron scattering.
Measurements of the rotational tunneling splittings provide information about the
orientation of the methane adsorbates. Tunneling is a quantum mechanical phenomenon
that results when a wavefunction spans a classically forbidden region between two
potential energy minima of a system. Classically, a potential energy barrier will reflect a
particle if the energy of the particle is less than the barrier. However, a wavefunction
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characterized by a plane wave will tunnel through a rectangular barrier with
probability9• 1 0
(1)

where E is the energy of the wave; V is the height of the barrier, a is the width of the
barrier and m is the mass of the particle. Therefore, although classically a particle cannot
surmount a potential energy barrier unless it has energy greater than the barrier, quantum
mechanically there is a finite probability that the particle will traverse the barrier.
For methane on MgO(lO0) or in bulk solid methane, 12 equivalent configurations
can be accessed by rotations through 120° and 180° . Three of methane's 12 equivalent
configurations are shown in Figure (2). Associated with methane's 12 equivalent
configurations are 12 equivalent potential energy minima and localized functions
centered over the potential energy wells. The localized functions from adjacent potential
energy minima overlap as a result of tunneling and consequently the ground rotational
state in all potential energy minima is split. In Figure (3) we illustrate how the overlap of
the localized wavefunctions from adjacent potential energy minima split the ground
rotational state for a simple system, a one-dimensional rotor, which has three potential

@
�
@ i
. J. . . . . . . . .

I'.··"

Figure 2: Three of the twelve equivalent configurations of a methane molecule that can
be reached by either 120o° or 180o° rotations.
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Figure 3: Splitting of the rotational ground state resulting from the overlap of localized
functions from adjacent potential energy wells. This figure illustrates the states that
would result from the splitting of the ground rotational state for a one-dimensional
system with a three-fold symmetry axis. The solid black lines are the states that result
from the splitting of the ground rotational state.
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energy minima located every 120°. The splitting of the ground rotational state for

methane is similar to that depicted in Figure (3) except that in the case of methane there
are 12 equivalent potential energy minima instead of three.

For methane adsorbed on MgO the energy levels that result from the splitting of

the ground rotational state depend on the environment of the adsorbed methane

molecules. Using a pocket-state approach 1 1 ' 1 2 it can be shown that the splitting of the
ground rotational state for tetrahedral molecules depends on the symmetry of the

environment surrounding the molecule. Figure (4) depicts the states that result from the

splitting of the ground rotational state for a methane molecule in an environment with

different symmetries. Also shown in Figure (4) are the allowed transitions between the

tunneling states. Notice that for a methane molecule oriented face-down Figure (4)

indicates 5 transitions should be observed in the rotational tunneling spectrum, whereas
for methane oriented edge-down 8 transitions are expected. More details on the

theoretical procedure that was used to determine the states that result from splitting the
ground rotational state will be given in Section C.

In the experiments of Larese et al. measurements of the rotational tunneling

transitions were made at a temperature of 1 .5 K. In Figure (5) the experimental rotational

tunneling spectrum for a monolayer of methane adsorbed on MgO(l 00) is shown. 8 The

x-axis in Figure (5) represents the difference in energy between the initial energy of the

neutrons and the energy that is detected after the neutrons interact with the sample (E; 

E1)- Positive x-values indicate that some of the neutron's energy is absorbed by the

sample. In this case, the energy absorbed by the sample corresponds to the amount of

energy needed to match the difference in energy between tunneling states. Negative x

values correspond to neutrons gaining energy upon interaction with the sample. The y

axis is a measure of the number of neutrons that are detected per unit area per unit time.

In Figure (5) the peak that goes off scale and that is centered at x = 0 is the elastic line.

The intensity of the elastic lines indicates that the energy of the majority of neutrons do
not change upon interacting with the sample.
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Figure 4: Tunneling states that result from the splitting of the ground rotational state for
a tetrahedral molecule in environments with different symmetry. In particular, it is the
degeneracy of the T states that depends on the symmetry of the environment of the
methane molecule. The blue arrows indicate all the transitions that are allowed between
the tunneling states.
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Figure 5: The rotational tunneling spectrum of a monolayer of methane molecules
adsorbed on MgO(l00). This figure was taken from reference 8. In this reference it is
shown that this spectrum contains eight transitions with E; - E1 > 0 .
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Focusing only on the transitions to the right of the elastic line in Figure (5) we
count 6 distinct transitions. This is greater than the number of transitions predicted for
methane oriented face-down, but it is less than that predicted for methane oriented edge
down, or a methane molecule in an environment with no symmetry. At this point we note
that the transitions in the spectrum broaden as the energy transfer increases because of
limitations due to the neutron detector.o1 3 Consequently, two of the transitions that appear
to be singlets in Figure (5) are actually doublets. Larese and coworkers have shown that
there are in fact 8 transitions observed in this experimental spectrum, which agrees with
the number of transitions predicted for a methane molecule adsorbed in the edge-down
configuration.
Larese et al. have also measured the inelastic neutron spectra for methane films up
to 6 layers thick; see Figure (6). These studies show that the tunneling splittings are
coverage dependent and evolve into bulk-like tunneling transitions as the surface
coverage increases. Furthermore, transitions near 1.2 meV are observed, but only once a
critical surface coverage is reached. These transitions are thought to be free-rotor
transitions. The absence of the free-rotor transition in the monolayer spectrum suggests
the Cfti-MgO interaction is sufficiently anisotropic to prohibit free rotation of the
methane molecules. However, once a second layer of methane is added the free-rotor
transition appears; the intensity of this transition increases as more layers are added.
Clearly, the multi-layer spectra contain much detailed information about how the Cfti
Cfti and Cfti-MgO interactions evolve as the surface coverage is increased.
To summarize, the work of Larese and coworkers provide detailed information
about the rotational dynamics of methane molecules adsorbed on MgO(l O0). When
compared to theoretical predictions, the spectral transitions observed for the monolayer
suggest the preferred orientation of the methane adsorbates is the edge-down
configuration. Additionally, analysis of the multi-layer spectra suggests the spectral
transitions observed for the monolayer evolve into the transitions observed in bulk
methane as the surface coverage is increased.
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Figure 6: Rotational tunneling spectra for methane films of various thickness adsorbed
on MgO(l00). This figure was taken from reference 4.
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B Theoretical studies
Many researchers have used theoretical methods to investigate the preferred
orientation of methane adsorbed on MgO(l00). The quantum chemical study of Deprick
and Julg 14 was the first aimed at elucidating the most stable configuration of methane on
MgO. These authors performed Hartree-Fock calculations with basis sets consisting of
only s and p atomic orbitals. The MgO surface was modeled using 500 point charges,

with charges on the magnesium and oxygen ions of 1.6 a.u. and -1.6 a. u., respectively.
To account for the finite size of the ions in the model MgO surface a semi-empirical 6-12
potential was used to model the dispersion and repulsion interactions of the methane
molecule with the point charges of the MgO surface. This study showed that the
preferred orientation of a single methane molecule adsorbed on the MgO surface is the
edge-down configuration. Similarly the preferred orientation of four nearest-neighbor
methane molecules forming a model monolayer also showed the edge-down
configuration is the lowest energy configuration. For the single molecule study the face
down configuration was shown to be significantly less stable.
A considerable number of researchers have used empirical potential energy
functions to investigate the preferred orientation of methane. In a study by Alavi 1 5 the
C�-MgO potential was approximated using Lennard-Jones potentials to describe the
dispersive and repulsive atomic interactions and Coulomb's law to describe the
electrostatic interaction between atoms. The partial charges for the atoms of methane
were chosen to reproduce methane's calculated octopole moment. 1 6 The charges on the
magnesium and oxygen ions were chosen to be 2 a.u. ando-2 a.u., respectively. Using
this potential, Alavi showed the face-down configuration is the preferred orientation of a
single methane molecule on MgO. Similar descriptions for the potential energy were

considered by Girardet and coworkers. 1 7 ' 1 8•

19

These authors also conclude that the face

down configuration is the minimum energy orientation of methane on MgO(100).
Todnem and coworkers20 were the first since Deprick and Julg to investigate the
CHJMgO( 100) system using electronic structure methods. In this study the preferred
orientation of a single methane molecule and a model monolayer of four methane
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molecules were considered. In these models all electrons of the methane molecules were
treated explicitly using electronic structure methods. An embedded cluster model was
used to model the MgO( l O0) surface. In the embedded cluster model the MgO( l O0)
surface was divided into three distinct regions. At the center of the cluster was a
magnesium ion and its five nearest neighbor oxygen ions: the four oxygen ions
surrounding the magnesium ion at the surface and the oxygen atom in the second layer
directly below the magnesium ion. This part of the cluster, which we refer to as MgO;8 ,
was described at the all-electron level using electronic structure methods. The
magnesium and oxygen ions surrounding this MgO;8 portion of the cluster were modeled
using ab initio model potentials,2 1 so that a portion of the MgO( l O0) surface of size
5x5x3 was modeled using either ab initio model potentials or the electrons were treated
explicitly. The ab initio model potentials include Coulomb, exchange and Pauli repulsion

terms. The rest of the crystal was modeled using point charges of 2 a.u. for magnesium
ions ande-2 a.u. for oxygen ions. Hartree-Fock theory and a scheme that incorporates
singly and doubly excited determinants, called the modified coupled-pair functional

(MCPF) were the electronic structure methods used in this study. All electronic structure
calculations were performed using a [ 4s3p] basis set for magnesium atoms and a
[ 5s4p 1 d] basis set for oxygen atoms. Calculations were performed using basis sets for
carbon and hydrogen that were of the quality of Dunning triple zeta plus polarization
basis sets. Calculations were also performed using basis sets of atomic natural orbitals
for carbon and hydrogen. This study showed that the edge-down configuration is the
minimum energy configuration of methane on MgO( l O0). Interestingly, both electronic
structure methods that were used in this study show the difference in adsorption energies
between the edge-down and face-down configuration is small.

To summarize, studies that use empirical potentials find the minimum energy

configuration of methane on MgO(l 00) is the face-down configuration, whereas studies

that use electronic structure methods find that the edge-down configuration is the more
stable confi guration. Understanding why the results from the two methods differ is of

considerable interest and is the primary focus of the research presented in Chapter II.
1 02

C Calculation of tunneling splittings
As mentioned earlier, the rotational tunneling transitions measured by Larese
provide information about the orientation of the methane adsorbates. Two methods have
been used to calculate the rotational tunneling splittings. One of the methods uses an
expansion with a basis set of symmetric top wavefunctions and the other approach
approximates the methane rotor wavefunction as a linear combination of Gaussian
functions, or pocket states, centered over each potential energy well. Both methods are
described below.
The trial wavefunction for the methane molecule can be expanded in a basis set of
wavefunctions for a symmetric top. The free rotor wavefunctions for a symmetric top22
are
K
K
qiJKM (0 ' iy,,., -v) = NJKM x ½I -M I (1 - x ) ½I +M I e i< M;+ Kz > x
F(- J + p -1, J + p; 1 + IK Mj; x)
A,

where x =

½

½

-

(2)

½ (1 - cos 0) , NJKM is a normalization constant, P = IK + Ml + IK - Ml + 2

and F(a, b, c; x) is a hypergeometric function. The symmetric top wavefunctions depend
on the quantum numbers J, K and M and the orientation of the molecule as described by

the Euler angles O, <J> and x. The J quantum number describes the total angular

momentum of a rotating symmetric top; the K quantum number describes the z

component of the angular momentum in a space fixed coordinate frame; the M quantum
number describes the z component of the angular momentum in the molecular coordinate
frame. In Equation (2) the form of the normalization constant can be found in Pauling
and Wilson22 and the hypergeometric functions can be evaluated using Arfken and
Weber. 23
Using the symmetric top basis, the trial wavefunction for the methane rotor
adsorbed on MgO(1 00) is
(3)
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where

f//�KM

are the symmetric top wavefunctions and a JKM are a set of coefficients that

need to be determined so that the energy obtained using the trial wavefunction is
minimized. Each entry in the Hamiltonian matrix
( 4)

represents an integral over fI , the Hamiltonian operator. In Equation (4) the angle
brackets indicate we have used bra-ket notation, a short hand notation for representing
integrals in quantum chemistry. Using bra-ket notation
(5 )

where f • represents the complex conjugate off . Bra-ket notation will be used frequently
in the remainder of this dissertation.
The Hamiltonian matrix given by Equation (4) is Hermitian, and the eigenvalues
of the matrix, which are the energy levels of the system, and the eigenvectors, which are
the wavefunctions of the system, are obtained by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian matrix.
The size of the Hamiltonian matrix is increased by adding additional basis functions until
the eigenvalues obtained from the diagonalization procedure converge.
The problem encountered with this approach is the calculation of the Hamiltonian
matrix. Depending on the height of the potential energy barrier that separates equivalent
configurations the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian matrix may only converge when the
size of the matrix becomes very large. In addition, many calculations must be performed
to evaluate the elements of the Hamiltonian matrix. Equation (4) indicates that each
element of the Hamiltonian matrix is a three-dimensional integral involving the
Hamiltonian operator and two basis functions. In this integral the kinetic and potential
energy must be evaluated a large number of times. Fortunately, in the symmetric top
basis the kinetic energy matrix is diagonal with eigenvalues that only depend on the
quantum number J. However, the potential energy of the methane molecule must be
evaluated for each unique set of Euler angles.
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An alternative method for calculating the tunneling splittings is to use a pocket
state approach. 1 0•

11

In the pocket-state approach a single Gaussian function is centered

over each potential energy minimum. Using a single Gaussian function to describe the
wavefunction in a potential energy well leads to a Hamiltonian matrix for methane whose
dimension is 1 2x1 2. The states that result from diagonalization of the Hamiltonian
matrix depend on the symmetry of the environment that the methane molecule is in. The
accuracy of the tunneling splittings between the states obtained after diagonalization
depends on the overlap of the wavefunctions in adjacent potential energy minima. The
advantage of the pocket-state approach is that the evaluation of the Hamiltonian matrix is
much simpler. Using this approach the Hamiltonian matrix need not be expanded to
obtain converged eigenvalues. The drawback of this approach is that using a single
Gaussian function to describe the wavefunction does not always lead to numerically
accurate tunneling splittings.
Both approaches described in this section require the calculation of the potential
energy a large number of times. The most accurate methods for calculating the potential
energy are the electronic structure methods described in the next section. However,
because of the large number of calculations that need to be performed, more approximate
methods are often needed.
D Introduction to electronic structure methods
The focus of modem quantum chemistry is the solution of the Schrodinger
equation
( 6)

where fI is the Hamiltonian operator. Solution of Equation (6) yields wavefunctions, i';
and energies, E; that characterize the stationary states of a system. In principle all of a
system's observables can be obtained from '11; with application of the correct operator.
The following is an introduction to the electronic structure methods used in this research;
the presentation given here is based on that given in Szabo and Ostlund24 and Levine. 25
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The nonrelativistic, time-independent form of fl in atomic units, for a system of N
electrons and M nuclei is
(7)

where the lower case indices are for the electrons and the upper case indices are for the
nuclei; MA is the mass of nucleus A; ZA is the atomic number of atom A; ru is the distance
between electron i and nucleus A; rii represents the distance between electrons i andj;
and RAa is the distance between nuclei. The first term in Equation (7) represents the
kinetic energy of the electrons; the second term represents the kinetic energy of the
nuclei; the third term represents the energy that results from the attraction of the electrons
to the nuclei; the fourth and fifth terms represent the electronic and nuclear repulsion,
respectively.o. It should be noted that the form of fl given by Equation (7) assumes the
nuclei and electrons can be described as point charges.
Using the Born-Oppenheimer approximation we can simplify fl significantly.
This approximation states that due to the large difference in mass between an electron
and atomic nuclei, the electrons move much faster than the nuclei, so that from the
perspective of an electron the nuclei seem to remain stationary. Freezing the coordinates
of the nuclei simplifies the Hamiltonian of Equation (7) since the kinetic energy of the
nuclei vanishes and the nuclear repulsion becomes a constant. The resulting Hamiltonian
(8)

is referred to as the electronic Hamiltonian. The form of the electronic repulsion term in
Equation (8) prohibits the Schrodinger equation from being separable in any coordinate
system. Therefore, the Schrodinger equation is exactly solvable only for systems that
contain a single electron, though many accurate approximate methods exist for solving
the equation for many electron systems. Most electronic structure methods are based on
the Hartree-Fock self-consistent field method.
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In Hartree-Fock theory it is assumed that the Hamiltonian operator for an N
electron system can be written as a sum of one-electron Hamiltonian operators
(9)

As a result of Equation (9) the wavefunction of the N electron systems can be written as a
product of one-electron wavefunctions
\J'(l, 2, .e. . , N) = \J'(l)\J'(2), ... , \Jl(N) .

(10)

The wavefunctions that satisfy Equation (6) must include information about both
the spatial distribution and spin of each electron. To account for the spatial distribution
and spin of an electron we construct the one-electron spin orbitals
%; (1) = f//; (l)a(l)e.

(11)

The one-electron spin orbitals are the product of a function f//; (1) that describes the
spatial distribution of electron 1 and a spin function, either a(l) or (3(1), that represents
the two possible spin states of electron 1.
Equation (10) is referred to as a Hartree product. The form of the Hartree product
indicates that each electron in the N electron system is distinguishable, which is not
correct. An additional restriction is placed on the form of the Hartree product by the
Pauli exclusion principle, which states no two electrons can occupy the same quantum
state. A convenient way of representing the spin orbitals, which automatically satisfies
the Pauli exclusion principle, is by using a Slater determinant

\J'(l, 2, ... ,eN ) = ( N!f ½

z; (l)
%; (2)

xj (l)
xl2)

XneO)
Xn (2)

X; ( N) z/N)

Xn (N)

(12)

A Slater determinant ensures the total wavefunction is antisymmetric with respect to
interchanging the coordinates of two electrons and accounts for the indistinguishability of
the electrons.
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In Hartree-Fock theory the one-electron spin orbitals and energies are obtained by

solving the N one-electron Hartree-Fock equations

( 1 3)
with
/(1) = - .!.. vt - f ZA + v HF (l) .
2
A::l 7i.4

( 1 4)

/(1) is the Fock operator for electron 1 and v HF (1) is the Hartree-Fock potential
V HF (1) = LJ1/l)t- K1 /l)

( 1 5)

j

where

( 1 6)
and
( 1 7)
are the Coulomb and exchange operators, respectively. The Hartree-Fock potential

describes the average potential that results from electron i interacting with the charge

distributions of all other electrons. Using these definitions the energy for a closed shell
system is given by

E0 = 2L h;; + L 2Jij - Kij
i

( 1 8)

ij

where
( 1 9)
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and Ju and Ku are Coulomb and exchange integrals. The energy E0 in Equation (18) is
obtained by summing over all occupied spin orbitals. According to the variational
principle the E0 determined in this fashion will always be greater than or equal to the
energy of the real system.
To solve Equation (1 3) we seek the set of spin orbitals that minimize E0 • The
usual procedure for solving Equation (13) is by expanding the spatial component of the
spin orbitals f//; in a set of known basis functions </Jµi
f//; {l) = 1: Cµi </Jµi (r)o.

(20)

µ =l

The solution of the one-electron Hartree-Fock equations, Equation (13), is then reduced
to a linear algebra problem in which the coefficients cµi that minimize E0 are sought.
Since the one-electron Hartree-Fock equations depend on the spin orbitals of all N
electrons the equations are nonlinear and must be solved iteratively. Solving the
equations iteratively entails providing an initial guess for the coefficients cµi and solving
the system of N equations to obtain a new set of coefficients. This procedure is repeated
until the final set of coefficients leads to no change in the energy E0 at which point the
equations are said to be self-consistent.
Hartree-Fock theory provides a variational method for performing electronic
structure calculations that can be applied to large systems. Usually, the method provides
energies that are in poor agreement with experiment. One reason Hartree-Fock theory is
inaccurate is that it does not account for the correlated motions between electrons. At
close distances electrons repel each other and therefore the motion between electrons is
correlated in such a way that the electrons try to avoid each other. In Hartree-Fock
theory, electron repulsion is approximated by the repulsion of an electron ' s charge
distribution from the charge distributions of all other electrons in the system. The
explicit correlated motions between electrons are not considered. More complicated
theories are used to account for electron correlation.
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Perturbation theory uses the results ofHartree-Fock theory as a starting point for a

calculation that includes electron correlation. In this scheme the Hamiltonian is written

as

(21 )
where H is the exact Hamiltonian given by Equation (8),
Hamiltonian
Ho

=

HO is the Hartree-Fock
(22)

L J(i)
i=I

and V is referred to as the perturbation. Using the definition of the Pock operator and

Equation (8) V is given by
N

N

V = LLr/
; .. 1 j>i

N

- L vHF (i)e.
i=I

(23)

Equation (23) indicates that the perturbation is just the difference between the exact

electronic repulsion and the sum of the Hartree-Fock Coulomb and exchange potentials,

which approximately account for electron repulsion.

The energy obtained using the Hamiltonian of Equation (2 1) can be written as
(24)

where E0 is the perturbed energy of the ground state and '¥�0> is the zeroth order

unperturbed ground state wavefunction. Using the results of Equation ( 1 3) we can
rewrite the right hand side of Equation (24) as
Eo = Lea + (q,�0>1v1q,�O) ) = E�O) + E�I )t.

(25)

where the terms after the second equal sign in Equation (25) are referred to respectively

as the zeroth order energy and the first order correction to the energy. The energy given
1 10

by Equation (25) is equivalent to the Hartree-Fock energy given by Equation (1o8).
Therefore, the Hartree-Fock energy represents the energy corrected to first order in
perturbation theory.
The first order correction to the ground state wavefunction is
(26)
where sum is over all unperturbed states except the ground state. Equation (26) indicates
that the perturbation is averaged over all unperturbed wavefunctions of the system.
States that lie closest in energy to the ground state make the largest contribution to the
first order correction to the ground state wavefunction.
The first correction to the Hartree-Fock energy occurs in the second order of
perturbation theory. The second order correction to the energy is given by

(27)

where again the sum is over all the unperturbed states except the ground state. The
energy corrected through second order perturbation theory is written as
(28)

Perturbation theory is not variational, which means that the energies obtained
after each order of perturbation theory may be lower than the true energy of the system.
However, the method does include electron correlation by mixing the zeroth order
wavefunction with Slater determinants representing different configurations of the
electrons. In this research we use both Hartree-Fock and second order perturbation
theory to study the methane-MgO(lO0) system.

11 1

E Motivation

The rotational tunneling transitions measured by Larese and coworkers6•7•8

provide the most precise experimental data on the preferred orientation of methane

molecules adsorbed on MgO(l O0) to date. Calculation of the tunneling splittings may

provide further support that the transitions observed in the experimental spectra of Larese
and coworkers result from methane molecules adsorbed in the edge-down configuration.

Unfortunately, calculating the tunneling splittings requires the potential energy of

the system to be calculated a large number of times. The most accurate methods for

calculating the potential energy are the electronic structure methods, but these methods
are computationally demanding and time consuming. An alternative method for

calculating the potential energy, which is much less computationally demanding, is to use
empirical potential energy functions. However, as mentioned in Section B, electronic

structure methods and empirical potential energy functions predict different minimum

energy configurations for methane adsorbed on MgO( l 00).

In this research we focus on determining why the electronic structure methods and

empirical potential energy functions predict different minimum energy configurations of

methane adsorbed on MgO(l 00). To this end, we use the results of electronic structure

calculations as a standard for assessing the accuracy of three empirical methane-MgO

potential energy functions. Performing this research is the necessary first step towards
calculating accurate rotational tunneling splittings.

1 12

CHAPTER II
MODELS AND RESULTS

In this chapter the results of our theoretical investigations on the preferred
orientation of methane on MgO(l00) are presented. In Section A the results of our
electronic structure calculations are presented. In Section B we use Alavi's empirical
potential energy function to study the minimum energy configuration of methane
adsorbed on MgO(l00). In Section C we review the method of charge equilibration
(QEq), an empirical scheme for calculating the partial atomic charge for atoms in a
molecule, and present results for methane obtained using this method. In Section D we
use a Taylor series expansion in the electric field generated by the MgO surface to study
the electrostatic interaction of a single methane molecule adsorbed on MgO(l 00).
Section E summarizes our results and provides suggestions for future theoretical studies
of this system.
A Electronic structure results

In these studies the MgO substrate was modeled using a large lattice of point
charges two layers thick with lOlxlOl point charges in each layer (10lx101x2). Most
electronic structure calculations were performed using second order perturbation theory
(MP2) and a large Dunning style basis set. 26 All electronic structure calculations were
performed using the quantum chemistry package Gaussian 98 Revision A. 7. 27 All
calculations in this chapter assumed that the geometry of a methane molecule is
tetrahedral, with a carbon-hydrogen bond distance of 1.094 A.
To investigate the preferred orientation of a single methane molecule on our
model MgO surface we performed calculations in which the methane was centered over
the central Mg ion in the MgO lattice. Charges with values of 1.8 a.u. were used for
magnesium ions and charges with values of-1.8 a.u. were used for the oxygen ions. The
distance between methane's carbon atom and the central magnesium ion, which will be
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referred to as the adsorption height, was varied and the electronic energy for each

adsorption height was calculated. The electronic energy or adsorption energy, was

calculated by subtracting the self-interaction energy of the point charges of the MgO

surface and the energy of the isolated methane molecule from the energy of the methane

molecule in the presence of the MgO surface. The electronic energy as a function of

adsorption height for the minimum energy edge-down and face-down configurations are

presented in Fi gure (7). This figure shows the electronic energy for the edge-down
configuration is significantly lower than that of the face-down confi guration.

More information can be learned about the electronic energy by considering the

energy of a molecule in an electric field. The total electronic energy of a system is a sum
of two contributions: interactions of a molecule's multipole moments with the field and
the induction energy that results from the deformation of a molecule's electronic

distribution in the presence of an electric field. A Taylor series expansion can be used to
describe the energy of a molecule in a weak electric field. This series is written as
E(F) = E0 - (l / 3)0Fii - (1 / l S)QFiik - (1 / 105) <1>Fqk/ + . . .
- (1 / 2)aF,F1 - (1t/ 3)A F,F1k - (1t/ 6) CFIJ Fk1 - (1t/ 1 5)EF,F1kl + . . . .
- (1t/ 6) PF,F} Fk - (1 /t6) BF,F} Fkl - (1t/ 24) yF,F} Fk FI + . . .

(29)

where the F; in Equation (29) are the Cartesian components of the electric field and FiJ
are the field gradients. The Greek symbols in the first line of Equation (29) (8, Q, <l>)

describe the multipole moments; these terms depend linearly on the magnitude of the

field. The constants in the second line of Equation (29) (a,tA, C,tE) are polarizabilities,

which describe polarization contributions that depend quadratically on the magnitude of
the field. The constants in the third line of Equation (29) (P, B, r) are

hyperpolarizabilities and account for deviations from a linear polarization law. The

hyperpolarizability contributions depend on at least the third power of the field or its
gradients.

Therefore, by performing electronic structure calculations in which the charge on

the magnesium and oxygen ions is varied, we can obtain information about the magnitude
of the contributions the multipole moments and polarizabilities make to the electronic
1 14
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Figure 7: MP2/d-aug-cc-pVTZ interaction energy for a single methane molecule at
various distances above a model MgO(l00) surface. The lines through the points are
drawn to guide the eye.
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3.4

energy. In Figure (8) the electronic energy obtained for a variety of charges on the
magnesium and oxygen ions is shown. The data presented in Figure (8) are for a

methane molecule at an adsorption height of 3 A that is centered over a lattice of

1 0 1 x 1 0 1 x2 point charges. If contributions from induction were unimportant the curves in

Figure (8) would be straight lines indicating that only the multipole moments contribute

to the energy. The curvature in Figure (8) indicates induction contributes considerably to

the electronic energy of both configurations.

To quantitatively determine the contributions the moments and polarizabilities

make to the electronic energy the adsorption energies in Figure (8) were fit using an
equation of the form

E(q) = a x q 2 + b x q

(30)

where q is the charge on magnesium ions; the a coefficient describes the relative

contribution to the electronic energy from the polarizabilities; the b coefficient describes

the relative contribution the multipole moments make to the electronic energy. The

coefficients obtained by fitting the adsorption energies in Figure (8) are given in Table

(1 ). Using the fits we calculated the contributions the polarizabilities and multipole

moments make to the electronic energy when the charge on magnesium atoms is 2 a.u.

For the edge-down configuration these calculations indicate the multipole moments

account for about 68% of the electronic energy, whereas for the face-down configuration

the multipole moments account for about 63% of the electronic energy. Therefore, for

both configurations, induction accounts for about 35% of the electronic energy.

To summarize, the results of our electronic structure calculations indicate that the

energy for the edge-down configuration is significantly lower than that of the face-down
configuration. In addition, the electronic structure results suggest induction contributes
significantly to the energy of a methane molecule in the near-surface electric field of
MgO.
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Figure 8: MP2/d-aug-cc-pVDZ interaction energy of a single methane molecule as a
function of the charge on the ions of the model MgO surface. For these calculations the
center of mass of the methane molecule was 3.0 A above the MgO(lO0) surface. The
equations for the lines that best fit these data are given in Table (1).

Table 1. Coefficients in the equation E(q) = a x q 2 + b x q , which were used to fit the
adsorption energies in Figure (8).
Edge-down
Face-down

a (Kelvin/e )
-104.808
-68.8644
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b (Kelvin/e)
-449.3
-230.3

B Alavi's empirical potential energy function

Alavi's empirical potential 1 5 uses Lennard-Jones atom-atom potentials to describe

the repulsive forces between adsorbate and substrate atoms and Coulomb's law to

describe the electrostatic interactions. The partial atomic charges that Alavi used to

calculate the electrostatic interaction were chosen to reproduce the lowest order moment

of methane: the octopole moment. For hydrogen atoms these partial charges are . 1 43 a.u.
and for the carbon atom the partial charge is -.572 a.u. 1 6 The Lennard-Jones

parameters 1 5• 1 7.2s used in the calculations are given in Table (2).

The Lennard-Jones contribution to the potential energy for a single atom

interacting with the MgO( 100) substrate is given by
VLJ (r, z) =

t [L
p� n�

vo,p (z + nd) +

L cos(k · r)(- 1)

k�

m

(3 1)

vk ,P (z)]

where m=2(k1 +k2)/{j, d is the spacing between layers of ions, n is the index describing the
summation over layers of ions and the index /j indicates whether the sum is over the

magnesium or oxygen sublattice. In Equation (3 1 ) the position of an atom interacting

with the MgO surface is described by a two-dimensional vector r, which describes the

position of the atom in the plane of the surface with respect to the origin, taken to be a

magnesium ion, and z the height of the atom above the surface as shown in Figure (9).

Also, in Equation (3 1 ) k = 2,r( k1 I a, k2 I a) is a reciprocal lattice vector of the

square sublattice of the magnesium or oxygen ions and a is the nearest Mg-Mg distance
(2.98 A). In Equation (3 1)

Table 2. Lennard-Jones parameters used by Alavi for the C!ii-MgO interactions.

o!A
e /K

C-C

3.35
5 1 .2

H-H
2.61
4.87

Mg-C
2.98
1 6.7

1 18

Mg-H
2.64
1 2. 1

O-C

3.09
8 1 .0

0-H
2.74
58.6

y

X

Figure 9: Coordinate system used by Alavi. On the left is shown a top view of the
MgO(l00) lattice. Blue circles represent oxygen ions, black circles represent the
magnesium ions, and the green circle represents the position of an atom in the vicinity of
the MgO(l00) crystal. r in the illustration on the left denotes the two-dimensional vector
describing the position of the green atom in the x-y plane with respect to the magnesium
ion at the origin. The illustration on the right depicts the side view of the MgO(l00)
crystal. z describes the adsorption height of the green atom above the MgO(lO0) crystal.
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(33)

where k = lkl, Kn is the nth modified Bessel function of the second kind, and Cn = 4sa n
where e and u are the Lennard-Jones parameters of the specific atom-atom interaction
under consideration. The modified Bessel functions in Equation (33) can be computed
using the subroutines on pp. 230-233 in Numerical Recipes in Fortran. 29
In Alavi's scheme the electrostatic energy for the interaction of a point charge q
with the MgO substrate is based on Steele's equation30 for the electrical potential of an
MgO(l00) surface

(e-

2..fi1r(z l a) )
[
x] { y ]
16e
_ ..fi cos 2,r - co 2,r
VEL (r, z) = - �
a
a
v 2a 1 + e 2
1r

(34)

in which x, y and z are the coordinates of a point above the MgO surface and r is the

vector from the origin to a point charge q. Steele's equation given by Equation (34) is for

an MgO lattice with an oxygen atom at the origin and that is rotated 45 ° with respect to
the MgO lattice used by Alavi. Using a = 4.21 A and talcing the negative of Equation
(34) results in an equation that can be used to calculate the interaction of a point charge
with a MgO lattice with magnesium at the origin. The electrostatic interaction for any
configuration of the methane molecule above an magnesium centered MgO surface can
then be obtained by simply rotating the methane molecule into the desired configuration
and modifying Equation (34) as just described.
The total potential energy in Alavi's scheme is calculated by summing all of the
adsorbate-atom-substrate-atom interactions VEL(r,z) and Vi..,<r,z). In Appendix VII we
include our FORTRAN program for calculating the potential energy of a methane
molecule using Alavi's potential energy function. In Figure (1o0) are the potential energy
1 20
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Figure 10: Potential energy curves for the edge -down and face-down configurations of
methane adsorbed on MgO(lO0) obtained using Alavi's potential energy function. The
lines through the points are drawn to guide the eye.
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curves we obtained using Alavi's potential energy function to calculate the energy of the

face-down and edge-down configurations as a function of adsorption height. The results

in Figure (10) indicate the minimum of the face-down configuration is significantly lower
than that of the edge-down configuration. The minimum of the potential energy curve

also occurs at different absorption heights: 3.04 A for the edge-down configuration and

2.74 A for the face-down configuration. In Figure (1 1 ) only the electrostatic component
of the potential energy is shown. The results depicted in Figure (1 1 ) indicate the

electrostatic energy of the face-down configuration is also significantly lower than that
for the edge-down configuration. These results contradict the results of our electronic

structure calculations.

Some difference between Alavi' s empirical results and the electronic structure

results can be expected since Alavi' s potential energy function does not take into account
contributions to the electrostatic energy from induction. However, the electronic

structure calculations mentioned earlier indicate induction contributes nearly equally to

the electronic energy of both configurations. To understand the large difference between

the electronic structure results and the results of Alavi' s electrostatic potential we

determined the charges needed to reproduce methane's octopole and hexadecapole

moments.

Using a model in which the atoms of methane are replaced with point charges we

can calculate the octopole and hexadecapole moments. The expressions for the octopole

and hexadecapole moments for a tetrahedral molecule are respectively given b/ 1

(35)
and

In Equations (35) and (36) the Greek indices denote the Cartesiari components of an atom

with respect to the origin. For methane, it is convenient to pick carbon as the origin (0, 0,
0), so that the four hydrogen atoms can be described by the comers of a tetrahedron as
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shown in Figure (12). Using 1 .094 A for the carbon-hydrogen bond length, the positions

of the hydrogen atoms with respect to the carbon origin will be at the points (x, x, x), (x, -

x, -x), (-x, x, -x) and (-x, -x, x) with x = 0.63 1 6 A. In Equation (35) ia ip k, and all six
permutations of this term are equal to 1 when a

* /3 * y and are equal to 0 otherwise.

Equation (36) the first term, ia itp i,i6 equals 1 when

a=

/3 = r = '5

In

and is equal to 0

otherwise. The interpretation of the second and third terms in Equation (36) is the same
as that for the first term. The delta functions, '5ap for example, are Kronecker delta
functions: when a = f3 , '5ap

=

r;2 where r; describes the distance of atom i from the origin

and when a * /3 , '5ap = 0.

For a tetrahedral molecule the hexadecapole and octopole moments are described

by one independent component. 31 The independent components for the octopole and
hexadecapole are written as

(37)
and
(38)
where the sums are over all atoms of the molecule. In Equations (37) and (38) x; is equal
to 0.63 1 6 A and r; is equal to the carbon-hydrogen bond length. Equations (37) and (38)
can be used to determine the value of the octopole and hexadecapole moments as a

function of the partial atomic charges q; on the hydrogen atoms. The results of these

calculations are shown in Figure (1 3). In Figure ( 1 3) the dashed lines that meet the y

axes indicate the values of the octopole and the hexadecapole moments calculated by

Maroulis. 32 The dashed lines that meet the x-axis are the partial atomic charge that must

be chosen to reproduce Maroulis's calculated multipole moments. The data in Figure
( 1 3) indicate that no single set of partial charges can be chosen to reproduce both the

octopole and hexadecapole moments of methane. To reproduce methane's hexadecapole

moment partial charges about twice as large as those needed to reproduce the octopole
124

.

"

l

Figure 12: Coordinate system used to evaluate the multipole moments of methane. The
blue circles represent the hydrogen atoms, the carbon atom (not shown) is at the center of
the cube. The coordinate system used by Buckingham is defined by the edges of the
cube.
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Figure 1 3 : The octopole and hexadecapole moments of methane as a function of the
partial atomic charge for the hydrogen atoms. The dashed lines on the y-axes indicate the
values of the octopole and the hexadecapole moments calculated by Maroulis. 32 The
dashed lines that meet the x-axis are the partial atomic charge that must be chosen to
reproduce Maroulis's calculated multipole moments.
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moment must be chosen. The remainder of this section shows why this result is of
significant importance.

Using the work of Buckingham3 1 and Steele30 we can also use a point charge

model to determine the relative contributions the multipole moments make to the

electronic energy. This is accomplished by calculating the potential energy of the

methane molecule interacting with the electrical potential of the MgO(l 00) surface as a
function of the carbon-hydrogen bond length. Since the multipole moments depend on

the bond length, fitting the energy as a function of bond length to a polynomial will allow

the relative contributions of the multipole moments to be determined. Fi gure (14) shows
the potential energy for both the edge-down and face-down configurations of methane

interacting with MgO(l O0) as a function of the bond length. The data in Figure (14) is
for an adsorption height of 3 A with partial atomic charges of q = .27 a.u. on the

hydrogen atoms and 2.0 a.u. ande-2.0 a.u. for the magnesium and oxygen atoms,

respectively. In Appendix VIII we include the FORTRAN programs that use a point

charge model to calculate the energy as a function of bond length.

For the edge-down configuration we fit the potential energy data to a polynomial

of the form

E(l) = ax / 6 + b x / 4

(39)

where a and b are the coefficients determined from a least squares fit ande/ is a multiple
of the bond length. For example, / = 1 represents a bond length of 1 .094 A ande/ = 2

represents a length two times the equilibrium bond length. In Equation (39) the a

coefficient describes the relative contribution of the 6th order moment and b describes the

relative contribution of the hexadecapole moment: this is because the 6th order moment

depends on l to the 6th power and the hexadecapole moment depends on l to the 4th

power. We did not include a cubic term in Equation (39), which would correspond to the

relative contribution from the octopole moment, because the octopolar contribution to the
electrostatic energy for a methane molecule oriented edge-down above MgO( 1 00)

vanishes; proof of this assertion will be given in Section D. For the face-down
configuration we fit the data to a polynomial of the form
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Figure 14: Electrostatic energy as a function of bond length. The coefficients for the
polynomials that are drawn through the points in this figure are given in Table (3).

1 28

2.2

E(l) = a x / 6 + b x / 4 + c x / 3

(40)

where we have included the c coefficient to describe the relative contribution from the
octopole moment, which does contribute to the energy of the face-down configuration.
The coefficients that fit the data represented in Figure (14) are given in Table (3).
Using the coefficients given in Table (3) we calculated the relative contributions
of the multipole moments as a function of the bond length. Figures (15) and (16) show
the contributions the multipole moments make to the electrostatic energy for the edge
down and face-down configurations, respectively. For the minimum energy edge-down
configuration we see that the hexadecapole moment accounts for nearly all of the
electrostatic energy while the 6 th order moment makes a small repulsive contribution.
For the minimum energy face-down configuration we see the octopole moment makes a
large attractive contribution to the electrostatic energy and the hexadecapole makes a
sizable repulsive contribution. We also see that the combined contribution from the
octopole and hexadecapole moments is nearly 100% for all bond lengths studied.
The results depicted in Figures (15) and (16) provide new insight into Alavi's
empirical potential energy function. For the face-down configuration Figure (16)
indicates that choosing partial atomic charges to reproduce the octopole moment will
only accurately account for the electrostatic contribution from the octopole. The
repulsive contribution from the hexadecapole moment will be much smaller than is

Table 3. Coefficients in the equation E(l) = a x 1 6 + b x 1 4 + c x 1 3 , which was used to fit
the potential energy as a function of bond length. Negative coefficients indicate the
multipole moment lowers the electrostatic energy, whereas positive coefficients indicate
the multipole moment makes a repulsive contribution to the electrostatic energy.
Edge-down
Face-down

b (Hartree/bohr4)
-3.02377 E-3
2.65348 E-3

a (Hartree/bohr6)
1.27614 E-4
7.741 E-6
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c (Hartree/borh3)
0
-6.8652 E-3
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Figure 1 5 : Multipole moment contributions to the electrostatic energy of the edge-down
confi�ration. In this figure 6th denotes the contribution to the electrostatic energy from
the 61 order multipole moment, 0 and cf, represent contributions from the octopole
moment and hexadecapole, respectively. Lines through the points are drawn to guide the
eye.
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indicated in Figure ( 1 6) because the partial charges needed to reproduce the hexadecapole
moment are about twice as large as those needed to reproduce the octopole moment. For
the edge-down configuration the octopole moment makes no contribution to the
electrostatic energy. Furthermore, the attractive electrostatic contribution from the
hexadecapole, depicted in Figure (15), will be unrealistically small; again this is because
the partial charges chosen to reproduce the octopole moment are much too small to
reproduce the hexadecapole moment. In light of these results it is clear that Alavi's
potential energy function favors the face-down configuration because he chose partial
atomic charges to reproduce the octopole moment of methane. Additionally, the results
of Figure (13) indicate no single set of partial atomic charges can be chosen to
simultaneously fit both the octopole and hexadecapole moments. To treat both
configurations on an equal footing two sets of partial charges need to be chosen, one set
for the face-down configuration and a second set for the edge-down configuration.
C The method of charge equilibration

In Alavi 's study, Coulomb's law was used to calculate the electrostatic interaction
between atoms and the same partial charge was associated with each hydrogen atom. For
a methane molecule in the absence of an electric field a single partial charge can be
attributed to all hydrogen atoms, but in the presence of an electric field the partial atomic
charges may be slightly different. For example, in the case of a methane molecule
adsorbed edge-down on MgO(lO0) it is expected that the partial charge of the two
hydrogen pointing towards the surface will be slightly more negative than the two
hydrogen pointing away from the surface. Alavi's potential energy function does not
allow for polarization of the methane molecule.
An empirical scheme that does allow for charge redistribution within a molecule
and is used to calculate partial atomic charges is the charge equilibration method (QEq)
of Rappe and Goddard. 33 In this scheme atomic charges are computed based on the
requirement that all atomic chemical potentials, Z; are equal. The atomic chemical
potential is expressed as34
1 32

%; = % � + "'_I Jij (rij )qi

(41)

j

where z ;0 is the electronegativity of atom i, Jij is the Coulomb overlap integral between
unit charge distributions centered on atoms i andj separated by a distance rij and qi is the
atomic charge for atom}. In this scheme only the charge distribution of an atom's
valence electrons is considered. The spatial distribution of the valence electrons is
approximated using a single Slater orbital centered on each atom
(42)

where A; is the normalization constant, r is the distance from the origin, n; is the principal
quantum number and (; is the Slater orbital exponent. In terms of the Slater orbitals the
Coulomb overlap integral becomes
J.e( ) = f
r

1

j l ¢.; (rJI'

dr dr

:. J¢.1 (r)j

2

(43)

IJ

where rij in this equation is the distance between atoms i andj. The two-center Coulomb
overlap integrals can be evaluated with the integral tables of Roothaan. 35 In Equation
(43) when i =j, J;,{r) represents the one-center Coulomb interaction. Rappe and
Goddard correct J;,{r) for exchange interactions and refer to the corrected J;,{r) as
idempotentials J;e. Values for the idempotentials for many atoms are given by Rappe and
Goddard. 33
By requiring that all atomic chemical potentials are equal at equilibrium and
(44)

the QEq equations for methane represented in matrix form are
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1

1

1

1

1

JCHt - J�C
JCH2 - J�C
JCH3 - J�C

J�lHl - JCHt

JH1 H2 - JCH2

JH1H3 - JCH3

JH1H4 - JCH4

JH1H2 - JCHt

J�2H2 - JCH2

JH2H3 - JCH3

JH2H4 - JCH4

qH2

JH1H3 - JCHt

JH2H3 - JCH2

J�3H3 - JCH3

JH3H4 - JCH4

qH3

JCH4 - J�C

JH1H4 - JCHt

JH2H4 - JCH2

JH3H4

J�4H4 - JCH4

qH4

q,ot

- JCH3

qc

qHl

(45)

0

Zc - Zm
0
0
Zc - ZH2
0
0
Zc - zH3
0
0
Zc - zH4
0

In Equation (45) the subscripts C and H refer to the carbon and hydrogen atoms of
methane, respectively; J with two different subscripts represents two-center Coulomb
integrals and J with two identical subscripts represent the idempotentials. In Equation
(45) the electronegativities are constant and the Coulomb integrals depend on the
molecular geometry, which is fixed. However, Rappe and Goddard found that the orbital
exponents for hydrogen are charge dependent. Therefore, the Coulomb overlap integrals
that involve a hydrogen atom are also charge dependent. Equation (45) can be solved by
providing initial guesses for the charges and solving the equations iteratively using
Cramer's method36 until the charges are self-consistent. Using the QEq equations we
wrote a Maple worksheet to solve for the partial charges of methane. This Maple
worksheet is given in Appendix IX.
When we solved Equation (45) for the charges on the atoms of a methane
molecule in the absence of a field we obtained charges that disagree slightly with those
reported by Rappe and Goddard. The charges we obtained on the hydrogen atoms were
about .130 a.u., whereas those reported by Rappe and Goddard were .149 a.u. This
difference of about .02 a.u. may be a result of using different conversion constants,
different methods of evaluating the Coulomb overlap integrals, or differences in the
geometry used for the methane molecules. Since Rappe and Goddard did not provide
these details a difference of .02 a.u. might be expected.
We also modified the QEq equations so that a uniform electric field was applied.
Aligning the electric field parallel to a C2v axis of the methane molecule caused the
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charge distribution in the methane molecule to redistribute. With this orientation of the
electric field it was expected that the charges on two hydrogen would become more

positive and the other hydrogen would become more negative. This is in fact what

happened. By varying the strength of the electric field we calculated the z-component of

the dipole moment

(46)

where q; is the partial atomic charge of an atom, z; is the distance the atom is from the

origin and the sum is over all of methane's atoms. In Figure ( 1 7) we show the projection

of the z-coordinates of the methane molecule that were used to calculate the induced
dipole moment.

The induced dipole moments obtained from the QEq method were compared to

the induced dipole moments calculated for the same external fields using the electronic

structure method MP2/d-aug-cc-p VDZ. The induced dipole moments obtained from the

electronic structure calculations are about 7 times greater than those obtained using the
QEq method, as shown in Table (4). Based on these results we conclude that the QEq

method will be unable to account for the polarization of a methane molecule in the near
surface electric field of MgO( lO0). Furthermore, demonstrating that QEq is unable to

properly account for the polarization of a simple molecule in a uniform electric field is an

important result, since for example, many researchers use QEq to calculate partial atomic
charges in molecular dynamics simulations.

D Electrostatic model based on a Taylor series expansion

After demonstrating the problems associated with the empirical point charge

models we investigated an alternative method for describing the electronic energy of a

methane molecule near the MgO( lO0) surface. In particular, we used the first few non
vanishing terms of the Taylor series expansion
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z = I . 1 936 bohr

- qH3

++++++++++++++++++
Figure 17: Geometry used to calculate the z-component of the induced dipole moment.
The line of charges above and below the molecule indicate the methane molecule is in a
uniform electric field.

Table 4. Induced dipole moments calculated using QEq and MP2/d-aug-cc-pVDZ.
Field Strength (a.u.)
.00 1

.005
.01
.02

QEq induced dipole (a.u.)
.00238
.0t1 14
.0229
.0460
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MP2 induced dipole (a. u.)
.0 1 66

.0832
.1667
.3358

E(F ) = E0 - (1/ 3) 0Fii - (1/15) QFiik - (1/105) <l>Fijkt +...
- (1/ 2)aF,F1 - (1/ 3)AF,F1k - (1/6) CFll Fk1 - (1/15) EF,F1kl + . ..

(47)

-· (1/6) PF,F} Fk - (1/6) BF,F} Fkl - (1/ 24) yF;FJ Fk FI + . . .

to model the electronic energy.
The fields and field gradients required in Equation (47) were calculated using
Steele's equation for the electrical potential. 24 The work of Buckingham3 1 • 37 was used to
determine the components of the fields and field gradients that survive in the expressions
for the multipole moments and polarizabilities. For the multipole moments,
polarizabilities and hyperpolarizabilities that appear in Equation (47), we used the values
calculated by Maroulis. 32
Special considerations must be made when using the Taylor series expansion to
calculate the electronic energy for the edge-down and face-down configurations. Since
the values of the multipole moments and polarizabilities depend on the coordinate system
in which they are calculated, Maroulis's orientation of the methane molecule must remain
unchanged in the calculations. Maroulis's methane orientation is the same that was used
by Buckingham as shown previously in Figure (12).
Therefore, to obtain the minimum energy edge-down and face-down
configurations we can not simply rotate the molecule to obtain these configurations with
respect to the MgO( lOO) lattice. Consequently, we cannot use Steele's equation for the
electrical potential directly. Instead, to obtain the minimum energy configurations we
rotate the coordinate system used by Steele so that we obtain the electrical potential for
an MgO(l OO) lattice that is in the desired minimum energy configuration with respect to
methane oriented in Maroulis's configuration.
Here we describe how to obtain an expression for the electrical potential for
Maroulis's methane configuration oriented in the minimum energy edge-down
configuration. We note that Steele's equation for a magnesium centered MgO(l OO)
surface, as given by the negative of Equation (34), describes the electrical potential of a
methane molecule oriented in Maroulis's configuration that is in the maximum energy
edge-down configuration as shown in Figure (18). To obtain the electrical potential for
the minimum energy edge-down configuration we rotate Steele's x-y plane 45o° about the
137
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Figure 1 8 : The minimum and maximum energy configurations of a single methane
molecule oriented edge-down on MgO( l00). In these illustrations the blue circles
represent oxygen ions and the black circles represent the two hydrogen atoms that are
closest to the surface. Adsorption is taking place above a magnesium ion (not shown).
Our electronic structure calculations indicate that the minimum energy edge-down
configuration (on the left) has two hydrogen atoms pointing directly at the oxygen ions,
whereas what we refer to as the maximum energy configuration (on the right) has the two
hydrogen atoms pointing in between the oxygen ions. The two hydrogen atoms pointing
away from the surface are not shown.
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z-axis. In this case the coordinates of methane in the new coordinate frame are related to
the coordinates of the old coordinate frame by the equations
x' = xcos(¢) + ysin(¢)

and

y' = -xsin(¢) + y cos( ¢) .

(48)

(49)

where ¢ in Equations (48) and ( 49) is 45 ° . We then use Equations (48) and (49) to solve

for the x and y coordinates that are needed for the methane molecule to be at the desired
x' and y' coordinates. For example, in the new coordinate frame we want x't= 0 and

y' = 0. The x and y values which give these coordinates are also both 0.

Therefore, the result of this coordinate axes transform is that Steele's equation is

now valid in the new coordinate system, that is
VEL

( e-

x'] [

1 6e
2 ./21r(ztta )t
_ r= ) co{ 21! - cos 21! - .
(r, z) = r;;
a
a
v 2a 1 + e 1r"2

y ']

(50)

Equation (50) describes the electrical potential for an MgO(l00) lattice oriented in the

minimum energy edge-down configuration with respect to methane oriented in

Maroulis's configuration. To calculate the electrical potential we substitute Equations

(48) and (49) into Equation (50) and evaluate Equation (50) with x = 0, y = 0 and with z
equal to the desired adsorption height.

Similarly, the electrical potential for the minimum energy face-down
configuration can be obtained by two rotations: first a rotation of the x-y plane 45 ° about
the z-axis and then a rotation of 54.75 ° about the newly formed y' axis. The equations

that relate the original coordinate system to the coordinate system that results after these
two rotations are

x = [ x" cos(¢2 ) - z' sin(¢2 )]cos(¢1 ) - y'sin(¢1 ) ,
1 39

(5 1 )

y = [x" cos((/J2 ) - z' sin((/J2 )] sin('Pt ) + y' cos('Pt )

and

(52)

(53)

where 'Pt =45 ° and f/J2 =54.75 ° . To obtain the minimum energy face-down configuration
at an adsorption height of 3 A we want x" = 0 , y' = 0 and z' = 3.0 A. We use these

values to solve Equations ( 51 ), (5 2) and (5 3) for the x, y and z coordinates that yield these

values.

The electrical potential for an MgO(100) lattice oriented in the minimum energy

face-down configuration with respect to a methane molecule in Maroulis's orientation is

given by
VEL

x" ] { ' ]

l 6e ( e -2.fi.11 (
z' la)
_ 11.fi.2 Jcos[2trt- co 2,rtL
(r, z) = ,;;
a
a
v 2a 1 + e

where x"e, y' and z' written in terms of x, y and z are
x" = [xcos(f/Jt ) + y sin(f/Jt )] cos(</>2 ) + z sin(f/J2 ) ,

and

z' = -[ xcos(f/Jt ) + y sin(f/Jt )] sin(f/J2 ) + z cos(f/J2 ) .

(54)

(55)
(56)
(57)

To calculate the electrical potential for the minimum energy face-down configuration we

substitute Equations (55)-(57) into Equation (54) and evaluate Equation (54) at the x, y

and z values that give x" = 0, y' = 0 and z' equal to the desired adsorption height. The

equations that result from the rotations of the coordinate axes as given by Equations (48),

(49), (51)-(53) and (55)-(57) can be derived using the results of p. 9 of reference 23.

Using Equations (50) and (54) for the electrical potential of the minimum energy

edge-down and face-down configurations we wrote Maple worksheets to calculate the
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electronic energy using a truncated form of the Taylor series expansion. In the Maple
worksheets we only considered contributions from the octopole and hexadecapole
moments and the first few non-vanishing polarizabilities. In Appendix X and XI are the
Maple worksheets we used for the edge-down and face-down configurations,
respective!y.
Using the Taylor series expansion it is easy to show that the octopole moment
does not contribute to the electrostatic energy of the edge-down configuration. We now
give the proof for this. Using Maroulis's orientation of the methane molecule, Equation
(35) indicates only permutations of the electric field gradients of the type Fxyz contribute to
the octopole moment. From the electrical potential given by Equation (34) we can
calculate Fxyz
Fxyz =

(58)

where V represents the electrical potential given by Equation (34 ). The result obtained
after differentiation is
Fxyz =

128e ,r 3 e- 2Ji1r< zfa >
sin(2,r x/a)sin(2,r y/a) .
ao4 (1 + e-1rJi )

(59)

Evaluating Equation (59) for methane's center of mass at an adsorption height of 3 A (x =
O, y = 0, z = 3 A) causes Equation (59) to vanish because sin(0) = 0. Since x and y are 0

for both the minimum and maximum energy edge-down configurations the octopole
moment does not contribute to either configuration. Therefore, the hexadecapole, which
depends on Fzzzz, is the first non-zero multipole moment that contributes to a methane
molecule oriented in the edge-down configuration since Fzzzz is non-zero for this
configuration.
Nonetheless, we compared the energies obtained using the Taylor series
expansion to the adsorption energies calculated using the same basis set and electronic
structure method that Maroulis used to calculate the constants in the Taylor series
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expansion. In these calculations a lattice of 101x101x2 point charges with charges of 2.0
a.u. on the magnesium ions ando-2.0 a.u. on the oxygen ions was used to model the
MgO(l O0) surface. These Hartree-Fock adsorption energies calculated with Maroulis's
Ml basis set,32 which we denote as HF/Ml , are given in Table (5). As a reference,
Maroulis's Ml basis set is given in Appendix XII.
The fraction of the HF/M1 energy that was recovered using the Taylor series
expansion is presented in Table (6) for the minimum energy edge-down and face-down

configurations. These data indicate that at an adsorption height of 3 A the Taylor series

expansion recovers about 70% of the energy obtained from the electronic structure

calculations. At distances farther from the surface, at 4 A for example, nearly 100% of

the adsorption energy is recovered for both configurations. Sometimes over 100% of the

adsorption energy is recovered. This result is not unexpected since we truncated the
Taylor series expansion and have thus neglected contributions from higher order
multipole moments and polarizabilities. Unfortunately, the minimum energy
configurations of methane on MgO( 100) are at adsorption heights of about 3 A, a

distance where the Taylor series expansion is unable to account for all of the energy
obtained using the electronic structure calculations.
The reasons why the energies obtained from the Taylor series expansion do not
agree with the energies obtained from the electronic structure calculations at an

adsorption height of 3 A are not yet clear. One possibility for this discrepancy is that the

electrical potential above the MgO surface is highly non-uniform at this adsorption height
and more terms in the Taylor series need to be included to account for all of the
electrostatic energy. Another possibility is that using a lattice of point charges to model
the MgO(l 00) surface has led to artificially low adsorption energies.
It is well known that when point charges are used in electronic structure
calculations the atom-centered basis functions on anions are significantly polarized by
positive point charges.

3 8 39 40

'

•

The polarization of an atom in the presence of point

charges can cause a significant lowering of the interaction energy. The larger the charge
on the point charges, the greater this effect is.
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Table 5. HF/Ml adsorption energies for the edge-down and face-down configurations.
adsorption
height
2.8
3.0
3.2
3.4
3.6
3.8
4.0

<A>

Edge-down
energy (Hartree)
-9.3693 E-3
-5.0667 E-3
-2.8142 E-3
-1.6182 E-3
-9.627 E-4
-5.893 E-4
-3.687 E-4

Face-down
energy (Hartree)
-5.7243 E-3
-2.8633 E-3
-1.0522 E-3
-8.28 E-3
-4.77 E-4
-2.85 E-4
-1.753 E-4

Table 6. Fraction of the HF/Ml adsorption energy that is accounted for by the Taylor
.
.
senes expansion.
adsorption
height (A)
2.8
3.0
3.2
3.4
3.6
3.8
4.0

Edge-down
minimumt(%)
65.5
72.2
79.6
86.5
92.3
96.8
99.9
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Face-down
minimumt(%)
58.1
68.8
80.0
90.5
99.5
106.7
111.9

To assess the magnitude of this effect for the methane-MgO(lO0) system we
performed more Hartree-Fock electronic structure calculations using Maroulis's basis set
and the 101xl01x2 MgO(lO0) lattice of point charges, but varied the charge on the ions
of the MgO lattice. We calculated the adsorption energy for a methane molecule at an
adsorption height of 3 A and varied the charge on the magnesium and oxygen ions from
0.5 a.u. to -0.5 a.u. in increments of .125 a.u. These HF/Ml adsorption energies are
given in Table (7) for both configurations.
We fit the adsorption energies given in Table (7) to a polynomial of the form
E(q) = a x q2 +bx q .

(60)

where q is the charge on the magnesium ions. The coefficients determined from fitting
the adsorption data are given in Table (8). Using the coefficients from the fits we
determined the adsorption energy that would result from a charge of 2 a. u. on the
magnesium ions. The adsorption energies obtained using this procedure for both the
edge-down and face-down configurations were considerably smaller than those
determined from the electronic structure calculations that used charges of 2 a.u. on the
magnesium ions ando-2 a.u. on the oxygen ions. Consequently, using the adsorption
energies from the fits, the fraction of the adsorption energy recovered by the Taylor series
expansion at an adsorption height of 3 A increased to about 83% for the minimum edge
down configuration and 85% for the face-down configuration. A more thorough study
will have to be done to understand the effect the point charges have on the adsorption
energy.
E Conclusions
The goal of this research was to ultimately calculate the tunneling splittings for
methane adsorbed on MgO(l00) and to compare the splittings to the tunneling transitions
measured by Larese and coworkers. 6·7·8 In order to calculate the tunneling splittings an
accurate method is needed to calculate the potential energy of methane in the near
surface electric field of MgO(lO0). Electronic structure methods are the most accurate
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Table 7. HF/Ml adsorption energies as a function of the charge on magnesium atoms.
Negative energies indicate the presence of the MgO surface lowers the energy of the
methane molecule.
Edge-down

Face-down

energy (Hartree)

energy (Hartree)

.5

-7.9061 E-4

-3. 4912 E-4

. 375

-5.6148 E-4

-2.4627 E-4

.25

-3.6719 E-4

-1.5422 E-4

.125

-1.7706 E-4

-7. 2418 E-5

-. 125

1.6294 E-4

6. 2231 E-5

-.25

3.1373 E-4

1.1580 E-4

-. 375

4.5219 E-4

1.6058 E-4

-.5

5. 7861 E-4

1. 9680 E-4

q (Mg)

Table 8. Coefficients in the equation E(q) = a x q2 + b x q , which were used to fit the
HF/Ml adsorption energies given in Table (7).
Configuration
Edge-down
Face-down

a (Hartree/e2)
-4.2429 E-4
-3.0483 E-4
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b (Hartree/e)
-1.3666 E-3
-5.4386 E-4

methods available, but these methods are very computationally demanding.
Consequently, accurate approximate methods are desired. Previous studies have shown
that electronic structure methods predict a minimum energy configuration of methane
adsorbed on MgO(l00) that is different than that predicted using more approximate
empirical potential energy functions. To learn why the results from the two methods
differ we used electronic structure methods to assess the accuracy of three empirical
potential energy functions. This research constitutes a necessary first step towards
calculating accurate rotational tunneling splittings.
Using electronic structure methods we studied the minimum energy
configurations of a single methane molecule on a model MgO(l00) surface, which
consisted of a large lattice of point charges. The results of the electronic structure
calculations indicate that the electronic energy of a methane molecule oriented edge
down on MgO(l00) is significantly lower than that of a methane molecule oriented face
down on this surface. Furthermore, the electronic structure results indicate that induction
contributes substantially to the electronic energy.
The first empirical potential energy function that we studied was that of Alavi. 15
In Alavi's potential energy function the atoms of methane are replaced by point charges
and the electrostatic interaction of the point charges with the MgO(l00) surface is
calculated using Coulomb's law. In Alavi's scheme, partial atomic charges were chosen
to reproduce the octopole moment of methane. We have shown that Alavi's choice of
partial charges causes his potential energy function to favor the face-down configuration.
Here we reiterate the major results that led to this conclusion.
First, using a point charge model we determined that the partial charges needed to
reproduce the octopole moment are about half as large as those needed to reproduce the
hexadecapole moment. This result is significant when we consider the relative
contributions the octopole and hexadecapole moments make to the electrostatic energy.
To determine the relative contributions the multipole moments make to the electrostatic
energy we used a point charge model to calculate the potential energy of a methane
molecule oriented in the two minimum energy configurations as a function of bond
length. Fits to the potential energy data indicate the octopole moment makes a large
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attractive contribution to the electrostatic energy of the face-down configuration, whereas
using the work of Buckingham3 1 and Steele30 we showed that the octopole moment does
not contribute to the electrostatic energy of the edge-down configuration. Furthermore,
the fits to the potential energy data indicate the hexadecapole moment makes a large
repulsive contribution to the face-down configuration, whereas the hexadecapole moment
accounts for nearly all of the electrostatic energy of the edge-down configurati�n.
Therefore, as a result of choosing partial charges to reproduce the octopole
moment and the fact that these partial charges are half as large as those needed to
reproduce the hexadecapole moment, Alavi's potential energy function favors the face
down configuration for three reasons: ( 1 ) the octopole moment makes a large attractive
contribution to the electrostatic energy of the face-down configuration, but makes no
contribution to energy of the edge-down configuration; (2) the repulsive contribution the
hexadecapole moment makes to the face-down configuration is underestimated; (3) the
contribution the hexadecapole moment makes to the electrostatic energy of the edge
down configuration will be artificially low. Consequently, we conclude that an empirical
potential energy function, which uses a single set of point charges to describe the atoms
of methane, cannot be used to accurately calculate the potential energy of both the edge
down and face-down configurations.
Next we used the method of charge equilibration33 (QEq), an empirical scheme
that allows for charge redistribution within a molecule, to determine if this method could
account for the induction effects that the electronic structure results indicate are
substantial. To this end, we solved the QEq equations for a single methane molecule in a
uniform electric field and calculated the induced dipole moment for various field
strengths. Compared to the induced dipole moments that were calculated for the same
field strengths using electronic structure methods, the induced dipole moments that were
obtained using the QEq method were about a factor of 7 smaller. This result suggests
that the QEq method will be unable to accurately account for the polarization of
methane's charge distribution when the methane molecule is in the presence of the MgO
surface. This is an important result independent of the methane-MgO system since for
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example, many researchers use QEq to calculate the partial charges of atoms in molecular
dynamics simulations.
The last empirical model that we considered used a Taylor series expansion in the
electric field generated by the MgO(l00) surface to describe the interaction of a methane
molecule with the MgO(l00) surface. Using the first few non-vanishing multipole
moments and polarizabilities of methane, and Steele's equation for the electrical potential
of the MgO(l 00) surface, we calculated the energy of a methane molecule oriented in
two minimum energy configurations above the MgO(l00) surface. The energy computed
from the Taylor expansion was compared with the energy obtained using electronic
structure calculations. The energies obtained from the Taylor series expansion indicate
that at realistic adsorption heights only about 70% of the adsorption energy obtained
using electronic structure methods is recovered by the expansion. To improve upon this
result more terms in the Taylor expansion need to be included.
The results of this research show that increasingly complicated empirical potential
energy functions are not capable of properly describing the interaction of a single
methane molecule in the near-surface electric field ofeMgO(l00). These results suggest
that electronic structure methods are required to accurately calculate the energy of a
methane molecule in the near-surface electric field of MgO(l00).
Our conclusions about the accuracy of the empirical schemes are based on the
results of electronic structure calculations. In our calculations we have used a large
lattice of point charges to represent the MgO(l00) surface. When point charges are used
in an electronic structure calculation there is no repulsion between the electron density in
an atomic orbital surrounding an atom and a positive point charge. It is well known that
the electron density in an atomic orbital will be significantly polarized toward the
positive point charge, which will result in a spurious interaction energy. 38 •39•40 An
important extension to this research would be to use a more realistic model for the
MgO(lO0) surface. Replacing positive point charges with effective core potentials would
be the first step towards a more realistic MgO(100) surface. Taking into account the
electronic structure of the MgO(l00) surface in the quantum chemical calculations would
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provide a method for checking the accuracy of the electronic structure calculations in this
dissertation.

Although we have not calculated tunneling splittings for methane on MgO(100)

the results of this study suggest using empirical potentials to describe the interaction of

methane with MgO(100) will lead to the wrong tunneling splittings. Unfortunately, the

results of this study suggest that to obtain accurate tunneling splittings it is necessary to

use electronic structure methods to calculate the energy of methane in the near-surface

electric field of MgO(100).
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APPENDIX I
LJ static FORTRAN program

This is the FORTRAN program that calculates structural properties using the
Local Jump algorithm. In the program static quantities are calculated every 100 MCS.
At the end of the program the averages of all static quantities are printed. The following
quantities are printed out: fraction of beads adsorbed; the parallel and perpendicular
components of <R 2 >and <R; >; the coordinates of the center of mass of the chain.

include "parameter.f'

!
!
!
!
!

parameter.f is a file which specifies
the length of the chain, 1, as well as z,
an integer used to selectively make certain
beads have an attraction for the wall
via modular arithmetic

integer it,icz 1,iskip

!
!
!
!

it specifies the length of the run;
icz1 is total possible sample size
iskip is the number of MCS to be skipped
to allow for the equilibration of the chain

integer isam

! the number of samples desired

real*8 pot

! pot is the potential between bead and wall

parameter(iskip=-37000,it= l00000,iczlo= l 0000,isam= l ,pot= l.3)
logical* 1 home(ict,ict,ict)

! dimensions of the lattice, which beads will
! occupy home(?,?,?) is set true if a bead
! occupies the site

integer icor(l,3)

! this is the array specifying the coordinates
! of the chain

integer nx(12),ny( l2),nz( l2) ! these arrays describe the possible moves
! on an fee lattice
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integer nxt(l 2,3)

! these are the possible destinations a bead
! could move;the sum of nx(?) and icor(?,?)

! the probability computed for a move in the
! the moving subroutines ex. subloop60.f; the
! probabilities are used in the subroutine
! Boltzmann to determine if a bead will move
real*8 axcm(0:it-1 ),aycm(0:it-1 ),azcm(0:it-1)

real*8 pr(l 2)

common /rancom/ idum
!-------------------------------------------------------possible moves on a fee lattice
data nx/ 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , - l ,- 1 ,- l ,- 1 , 0, 0, 0, 0/
data ny/ 1 ,- 1 ,0, 0, 1 ,- 1 , 0, 0, 1 , 1 ,- 1 ,- 1 /
data nzJ 0, 0, 1 ,-1, 0, 0, 1 ,-1, 1,- 1 , 1 ,-1 /
m=0

!m is a counter with records how many
! samples have been collected

open(unit= 10,file='35dif. 1 3rr')
open(unit= l 2,file='35static. l 3rr')
do icz= l , iczl ! this is the sampling loop
these three loops make sure the box is empty
do i= l ,ict
do i2= 1 ,ict
do i3t= 1 ,ict
home(i,i2,i3 )=. false.
end do
end do
end do
iseed is the seed needed to generate a random
number using ran3 from "numerical recipes in
fortran"; the seed must be negative; the seed
must be changed to generate unique samples and
is thus linked to the sampling indice icz;
iseed= -icz* l O00
idum=iseed
r=ran3(idum)
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opening data file to get initial coordinates
The initial cooridnates are for a chain in a zig-zag
conformation with half its monomers in contac with
the wall. In these simulations the x-coordinate
is the coordinate that is perpendicular to the surface.
The conformation is the same for all chain lengths.
When the coordinates of a chain are read in a quantity
that represents half the box size (ict/2) is added to
the chains coordinates. The last line read from the
data file (ixtot,iytot,iztot) represent (half the box
length -2). These quantities are imporant to the scheme
used to enforce periodic boundary conditions in the y and
z directions.
open(unit=2 l,file='fc35w.dat',status='old')
do i=l,l
read(2 1, *)icor(i, 1 ),icor(i,2),icor(i,3)
icor(i, 1 )=icor(i, 1 )+(ict/2.0)
icor(i,2)=icor(i,2)+(ict/2.0)
icor(i,3)=icor(i,3)+(ict/2.0)
end do
read(unit=2 l ,fint=*)ixtot,iytot,iztot
this loop makes sure that the initial configuration
doesn't violate the excluded volume condition; the
coordinates for polymer beads that from an acceptable
chain are set equal to true
do i=l ,l

365

if(home(icor(i, 1 ),icor(i,2),icor(i,3)))then
write(33,365)i
format('error in data',215)
stop
else
home(icor(i, 1 ),icor(i,2),icor(i,3))=.true.
end if
end do
creating the wall; the y-z plane at x= 1 represents
the surface; the positive x is the direction
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that is perpendicular to the surface
i=l
do i2=1,ict
do i3=1,ict
home(i,i2,i3)=. true.
end do
end do
jk is the number of bead cycles in a Monte Carlo step;
(one)*chain length is the definition of a bead cycle
jk=l*num
rijperc=0
rijparc=0
rg2perc=0
rg2parc=0
pstuckave=0
pi=3.1415926535
do 2800 i1=iskip,it-1 ! Monte Carlo loop
do 2700 i2=1,jk

!bead cycle loop

r=ran3(idum)
j=int(r*float(l))+1

! selects a bead randomly

if{G.eq.1).or.(j.eq.l))then

!an end bead has been selected

call endsub(home,icor,j ,nx,ny,nz,ixtot,pot,nxt,pr)
maxi= l2

! 12 possible moves for an end bead

call boltzmann(j ,pr,icor,nxt,home,maxi,ixtot)
if(j .eq.1 )then
goto 707
else
goto 2700
end if
else
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j1=j-1
!j1 and j2 are j's nearest neighbors
j2=j+l
!In the local jump algorithm a bead is moved by rotating about
! the axis formed by its two nearest neighbors, j1 and j2. Since
!the bonds between beads are fixed, of length sqrt(2) and
!the simulation is on a face-centered cubic lattice the only
!rotations which preserve the bond length and are about the axis
!formed by jl andoj2 tum out to have A(jljj2) of 60 degrees,
!90 degrees and 120 degrees. A convenient way to determine
! which move is possible for a bead that is selected to move is
!to calculate the squared length betweenojl andoj2. For 120
!degree bond angles this number is 6, for 90 it is 4 and for
! 60 it is 2. Dividing by 2, gives idel= 1,2 and 3 and the
!type of move is easily determined.

+
+

idel=((icor(j 1,1)-icor(j2, 1))**2
+(icor(j l,2)-icor(j2,2))* *2
+(icor(j1,3)-icor(j2 ,3))**2)/2
r=ran3(idum)
a=r
if(idel.eq.1)then
!4 possible moves that maintain a 60 degree bond
!angle between j j 1 and j2
call sub60(home,icorjj lj2,ixtot,pot,nxt,pr)
maxi=4
call bo ltzmann(j ,pr ,icor,nxt,home,maxi,ixtot)
goto 2700
else if(idel.eq.2)then
!4 possible moves that maintain a 90 degree bond
!angle between jj 1 and j2
call sub90(home,icorjj lj2,ixtot,pot,nxt,pr)
maxi=4
call boltzmann(j ,pr ,icor,nxt,home,maxi,ixtot)
goto 2700
else if(idel.eq.3)then
!2 possible moves that maintian a 120 degree bond
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!angle betweenojjl and j2
call sub120(home,icorjj 1j2,ixtot,pot,nxt,pr)
maxi=2
call boltzmann(j ,pr,icor,nxt,home,maxi,ixtot)
goto 2700
else
goto 2700
end if
end if
Periodic boundary conditions are enforced only when the first
bead of the chain moves, thus when j=l the code is sent to 707
where all the coordinates of the chain are declared false and
the chain is reset to the center of the box. ix, iy and iz
determine which direction the head bead moved and ixtot, iytot
iztot keep track of the long time behavior of the chain
707

do i=l,l
home(icor(i, 1),icor(i,2),icor(i,3))=.false.
end do
ix=icor(l, 1)-(ict/2.0)
ixtot=ixtot-ix
iy=icor(l ,2)-(ict/2.0)
iytot=iytot-iy
iz=icor(l ,3)-(ict/2.0)
iztot=iztot-iz
These lines ensure the head bead is in the center of the box.
do 1=1,1
icor(I, 1)=icor(I,1)-ix
icor(l,2)=icor(l,2)-iy
icor(l,3)=icor(l,3)-iz
end do
The updated coordinates of the chain are set equal to true.
do 1=1,1
home(icor(i,1),icor(i,2),icor(i,3))=.true.
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end do
2700 end do
!end of the loop defining one bead cycle
=
do i l ,l
if((icor(i, 1 )-ixtot).eq.2)then
goto 2701 !chain didn't desorb continue run
else
continue ! continue on to see if statement is
end if
! true at all
end do
goto 2900
2701 if(i l .lt.0)then
continue
else

! if this line is reached the chain desorbed
!only calculate c.m. data if the equilibration
!time is over

if(mod(i l,1 00).eq.0)then !sample data every 100 points
tot=0
xcm=0
ycm=0
zcm=0
do i= l,l
xcm=xcm+dreal(icor(i, 1 )-ixtot)
ycm=ycm+dreal(icor(i,2)-iytot)
zcm=zcm+dreal(icor(i,3 )-iztot)
idiffuse=icor(i, 1 )-ixtot
if(idiffuse.eq.2)then
tot=tot+ 1 .0
else
continue
end if
end do

axcm(i 1 )=xcm/1
aycm(i 1 )=ycm/1
azcm(i 1 )=zcm/1
write( 6, *)i l ,axcm(i 1 ),aycm(i 1 ),azcm(i 1 )
pstuck={tot/1)* 100.0
pstuckave=pstuckave+pstuck
this section calculates the radius of gyration
gox=0
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goy=0
goz=0
do i= l ,l
gx=((dreal(icor(i, 1 )-ixtot)-axcm(i 1 ))**2)
gox=gox+gx
gy=((dreal(icor(i,2)-iytot)-aycm(i 1 ))**2)
goy=goy+gy
gz=((dreal(icor(i,3)-iztot)-azcm(i 1 ))**2)
goz=goz+gz
end do
rg2perc=rg2perc+gox/l
rg2parc=rg2parc+(goy+goz)/l
this is the mean squared end to end distance
rijperc=rijperc+dreal((icor( l , 1 )-icor(l, 1 ))**2)
rijparc=rijparc+dreal(((icor( 1 ,2)-icor(l,2))**2)+
((icor( l ,3)-icor(l,3))**2))
+
else
axcm(i l )=O
aycm(i l )=O
azcm(i l )=0
continue
end if
!end of if statement for 1 00 pt sampling
end if !end if statement for line 2701
2800 end do

! end of the loop defining one MCS

! this part of the code is only for chains that did not desorb
do i=O,it- 1
iftmod(i, 1 00).eq.O)then
write( 1 0, *)i,axcm(i),aycm(i),azcm{i),icz
axcm(i)=0
aycm(i)=0
azcm(i)=0
else
continue
end if
end do
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rijper=rijperc/(it/100) !average end-to-end distance
rijpar=rijparc/(it/100)
rg2per=rg2perc/(it/100) !average mean-squared gyration
rg2par=rg2parc/(it/100)
pstuckz=pstuckave/(it/100)
write(l2, *)rijpar,rijper,rg2par,rg2per,pstuckz,icz
m=m+l

10
17

!keeps track of the number of runs have
!been collected

if(m.eq.isam)goto 2901

format(1x,i7,1x,f6.2,1 x,f6.2, 1x,i7,3(1x,f6.2),i8)
format(lx,f1 2.l,lx,fl6.12)

2900 close(2l)
!2900 is reached either because a chain desorbed
!or at the completion of one run
rewind(21)
do i=0,it-1
axcm(i)=O
aycm(i)=0
azcm(i)=0
end do
end do !end of icz block

2901 continue
3000 end
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APPENDIX II
LJ dynamic FORTRAN program
This is the FORTRAN program that calculates the autocorrelation functions of the
Rouse modes using the Local Jump algorithm. In the program the autocorrelation
functions are fit to a stretched exponential and the beta (exponent of the stretched
exponential) and the tau (relaxation time of the chain) are printed out.

!-----------------------------------------------include "parameter.f'
! parameter.f is a file which specifies
! the length of the chain, 1, as well as z,
! an integer used to selectively make certain
! beads have an attraction for the wall
! via modular arithmetic

+

integer it,icz1,iskip

! it specifies the length of the run;
! iczl is total possible sample size
! iskip is the number of MCS to be skipped
! to allow for the equilibration of the chain

integer isam

! the number of samples desired

real*8 pot

! pot is the potential between bead and wall

parameter(iskip=-34000,it=2475000, iczl=10000,
isam=25, pot=l.2)
logical*l home(ict,ict,ict)

! dimensions of the lattice, which beads will
! occupy home(?,?,?) is set true if a bead
! occupies the site

integer icor(l,3)

! this is the array specifying the coordinates
! of the chain

integer nx(l2),ny(l2),nz(12)

! these arrays describe the possible moves
! on an fee lattice
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integer nxt(12,3)

! these are the possible destinations a bead
! could move;the sum of nx(?) and icor(?, ?)

real*8 pr(l2)

+

! the probability computed for a move in the
! the moving subroutines ex. subloop60.f; the
! probabilities are used in the subroutine
! Boltzmann to determine if a bead will move
real*8 uxl(0:it-1),uyl(0:it-l),uzl(0:it-l) !Rouse normal coordinate
real*8 ux2(0:it-l),uy2(0:it-1),uz2(0:it-1) !Rouse normal coordinate
real*8 ux3(0:it-1 ),uy3(0:it-1 ),uz3(0:it-1) !Rouse normal coordinate
real*8 ux4(0:it-l},uy4(0:it-l),uz4(0:it-l) !Rouse normal coordinate
!declarations
real*8 rnl(l),m2(1),m3(1),rn4(1)
!Rouse cosine factors
real* 8 u1auto( 0:it-1 ), u2auto(0:it-1),
u3auto(0:it-1),u4auto(0:it-1)
common /rancom/ idum

!----------------------------------------------------------------possible moves on a fee lattice
data nx/ 1, 1,1, 1, -l,-1,-1,-1, 0, 0, 0, 0/
data ny/ 1,-1,0, 0, 1,-1, 0, 0, 1, 1,-1,-1/
data nz/ 0, 0,1,-1, 0, 0, 1,-1, 1,-1, 1,-1/
m=0

!m is a counter with records how many
!samples have been collected

tt=.2231

!ensures autocorrelation functions will be calculated
!through the 1.5 relaxation time
pi=3.1415926535
rnorm=(2.0/l)** .5

these are the cosine factors for the normal modes
do i=l,l
rn1(i)=cos((i *1. 0-. 5 )*pi/1)
m2(i)=cos((i* 1.0-. 5)*2.0*pi/l)
rn3(i)=cos((i* 1.0-.5)*3.0*pi/l)
rn4(i)=cos((i* 1.0-.5)*4.0*pi/l)
end do
do k=0,it-1
u1auto(k)=0
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u2auto(k)=0
u3auto(k)=0
u4auto(k)=O
end do
do icz=1, icz1 ! this is the sampling loop
these three loops make sure the box is empty
do i=l,ict
do i2=1,ict
do i3=1,ict
home(i,i2,i3 )=. false.
end do
end do
end do
iseed is the seed needed to generate a random
number using ran3 from "numerical recipes in
fortran"; the seed must be negative; the seed
must be changed to generate unique samples and
is thus linked to the sampling indice icz;
iseed= -icz*lO00
idum=iseed
r=ran3(idum)
opening data file to get initial coordinates
The initial cooridnates are for a chain in a zig-zag
conformation. In these simulations the x-coordinate
is the coordinate that is perpendicular to the surface.
The conformation is the same for all chain lengths.
When the coordinates of a chain are read in a quantity
that represents half the box size (ict/2) is added to
the chains coordinates. The last line read from the
data file (ixtot,iytot,iztot) represent (half the box
length -2). These quantities are imporant to the scheme
used to enforce periodic boundary conditions in the y and
z directions.
open(unit=2 l,file='fc3 5w .dat' ,status='old')
do i=l,l
read(2 l, *)icor(i,1 ),icor(i,2),icor(i,3)
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icor(i, 1 )=icor(i, 1 )+(ict/2.0)
icor(i,2)=icor(i,2)+(ict/2.0)
icor(i,3)=icor(i,3)+(ict/2.0)
end do
read(unit=2 l ,fmt=*)ixtot,iytot,iztot
this loop makes sure that the initial configuration
doesn't violate the excluded volume condition; the
coordinates for polymer beads that from an acceptable
chain are set equal to true
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do i= l ,l
if(home(icor(i, 1 ),icor(i,2),icor(i,3)))then
write(33,365)i
format('error in data' ,215)
stop
else
home(icor(i, l ),icor(i,2),icor(i,3))= .true.
end if
end do
creating the wall; the y-z plane at x= 1 represents
the surface; the positive x is the direction
that is perpendicular to the surface
i= l
do i2=1 ,ict
do i3= 1 ,ict
home(i,i2,i3 )= . true.
end do
end do
jk is the number of bead cycles in a Monte Carlo step;
(one)*chain length is the definition of a bead cycle
jk=l*num
u ltot=0
u2tot=0
u3tot=0
u4tot=0
do 2800 i 1 =iskip,it-1 ! Monte Carlo loop
if(i l .lt.0)then ! this condition ensures no data is collected
goto 3 1
! during equilibration
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else
sumxl =0
sumyl =0
sumzl =0
sumx2=0
sumy2=0
sumz2=0
sumx3=0
sumy3=0
sumz3=0
sumx4=0
sumy4=0
sumz4=0

! initialization of autocorrelation sums

do i=l ,l
x 1 =ml (i)*icor(i, 1 )
yl =ml (i)*icor(i,2)
zl =rnl(i)*icor(i,3)
x2=rn2(i)*icor(i, 1 )
y2=rn2(i)*icor(i,2)
z2=rn2(i)*icor(i,3)
x3=rn3(i)*icor(i, 1 )
y3=rn3(i)*icor(i,2)
z3=m3(i)*icor(i,3)
x4=rn4(i)*icor(i, 1 )
y4=rn4(i)*icor(i,2)
z4=rn4(i)*icor(i,3)
sumx 1 =sumx 1 +x 1
sumyl =sumyl +yl
sumzl =sumzl +zl
sumx2=sumx2+x2
sumy2=sumy2+y2
sumz2=sumz2+z2
sumx3=sumx3+x3
sumy3=sumy3+y3
sumz3=sumz3+z3
sumx4=sumx4+x4
sumy4=sumy4+y4
sumz4=sumz4+z4
end do
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ux 1 (i 1 )=sumx 1 *morm
uyl (i l)=sumyl *morm
uzl (i l )=sumzl *morm
ux2(i 1 )=sumx2*morm
uy2(i 1 )=sumy2 *morm
uz2(i 1 )=sumz2*morm
ux3(i 1 )=sumx3 *morm
uy3(i 1 )=sumy3 *morm
uz3(i 1 )=sumz3 *morm
ux4(i 1 )=sumx4*morm
uy4(i 1 )=sumy4*morm
uz4(i 1 )=sumz4*morm
ul tot=u l tot+ux 1 (i 1 )*ux l (i 1 )+uyl (i 1 )*uyl (i 1 )+uz l (i 1 )*uzl (il )
u2tot=u2tot+ux2(i 1 )*ux2(i 1 )+uy2(i 1 )*uy2(i 1 )+uz2(i 1 )*uz2(i 1 )
u3tot=u3tot+ux3(i 1 )*ux3(i 1 )+uy3(i 1 )*uy3(i 1 )+uz3(i 1 )*uz3(i 1 )
u4tot=u4tot+ux4(i 1 )*ux4(i 1 )+uy4(i 1 )*uy4(i 1 )+uz4(i 1 )*uz4(i 1 )
end if
31

do 2700 i2=l jk

!bead cycle loop

r=ran3(idum)
j=int(r*float(l))+ 1

! selects a bead randomly

if(G .eq. l ).or. (j .eq.l))then

!an end bead has been selected

call endsub(home,icorj ,nx,ny,nz,ixtot,pot,nxt,pr)
! 1 2 possible moves for an end bead

maxi=1 2

call boltzmannG ,pr,icor,nxt,home,maxi,ixtot)
if(j .eq. 1 )then
goto 707
else
goto 2700
end if
else
j l =j - 1
j2=j+ l

!j 1 and j2 are j's nearest neighbors
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!In the local jump algorithm a bead is moved by rotating about
!the axis formed by its two nearest neighbors, j 1 and j2. Since
!the bonds between beads are fixed, of length sqrt(2) and
!the simulation is on a face-centered cubic lattice the only
! rotations which preserve the bond length and are about the axis
!formed byj 1 and j2 tum out to have A(j 1 JJ2) of 60 degrees,
!90 degrees and 1 20 degrees. A convenient way to determine
!which move is possible for a bead that is selected to move is
!to calculate the squared length between j l and j2. For 120
!degree bond angles this number is 6, for 90 it is 4 and for
! 60 it is 2. Dividing by 2, gives idel= 1,2 and 3 and the
!type of move is easily determined.

+
+

idel=({icor(j 1 , 1 )-icor(j2, 1 ))**2
+(icor(j 1,2)-icor(j2,2))**2
+(icor(j 1 ,3)-icor(j2,3))**2)/2
r=ran3(idum)
a=r
if(idel.eq . 1 )then
!4 possible moves that maintain a 60 degree bond
!angle between jj l and j2
call sub60(home,icorJJ 1 j2,ixtot,pot,nxt,pr)
maxi=4
call bo ltzmann(j ,pr,icor,nxt,home,maxi,ixtot)
goto 2700
else if(idel.eq.2)then
! 4 possible moves that maintain a 90 degree bond
!angle between j j l and j2
call sub90(home,icor J J 1 J2,ixtot,pot,nxt,pr)
maxi=4
call boltzmann(j,pr,icor,nxt,home,maxi,ixtot)
goto 2700
else if(idel.eq.3)then
!2 possible moves that maintian a 1 20 degree bond
!angle between jj l and j2
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call sub 120(home,icorj j l j2,ixtot,pot,nxt,pr)
maxi=2
call boltzmannG ,pr,icor,nxt,home,maxi,ixtot)
goto 2700
else
goto 2700
end if
end if
Periodic boundary conditions are enforced only when the first
bead of the chain moves, thus when j = l the code is sent to 707
where all the coordinates of the chain are declared false and
the chain is reset to the center of the box. ix, iy and iz
determine which direction the head bead moved and ixtot, iytot
iztot keep track of the long time behavior of the chain
707

do i= l ,l
home( icor(i, 1 ),icor(i,2 ),icor(i,3)) =. false.
end do
ix=icor(l , 1 )-(ict/2.0)
ixtot=ixtot-ix
iy=icor(l ,2)-(ict/2.0)
iytot=iytot-iy
iz=icor(l ,3)-(ict/2.0)
iztot=iztot-iz
These lines ensure the head bead is in the center of the box.
do 1=1 ,1
icor(I, 1 )=icor(I, I )-ix
icor(I,2)=icor{l,2}-iy
icor{l,3 )=icor(l,3 )-iz
end do
The updated coordinates of the chain are set equal to true.
do 1=1 ,1
home(icor(i, 1 ),icor(i,2),icor(i,3))=.true.
end do

2700 end do

! end of the loop defining one bead cycle
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do i=l,l
ift(icor(i,1 )-ixtot).eq.2)then
goto 2800 !chain didn't desorb continue run
else
continue !continue on to see if statement is
! true at all
end if
end do
goto 2902

!if this line is reached the chain desorbed

2800 end do

!end of the loop defining one MCS

! this part of the code is only for chains that did not desorb
ml=O
m2=0
m3=0
m4=0
m=m+l

!keeps track of the number of runs have
!been collected

u1 ave=u1 tot/it
u2ave=u2tot/it
u3ave=u3tot/it
u4ave=u4tot/it
do k=O,it-1
do kj=O,it-1
kj1 =kj+k

!controls the number of delta t's
! that will be investigated
!O.. .is-l=is data points; we always ditch the last
! data point so that the mn routine works
!the difference between kj and kj1 is the delta t

iftkjl.le.it-l)then !if kjl.le.is-1 then there is atleast one r(t)*r(O)
! to calculate; calculate them all here
+
+
+
+
+

u1 =ux1 (kj1 )*ux1 (kj)+ ! one product in the autocorrelation function
uyl(kj1 )*uyl(kj)+
uzl(kjl)*uzl(kj)
u2=ux2(kj1 )*ux2(kj)+ !one product in the autocorrelation function
uy2(kj1 )*uy2(kj)+
uz2(kj1 )*uz2(kj)
u3=ux3(kj1 )*ux3(kj)+ ! one product in the autocorrelation function
uy3(kj1 )*uy3(kj)+
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+
+
+

uz3 (kj 1 )*uz3(kj)
u4=ux4(kj 1 )*ux4(kj)+ !one product in the autocorrelation function
uy4(kj 1 )*uy4(kj)+
uz4(kj 1 )*uz4(kj)
goto 1 04
else
goto 1 06
end if

1 04

ult=ult+ul
u2t=u2t+u2
u3 t=u3 t+u3
u4t=u4t+u4

!with dt=kj l -kj ; dt=time step

! sum the contributions of the same dt

if(kj 1 .lt.it- 1 )then
goto 1 05

!go to the end of the kj loop to calculate
!all the contributions to the autocorrelation
! function for dt

else if(kj l .eq.it- 1 )then
iw=it-k

!ifkj l .eq.it we have calculated all the
!contributions for a particular dt
!number of samples of timestep dt

u 1 auto(k)=u 1 auto(k)+(u 1 t/iwJu 1 ave)
u2auto(k)=u2auto(k)+(u2t/iw/u2ave)
u3auto(k)=u3auto(k)+(u3 t/iw/u3 ave)
u4auto(k)=u4auto(k)+(u4t/iw/u4ave)
if(u 1 auto(k). ge. tt)then
continue
else
ibound=k
xsum=0
xsqsum=0
ysum=0
ysqsum=0
xysum=0
do ip= l ,ibound
rip=ip* l .0
xsum=xsum+log(rip)
xsqsum=xsqsum+((log(rip))* *2)
ysum=ysum+(log(-log(ul auto(ip))) )
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ysqsum=ysqsum+((log(-log(u l auto(ip))))**2)
xysum=xysum+(log(rip)*(log(- log(ul auto(ip)))))
end do
ssx=xsqsum-((xsum**2)/(ibound))
ssy=ysqsum-((ysum**2)/(ibound))
ssxy=xysum-((xsum*ysum)/(ibound))
beta=ssxy/ssx
c={ysum-beta*xsum)/(ibound)
tau=exp(-c/beta)
t l =tau
b l =beta
ml=
el
end if
ift(u2auto(k).ge.tt).or.(m2.eq. 1 ))then
continue
else
ibound=k
xsum=O
xsqsum=O
ysum=O
ysqsum=O
xysum=O
do ip= l ,ibound
rip=ip*el .O
xsum=xsum+log(rip)
xsqsum=xsqsum+((log(rip))**2)
ysum=ysum+(log(-log(u2auto(ip))))
ysqsum=ysqsum+((log(-log(u2auto(ip))))** 2)
xysum=xysum+(log(rip)*(log(-log(u2auto(ip)))))
end do
ssx=xsqsum -((xsum**2)/(ibound))
ssy=ysqsum-((ysum**2)/(ibound))
ssxy=xysum-((xsum*ysum)/(ibound))
beta=ssxy/ssx
c=(ysum-beta*xsum)/(ibound)
tau=exp (-c/beta)
t2=tau
b2=beta
m2= 1
end if
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if((u3auto(k). ge.tt).or.(m3 .eq.1))then
continue
else
ibound=k
xsum=O
xsqsum=O
ysum=O
ysqsum=O
xysum=O

do ip=1,ibound
rip=ip*l.O
xsum=xsum+log(rip)
xsqsum=xsqsum+((log(rip)) **2)
ysum=ysum+(log(- log(u3auto(ip))))
ysqsum=ysqsum+((log(-log(u3auto(ip))))**2)
xysum=xysum+(log(rip)*(log(-log(u3auto(ip)))))
end do
ssx =xsqsum-((xsum**2)/(ibound))

ssy=ysqsum-((ysum**2)/(ibound))
ssxy=xysum-((xsum *ysum)/(ibound))
beta=ssxy/ssx
c=(ysum-beta*xsum)/(ibound)
tau=exp(-c/beta)
t3=tau
b3=beta
m3=1
end if

if((u4auto(k).ge.tt).or.(m4.eq.1))then
continue
else
ibound=k
xsum=O
xsqsum=O
ysum=O
ysqsum=O
xysum=O

do ip=1,ibound
rip=ip*l.O
xsum=xsum+log(rip)
xsqsum=xsqsum+((log(rip))**2)
ysum=ysum+(log(-log(u4auto(ip))))
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ysqsum=ysqsum+((log(-log(u4auto(ip))))**2)
xysum=xysum+{log(rip) *(log(-log(u4auto(ip)))))
end do
ssx=xsqsum-((xsum**2)/(ibound))

+

ssy=ysqsum-((ysum**2)/(ibound))
ssxy=xysum-((xsum*ysum)/(ibound))
beta=ssxy/ssx
c =(ysum-beta*xsum)/(ibound)
tau=exp(-c/beta)
t4=tau
b4=beta
m4= 1
end if
if((m l .eq. l ).and.(m2.eq. l).and.(m3.eq. l).
and.(m4.eq. 1 ))then
write(6, 1 0)tl ,b 1e,t2,b2,t3,b3,t4,b4
goto 2900
else
continue
end if
ult=O
u2t=0
u3t=0
u4t=0
else
goto 1 06
end if

if(k.eq.it- 1 )then
goto 2900
else
goto 1 06
end if
end do
1 05
1 06 end do
10

! once the autocorrelation function has been

! if kj I .gt.it all combinations have been
!calculated finish the loop off
!if k.eq.t finish the sample

format(4(fl 0.2,ti.4, l x))

2900 ult=0
u2t=0
u3t=0
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u4t=0
do i=0,it-1
ulauto(i)=0
u2auto(i)=0
u3auto(i)=0
u4auto(i)=0
end do
2902 close(21)
!2900 is reached either because a chain desorbed
rewind(21)
!or at the completion of one run
if(m.eq.isam)goto 2901
end do
!end of sampling loop
2901 continue
3000 end
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APPENDIX III
LJ FORTRAN subroutines

In this appendix are the subroutines that are needed to run the two programs in
Appendix I and II. The subroutines are given here in the following order: boltzsub,
sub120, sub90, sub60 and endsub. Also included is the function ran3 from Numerical
Recipes, which is the random number generator used in this work. ran3 is included after
endsub. A line of bold dots is used to separate each subroutine.

! This subroutine takes the possible destinations generated from the
! moving subroutines i.e., sub120s.f ect, and calculates the
! probability associated with the move. If the probability is greater
! than the chosen random # the move is accepted. Otherwise the bead
! maintains its original position.
subroutine boltzmann(j ,pr,icor,nxt,home,maxi,ixtot)
include "parameter.f'
logical*1 home(ict,ict,ict)
! probablities for each possible move
rea1*8 pr(l2)
real*8 runpr(12)
! running probablity
integer icor(l,3)
! original coordinates of bead
! destinations being considered for bead
integer nxt(l2,3)
! to move to
common /rancom/ idum
r=ran3(idum)
a=r
probtot=0
!The total probability of moving is determined; should be 1.
do kl=l,maxi
probtot=probtot+pr(k1)
end do
prtot=O
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!Once the runpr(k 1 ) is greater then that move is accepted
!unless, there is already a bead there, or the bead
!penetrated the wall.
do k l = l ,maxi
prtot=prtot+pr(kl )
runpr(k 1 )=prtot/probtot
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if(runpr(kl ).ge.a)then
if(home(nxt(kle, 1 ),nxt(kl ,2),nxt(kl ,3)))then
goto 1 9
else if((nxt(kle, 1 )-ixtot).lt.2)then
goto 1 9
else
icorG, 1 )=nxt(k 1 , 1 )
icorG,2)=nxt(kl ,2)
icorG ,3 )=nxt(k 1 ,3)
home(icor(j, 1 ),icorG,2),icorG,3))=.true.
goto 20
end if
else
goto 1 9
end if
end do
home(icorG, 1 ),icorG,2),icorG,3))=.true.
return
end

!This subroutine generates the possible destinations
!that can be reached by rotating j (the bead to be moved)
!through 1 20 degree rotations about the axis formed by
!bead j's neighbors, j 1 and j2. The in-plane rotation
!is essentially a 1 80 degree rotation. Essentially,
!this subroutine generates the two possible destinations
!a bead may encounter on a face centered cubic lattice
!while maintaining the 120 degree bond angle between
!j, j 1 and j2. The probabilities for the two possible
!outcomes are then returned to the main program so that
!the subroutine boltzsubs.f can determine which move
!will be accepted.
subroutine sub l 20(home,icorjj l j2,ixtot,pot,nxt,pr)
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include "parameter.f'
logical* 1 home(ict,ict,ict)
real*8 pr(12) ! array of probabilities for moves
integer icor(l,3)
! coordinate of chain
! possible destinations
integer nxt(12,3)
! Set coordinates of the bead to be moved to false.
home(icor(j, 1),icor(j,2),icor(j,3))=.false.
!Retaining the original coordinates are is one
!possible outcome
nxt( 1, 1)=icor(j,1)
nxt(l,2)=icor(j,2)
nxt(1,3 )=icor(j ,3)
!These lines generate the coordinates of the in
! plane rotation
nxt(2, 1)=icor(j 1,1)-icor(j,1 )+icor(j2, 1)
nxt(2,2)=icor(j l,2)-icor(j,2)+icor(j2,2)
nxt(2,3)=icor(j l,3)-icor(j,3)+icor(j2,3)
! If there is already a bead at this new position the
!original coordinates are retained and the probability
!of keeping the original coordinates is set to 1.
if((home(nxt(2, 1),nxt(2,2 ),nxt(2,3))))then
home(icor(j,1 ),icor(j,2),icor(j,3))=.true.
pr(l )=l
nxt(l , 1 )=icor(j, 1 )
nxt(l,2)=icor(j,2)
nxt( 1 ,3)=icor(j ,3)
pr(2)=0
return
end if
!The probability of an allowed move is calculated
do k2=1,2
if((nxt(k2,1)-ixtot).eq.2)then
nwall=l
else if((nxt(k2,1 )-ixtot).lt.2)then
pr(k2)=0
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4001

end do

goto 4001
else
nwall=0
end if
pr(k2)=exp(nwall *pot)

return
end

This subroutine generates the possible destinations
!that can be reached by rotating j (the bead to be moved)
!through 90 degree rotations about the axis formed by
!bead j's neighbors, j 1 and j2. The in-plane rotation
! is essentially a 180 degree rotation, while the out-of
!plane rotations are true 90 degree rotations. Essentially,
!this subroutine generates the four possible destinations
!a bead may encounter on a face centered cubic lattice
! while maintaining the 90 degree bond angle between
!j, j 1 and j2. The probabilities for the four possible
!outcomes are then returned to the main program so that
!the subroutine boltzsubs.f can determine which move
!will be accepted.

subroutine sub90(home,icor j j 1j 2,ixtot,pot,nxt,pr)

include "parameter.t''
logical* 1 home(ict,ict,ict)
real*8 pr(l2)
! array of probabilities for moves
! coordinates of chain
integer icor(l,3)
integer move(3,3)
! determines destination of 90 move
integer nxt(l2,3)
! possible destinations
!set coordinate of bead to be moved to false

home(icorG,1),icorG,2),icorG,3))=.false.

!These three lines determine the axis of rotation
!and the center of the axis of rotation defined by beads
!j 1 and j2. Subtracting off the coordinates
!of j, the bead which is to be moved, gives the in!plane 90 degree rotation icor(move(l,l),move(l,2),move(l,3))
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!and also the effective origin[(icor(j ,1)-move(l,l)),
! ((icor(j ,2)-move(l,2)), ((icor(j ,3)-move(l,3))]
!from which the coordinates of all the destinations
!reached by 90 degree rotations can be easily determined.
move(l,1)=(icor(j 1, 1) +icor(j2,1))/2-icor(j , 1)
move(l ,2)=(icor(j l ,2)+icor(j2,2))/2-icor(j,2)
move(l ,3)=(icor(j l ,3)+icor(j 2,3))/2-icor(j,3)
! If bead jl and j don't have the same x coordinate then
!the other two moves (the out of plane moves) will have
!x=O. The same condition applies to theey and z directions.
! However, for the one coordinate that jl and j have in
!common the coordinates for one of the out of plane beads
! will be +1 and the other -1 in that coordinate.
if(icor(j 1,1).ne.icor(j,1))then
move(2,1)=O
move(3,1)=O
else
move(2,1)=1
move(3,l)=-l
end if
if(icor(j l ,2).ne.icor(j,2))then
move(2,2)=0
move(3,2)=0
else
move(2,2)=1
move(3 ,2)=-1
end if
if(icor(j 1,3 ).ne.icor(j ,3))then
move(2,3)=0
move(3 ,3)=0
else
move(2,3 )=1
move(3,3)=-l
end if
!When move(l,l), move(l,2), move(l,3) are added to the
!initial coordinates the coordinate describing
!the center of the axis of rotation is obtained. This
!is convenient since adding the various move(x,x)
!to this origin generate the three possible destinations
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!accessible rotations through 90 degrees. This also
!means the origin at (0,0,0). Adding the original
!coordinates to the various move(x,x) components
!ensures that the bead will have the correct
!global coordinates, i.e. move (-1,0,0) generates
!the inplane rotation with respect to j and the origin,
!but would likely be incorrect globally since this must
!be added to the original bead position to get (20,21,21)
!for example, the coordinates of the truly updated move.
do k2=1,3
nxt(k2,1)=icorG,1)+move(k2,1)+move(1,1)
nxt(k2,2)=icorG,2)+move(k2,2)+move(l,2)
nxt(k2,3)=icorG,3)+move(k2,3)+move(l,3)
end do

!The final possible move is of course the original
!position of the bead.
nxt(4,1)=icorG, 1)
nxt(4,2)=icor(j,2)
nxt(4,3)=icorG,3)

!The probability of the four moves is determined
do k4=1,4

3001

if( (home(nxt(k4,1),nxt(k4,2),nxt(k4,3))))then
pr(k4)=0
goto 3001
else if((nxt(k4,1)-ixtot).eq.2)then
nwall=l
else if((nxt(k4,1)-ixtot).lt.2)then
pr(k4)=0
goto 3001
else
nwall=0
end if
pr(k4)=exp(nwall *pot)

end do

return
end
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........................................................................
!This subroutine generates the possible destinations
!that can be reached by rotating j (the bead to be moved)
!through 60 degree rotations about the axis formed by
!bead j's neighbors, j1 and j2. The in-plane rotation
!is essentially a 180 degree rotation, while the out-of
!plane rotations are true 60 degree rotations. Essentially,
!this subroutine generates the four possible destinations
!a bead may encounter on a face centered cubic lattice
!while maintaining the 60 degree bond angle between
!j, j1 and j2. The probabilities for the four possible
!outcomes are then returned to the main program so that
!the subroutine boltzsubs.f can determine which move
!will be accepted.
subroutine sub60(home,icor J J 1J 2,ixtot,pot,nxt,pr)
include "parameter.f"
logical* 1 home(ict,ict,ict)
real*8 pr(l2)
! array of probabilities for moves
! coordinates of chain
integer icor(l,3)
! used to decide which of the 4X 60 moves
integer nec(3,3)
integer nxt(12,3)
! possible destinations
!set coordinate for the bead which we are attempting to move
!to false; after the probabilites for the 60 degree moves
!are calculated here, the final move is determined in the
!boltzsubs.f subroutine, where the coordinates of the bead
!are set equal to true again
home(icor(j, 1),icor(j,2),icor(j,3))=.false.
!there are four possible destinations the bead can jump
!to through 60 degree rotations including its original
!position; I have chosen the last index in nxt{4,x) to
!represent the original position
nxt(4,1)=icor(j,1)
nxt(4,2)=icor(j ,2)
nxt(4,3)=icor(j,3)
!This do loop calculates the positions of the other three
!possible destinations reached through 60 degree rotations.
!icor(nec(l,l),nec(l,2),nec(l,3)) describes the position of
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!the inplane motion with j, being the origin. Since nec(x,x)
!is the same for all three kl indices and the inplane
!destination has already been determined the if statements
!below are used to obtain the two out-of-plane destinations.
! Simply put these if statemnets genertate nec(l , 1 ,0) and
!nec(0,0,2) which must be added to the coordinates ofj to
!generate the two out-of-plane destinations.
do kl=l ,3
nec(kl , 1 )=icorG 1 , 1 )+icorG2, 1 )-2*icorG, 1 )
nec(k 1 ,2)=icorG 1 ,2)+icorG 2,2)-2 *icorG ,2)
nec(kl ,3)=icorG 1,3)+icorG2,3)-2*icorG,3)
if(kl .eq. 1 )then
if(iabs(nec(kl , 1 )).eq.2)nec(kl , 1 )=0
if(iabs(nec(k 1,2)).eq .2)nec(k 1 ,2)=0
if(iabs(nec(kl ,3)).eq.2)nec(kl ,3)=0
else if(kl .eq.2)then
if(iabs(nec(kl , 1 )).eq. l )nec(kl , 1 )=0
if(iabs(nec(kl ,2)).eq. 1 )nec(kl ,2)=0
if(iabs(nec(kl ,3)).eq.1 )nec(kl ,3)=0
else
continue
end if
!The nec(x,x) is added to the original coordinates of
!j to determine the new coordinates of the possible
!destinations.
nxt(kl , 1 )=icorG, 1 )+nec(kl , 1)
nxt(k l ,2)=icorG,2)+nec(k 1 ,2)
nxt(kl ,3)=icorG,3)+nec(kl ,3)
end do

!The probabilities for the four possible moves are determined
do k4=1 ,4
if((home(nxt(k4, 1 ),nxt(k4,2),nxt(k4,3))))then
pr(k4)=0
goto 2001
else if((nxt(k4, 1 )-ixtot).eq.2)then
nwall=l
else if((nxt(k4, 1 )-ixtot).lt.2)then
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pr(k4)=0
goto 2001
else
nwall=0
end if
2001

return

pr(k4)=exp(nwall *pot)
end do
end

........................................................................
subroutine endsub(home,icorj ,nx,ny,nz,ixtot,pot,nxt,pr)
include "parameter.f'
logical* 1 home(ict,ict,ict)
real*8 pr(12)
! array of probabilities for moves on fee
integer icor(l,3)
! coordinate of chain
! possible destinations
integer nxt(l2,3)
integer nx(12),ny(12),nz(l2) ! combinations on a fee lattice
!The coordinates of the bead to be moved are set to false
home(icor(j, 1),icor(j,2),icor(j,3))=.false.
!The possible destinations an end bead may go are determined
!by generating the destinations the end beads neighbor can go.
if(j.eq.1)then
j1=2
else
j 1 =1-1
end if
!This do loop generates the 12 possible positions
!neighbor to the end bead may go, which are the possible
!destinations the end bead can go, including its original
!position.
do kl=l ,12
nxt(k1, 1 )=icor(j 1,1)+nx(k 1)
nxt(kl ,2)=icor(j l ,2)+ny(k1)
nxt(k1,3)=icor(j 1,3 )+nz(k1)
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! If there is already a bead in one of the proposed destinations
!the probability of going there is zero. Of course the
!coordinates of the end bead have been set to false, so that,
! it is possible to go to the same place the end bead started.
if((home(nxt(k 1 , 1 ),nxt(k 1 ,2),nxt(k 1 ,3))))then
pr(kl )=O
goto 1 001
else if((nxt(kl , 1 )-ixtot).eq.2)then
nwall=l
else if((nxt(kl , 1 )-ixtot).lt.2)then
pr(kl )=O
goto 1 001
else
nwall=O
end if
pr(k 1 )=exp(nwall *pot)
1001

end do
return
end

! Ran3.f taken from Numerical Recipes in Fortran. This function generates the
! Random #'s. An initial negative valued seed serves as its only input.
REAL*8 FUNCTION ran3(idum)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(0-Z)

+

PARAMETER (MBIG= l O00000000,MSEED = l 61 803398,

MZ=O, FAC=l ./MBIG)
INTEGER i, iff, ii, inext, inextp, k
INTEGER mj, mk, ma(55)
SAVE iff, inext, inextp, ma
DATA iff /0/
if(idum.lt.O.or.iff.eq.O) then
iff=l
mj=MSEED-iabs(idum)
mj=mod(mj,MBIG)
ma(55)=mj
mk=l
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do i= l ,54
ii=mod(2 l *i,55)
ma(ii)=mk
mk=mj -mk
if(mk.lt.MZ)mk=mk+MBIG
mj=ma(ii)
end do
do k= l ,4
do i= l,55
ma(i)=ma(i)-ma( l +mod(i+30,55))
if(ma(i).lt.MZ)ma(i)=ma(i)+MBIG
end do
end do
inext=O
inextp=3 1
idum= l
endif
inext=inext+ 1
if( inext. eq.5 6)inext= 1
inextp=inextp+ 1
if( inextp. eq .56)inextp= 1
mj=ma(inext)-ma(inextp)
if(mj.lt.MZ)mj=mj+MBIG
ma(inext)=mj
ran3=mj *FAC
return
END
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APPENDIX IV
BF static FORTRAN program

This is the FORTRAN program that calculates structural properties using the
Bond Fluctuation algorithm. In the program static quantities are calculated every 1 00
MCS. At the end of the program the averages of all static quantities are printed. The
following quantities are printed out: fraction of beads adsorbed; the parallel and
perpendicular components of < R 2 > and < R; >; the coordinates of the center of mass of
the chain.

this code is the static code for BF
Static information is only calculated every 1 00 MCS;
the average of all the static info is printed out at the end of the run
included are the following: %stuck,<r2per>,<r2par>,<s2per>,<s2par>;
the displacement of the center of mass is also printed out; but only
the raw data is outputed for processing using dif.f
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
include "parameter.f'

! parameter.f is a file which specifices
! the length of the chain, 1, as well as z,
! an integer used to selectively make certain
! beads have an attraction for the wall
! via modular arithmetic

integer it,iczl ,iskip

! it specifies the length of the run
! iczl is the total possible sample size
! iskip is the number ofMCS to be skipped
! to allow for the equilibration of the chain

integer isam

! the number of samples to be collected

rea1*8 pot

! pot is the b-w pot

parameter(iskip=-80000,it=555000, iczl =5000,isam= l , pot=.4)
integer icor(l,8,3)

! this is the array specifying the coordiantes
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! of the chain
integer nx(6),ny(6),nz(6)

! these arrays describe the possible moves
! on an fee lattice

integer nxt(l,8,3)

! these are the possible destinations a bead
! could move;the sum of nx(?) and icor(?, ?)

real*8 pr(6)

! the probability computed for a move in the
! the moving subroutines ex. subloop60.f; the
! probabilities are used in the subroutine
! Boltzmann to determine if a bead will move

! ran3 is a function which serves as the
! random number generator; from
! numerical recipes
real*8 axcm(0:it-1 ),aycm(0:it- 1 ),azcm(0:it- 1 )
real*8 ran3

integer ibfl(5)
character* 1 dummy
common /rancom/ idum
possible moves on a square lattice and bond fluctuation lengths in 3D
data nx/l ,- l ,0,0,0,0/
data ny/0,0, 1 ,-l ,0,0/
data nz/0,0,0,0, 1 ,- 1 /
data ibfl/4,5,6,9, 1 0/
m=0

! m is a counter which records how many

open(unit= 1 O,file='35dif.4p')
open(unit= l 2,file='3 5static.4p')
do icz= l , icz l ! this is the sampling loop
random # gen from numerical recipes
iseed is the seed needed to generate a random
number using ran3 from "numerical recipes in
fortran"; the seed must be negative; the seed
must be changed to generate unique samples and
is thus linked to the sampling indice icz;
iseed= -icz* l O00
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idum=iseed
r=ran3(idum)
opening data file to get initial coordinates
The initial cooridnates are for a chain in a zig-zag
conformation. In these simulations the x-coordinate
is the coordinate that is perpendicular to the surface.
The conformation is the same for all chain lengths.
open(unit=2 l ,file='bf35w.dat',status='old')
do je= l ,l
do i= l ,8
read(unit=2 l ,fint=*)icor(j,i, 1 ),icor(j,i,2),icor(j,i,3)
icor(j ,i, 1 )=icor(j ,i, 1 )+2
icor(j ,i,2)=icor(j ,i,2)+2
icor(j,i,3 )=icor(j ,i,3 )+2
end do
read(2 l , *)dummy
end do
this loop makes sure that the initial configuration
doesn't violate the excluded volume condition
if(m.ne. O)then
goto 377
else
continue
end if

!only do the explicit checks
!for uniqueness for the first
! sample since the same initial
!configuration is used each time

do k= l ,l
do kj = l ,1-1
kjel =kj+k
if(kj 1e.le.l)then
do i= l ,8
if(icor(kj, 1 , 1 ).eq.icor(kj 1 ,i, 1 ))then
191

if{icor(kj, 1,2).eq.icor(kjl,i,2))then

if{icor(kj,1,3).eq.icor(kj l,i,3))then

write(6, *)'bad initial coordinates'
goto 3000
else
goto 194
end if
else
goto 194
end if

194

196

else
goto 194
end if

end do

else
goto 196
end if
end do

end do

377 continue
! -----------------------------------------------------------------

jk is the number of bead cycles in a Monte Carlo step;
(one)*chain length is the definition of a bead cycle

jk=l*num
rijperc=0
rijparc=0
rg2perc=0
rg2parc=0
pstuckave=0

pi=3.1415926535

do 2800 i1 =iskip,it-1 ! Monte Carlo loop
192

do 2700 i2= l jk

!bead cycle loop

r=ran3(idum)
j =int(r*float(l))+ 1 ! selects a bead randomly
if(j .eq . 1 )then
j l =0
j2=2
else if(j .eq.l)then
j l =0
j2=1- 1
else
j 1 =j-1
j2=j+l
end if
do n= l ,6
pr(n)=0
do i= l ,8

!This main loop attempts to move a bead
!to a lower energy; the six represents
!N,S,W,E,U,D directions

These are the next possible destinations a bead may go
nxt(j,i, 1 )=icor(j,i, 1 )+nx(n)
nxt(j ,i,2)=icor(j ,i,2)+ny(n)
nxt(j ,i,3 )=icor(j ,i,3 )+nz(n)
if(nxt(j ,i, 1 ).lt.2)then !This statement ensures the
pr(n)=0
!impenetrability of the wall
goto 222
else
continue
end if
This section ensures the excluded volume condition
do kje= 1 ,1
if(kj .eq.j)goto 1 98

! loops over all beads
! no need to compare the bead
! we are attempting to move to
! its original position

do kj l=l,8
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If met is equal to any of the current bead positions we go to next n
if(mct(j , i, 1).eq.icor(kj ,kj 1, 1))then
if(mct(j, i,2).eq.icor(kj ,kj l , 2))then
if(mc t(j, i,3).eq.icor(kj ,kj l , 3))then
pr(n)=O
goto 222
else
goto 197
end if
else
goto 197
end if
else
goto 197
end if
end do

197
198

end do
end do

! endeof kjl block
! end of kj bolock
! end of i bolock

This section ensures the new bond lengths are allowed
if(j 1.eq.O)then
+
+

ibj2 =(nxt(j,1,1)-icor(j2,1,1))**2+
(mct(j,l,2) -icor(j2,1,2)) ** 2+
(mct(j,l,3)-icor(j 2 ,1 ,3))**2
goto 288
else

! ifjl.eq.O then we only have
!to check to make sure ibj 2
!is acceptable

+
+

! new bond lengths formed
ibjl=(mct(j,l ,1)-icor(j l ,l,1))** 2+
! ibjl & ibj2
(mct(j,1,2)-icor(jl ,l ,2)) ** 2+
(mct(j,l, 3)-icor(jl ,l ,3)) ** 2

+
+

ibj2=(mct(j ,1 ,1)-icor(j 2 , 1,1))** 2+
(mct(j, l, 2)-icor(j 2 ,l ,2)) ** 2+
(mct(j,l ,3)-icor(j2 ,1,3))** 2
194

end if

do k=l,5

if(ibj l.eq.ibfl(k))then

288

do kl=l,5

if(ibj2.eq.ibfl(kl))then
goto 228
else
goto 239
end if

239

289

228

! checks first bond length

end do

pr(n)=O
goto 222

else
goto 289
end if

end do

! if both bond lengths check
! go determine weighting factor

! end of kl block

! if all ibj2 are unacceptable
! the probability is again zero

! end of k block

! attempted move is not acceptable

pr(n) =O
goto 222

This section determines if the bead is in
contact with the wall to weight the
probability of a move.
zneamw=O
do i=l,5

if(nxt(j,i, 1).eq.2)then
goto 338
else
goto 337

! do loop only has to go to 5 ;
! it is the min. # in which 4-pt
! contact can always be determined

!
!
!
!

If nxt is at two then
4 point contact must
exist and we can jump
out of the do loop.

! see if other side of monomer is @ the wall
195

end if
337

end do
znearnw=0
goto 363

338

znearnw=4.0

! bead not in contact with wall
! bead in contact with wall

363

continue

222

pr(n)=exp(znearnw*pot)
end do
! end of n block
call boltzmann(j,pr,icor,nx,ny,nz)

2700 end do

!end of the loop defining one bead cycle

do i=l,l
do j=l,5
if((icor(ij,1)).eq.2)then
goto 2701 !chain didn't desorb continue run
else
continue ! continue on to see if statement is
end if
!true at all
end do
end do
goto 2900

!if this line is reached the chain desorbed

!only calculate c.m. data if the equilibration
2701 if(il.lt.0)then
continue
!time is over
else
if(mod(il,100).eq.0)then !sample data every 100 points
tot=0
xcm=0
ycm=0
zcm=0
do i= l,l
xcm=xcm+dreal(icor(i,1, 1))
ycm=ycm+dreal(icor(i,1,2))
196

zcm=zcm+dreal(icor(i,1,3))
idiffuse=icor(i,1,1)
iftidiffuse.eq.2)then
tot=tot+1. 0
else
continue
end if
end do
axcm(i 1)=xcm/1
aycm(i1)=ycm/1
azcm(i1) =zcm/1
pstuck=(tot/1)* 100.0
pstuckave=pstuckave+pstuck
this section calculates the radius of gyration
gox=0
goy=O
goz=0
do i=l,1
gx=((dreal(icor(i,1, 1))-axcm(i1))**2)
gox=gox+gx
gy=((dreal(icor(i, 1,2))-aycm(i1) )**2)
goy=goy+gy
gz=((dreal(icor(i, 1,3) )-azcm(i1))* * 2)
goz=goz+gz
end do
rg2perc=rg2perc+gox/l
rg2parc=rg2parc+(goy+goz)/1
this is the mean squared end to end distance
rijperc=rijperc+dreal((icor(l,1, 1)-icor(l, 1, 1))**2)
rijparc=rijparc+dreal(((icor(l, 1,2)-icor(l, 1,2))**2)+
((icor(l,1,3)-icor(l, 1,3))**2))
+
else
axcm(il)=0
aycm(il)=0
azcm(il)=O
continue
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end if
end if
2800 end do

! end of if statement for 1 00 pt sampling
!end if statement for line 2701
! end of the loop defining one MCS

! this part of the code is only for chains that did not desorb
do i=0,it- 1
if{mod(i, 1 00).eq.O)then
write( l 0, *)i,axcm(i),aycm(i),azcm(i),icz
axcm(i)=O
aycm(i)=0
azcm(i)=0
else
continue
end if
end do
rijpt1-1ijperc/(it/l 00) ! average end-to-end distance
rijpar=rijparc/(it/1 00)
rg2per=rg2perc/(it/1 00) ! average mean-squared gyration
rg2par=rg2parc/(it/1 00)
pstuckz=pstuckave/(it/1 00)
write( l 2, *)rijpar,rijper,rg2par,rg2per,pstuckz,icz
m=m+l

! keeps track of the number of runs have
!been collected

if(m.eq .isam)goto 2901
10
17

format( lx,i7, lx,f6.2, l x,f6.2, l x,i7,3( lx,f6.2),i8)
format( l x,fl2. 1 , l x,fl 6. 1 2)

!2900 is reached either because a chain desorbed
2900 close(2 l )
rewind(2 1)
! or at the completion of one run
do i=0,it- 1
axcm(i)=0
aycm(i)=0
azcm(i)=O
end do
end do
! end of sampling loop
290 1 continue
3000 end
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APPENDIX V
BF dynamic FORTRAN program

This is the FORTRAN program that calculates the autocorrelation functions of the
Rouse modes using the Bond Fluctuation algorithm. In the program the autocorrelation
functions are fit to a stretched exponential and the beta (exponent of the stretched
exponential) and the tau (relaxation time of the chain) are printed out.

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
include "parameter.t''

! parameter.f is a file which specifices
! the length of the chain, 1, as well as z,
! an integer used to selectively make certain
! beads have an attraction for the wall
! via modular arithmetic

integer it,icz 1 ,iskip

! it specifies the length of the run
! icz 1 is the total possible sample size
! iskip is the number of MCS to be skipped
! to allow for the equilibration of the chain

integer isam

! the number of samples to be collected

real*8 pot

! pot is the b -w pot

parameter(iskip=-540000,it=7000000, icz 1 =5000,isam= 1 , pot= .3 8)
integer icor(l,8,3)

! this is the array specifying the coordiantes
! of the chain

integer nx(6),ny(6),nz(6)

! these arrays describe the possible moves
! on an fee lattice

integer nxt(l,8,3)

! these are the possible destinations a bead
! could move;the sum of nx(?) and icor(?, ?)

real* 8 pr(6)

! the probability computed for a move in the
! the moving subroutines ex. subloop60.f; the
! probabilities are used in the subroutine
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! Boltzmann to determine if a bead will move
! ran3 is a function which serves as the
! random number generator; from
! numerical recipes

real*8 ran3

real*8 ux 1(0:it-1),uyl(0:it-1),uzl(0:it-1)
real*8 ux2(0:it-1),uy2(0:it-1),uz2(0:it-1)
real*8 ux3(0:it-1),uy3(0:it-1),uz3(0:it-1)
real*8 ux4(0:it-1),uy4(0:it-1),uz4(0:it-1)

real*8 ml(l),m2(1),m3(1),m4(1)
real* 8 u1auto(0:it-1),u2auto(0:it-1),
u3auto(0:it-1),u4auto(0:it-1)
+
integer ibfl(5)
character*1 dummy

!Rouse normal coordinate
!Rouse normal coordinate
!Rouse normal coordinate
!Rouse normal coordinate
!declarations
!Rouse cosine factors

common /rancom/ idum

possible moves on a square lattice and bond fluctuation lengths in 3D
data nx/l,-l,0,0,0,0/
data ny/0,0,1,-l,0,0/
data nzJ0,0,0,0,1,-1/
data ibfl/4,5,6,9,10/
m=0

tt=.2231

! m is a counter which records how many
! samples have been collected

! ensures autocorrelation functions will be calculated
!through the 2.3 relaxation time

pi=3.1415926535
morm=(2.0/l)** .5

these are the cosine factors for the normal modes
do i=l,l
ml (i)=cos((i*l.0-.5)*pi/l)
rn2(i)=cos((i* 1.0-.5)*2.0*pi/l )
m3(i)=cos((i*1.0-.5)*3.0*pi/l)
m4(i)=cos((i* 1.0-.5)*4.0*pi/l)
end do

do k=0,it-1

ulauto(k)=0
u2auto(k)=0
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u3auto(k)=O
u4auto(k)=O

end do

ult=O
u2t=O
u3t=O
u4t=O
do icz=1, icz1 ! this is the sampling loop
random # gen from numerical recipes

iseed is the seed needed to generate a random
number using ran3 from "numerical recipes in
fortran"; the seed must be negative; the seed
must be changed to generate unique samples and
is thus linked to the sampling indice icz;
iseed= -icz*9009
idum=iseed
r=ran3(idum)

opening data file to get initial coordinates
The initial cooridnates are for a chain in a zig-zag
conformation. In these simulations the x-coordinate
is the coordinate that is perpendicular to the surface.
The conformation is the same for all chain lengths.
open(unit=21,file='bf97w.dat',status='old')
do j =l,l

do i=l ,8

read(unit=2l,fint= *)icor(j,i,1),icor(j,i,2),icor(j,i,3)
icor(j ,i, 1)=icor(j ,i,1)+2
icor(j ,i,2)=icor(j ,i,2)+2
icor(j,i,3)=icor(j ,i,3)+2
end do
read(2l, *)dummy

end do
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this loop makes sure that the initial configuration
doesn't violate the excluded volume condition
if(m.ne.0)then
goto 377
else
continue
end if

!only do the explicit checks
! for uniqueness for the first
! sample since the same initial
! configuration is used each time

do k=l,l
do kj=l,1-1
kjl=kj+k
if(kj1.le.l)then
do i=l,8
if(icor(kj, 1, 1).eq.icor(kj1,i, 1))then
if(icor(kj,1,2).eq.icor(kjl,i,2))then
if(icor(kj,1,3).eq.icor(kjl,i,3))then
write(6, *)'bad initial coordinates'
goto 3000
else
goto 194
end if
else
goto 194
end if
else
goto 194
end if
194

end do
else
goto 196
end if
202
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end do

end do
3 77 continue
!----------------------------------------------------------jk is the number of bead cycles in a Monte Carlo step;
(one)*chain length is the definition of a bead cycle
jk=l*num
ultot=0
u2tot=0
u3tot=0
u4tot=0
do 2800 i 1 =iskip,it-1 ! Monte Carlo loop
if(i 1 .lt.0)then !this condition ensures no data is
!is collected during equilibration
goto 3 1
else
sumx l =0
sumyl =0
sumzl =0
sumx2=0
sumy2=0
sumz2=0
sumx3 =0
sumy3 =0
sumz3 =0
sumx4=0
sumy4=0
sumz4=0
do i=l ,l

x l =ml (i)*icor(i, 1 , 1 )
y l =m 1 (i)*icor(i, 1 ,2)
z l =ml (i)*icor(i, 1 ,3)
x2=rn2(i)*icor(i, 1, 1 )
y2=rn2(i)*icor(i, 1 ,2)
z2=rn2(i)*icor(i, 1 ,3)
x3=m3(i)*icor(i, 1, 1 )
y3=m3(i)*icor(i, 1 ,2)
z3=m3(i)*icor(i, 1 ,3)
x4=m4(i)*icor(i, 1 , 1 )
203

y4=m4(i)*icor(i, 1 ,2)
z4=m4(i)*icor(i, 1 ,3)
sumx 1 =sumx 1 +x 1
sumyl =sumyl +yl
sumz 1 =sumz 1 +z 1
sumx2=sumx2+x2
sumy2=sumy2+y2
sumz2=sumz2+z2
sumx3=sumx3+x3
sumy3=sumy3+y3
sumz3=sumz3+z3
sumx4=sumx4+x4
sumy4=sumy4+y4
sumz4=sumz4+z4
end do
ux 1 (i 1 )=sumx 1 *morm
uyl (i 1 )=sumyl *morm
uzl (il)=sumzl *morm
ux2(i 1 )=sumx2 *morm
uy2(i 1 )=sumy2*morm
uz2(i 1 )=sumz2*morm
ux3(i 1 )=sumx3*morm
uy3(i 1 )=sumy3 *morm
uz3(i 1 )=sumz3*morm
ux4(i 1 )=sumx4*morm
uy4(i 1 )=sumy4*morm
uz4(i 1 )=sumz4*morm
ul tot=ul tot+ux l (i l )*ux 1 (i 1 )+uyl (il )*uyl (i 1 )+uzl (i l)*uzl (il)
u2tot=u2tot+ux2(i 1 )*ux2(i 1 )+uy2(i 1 )*uy2(i 1 )+uz2(i 1 )*uz2(i 1)
u3tot=u3tot+ux3(i 1 )*ux3(i 1 )+uy3(i 1 )*uy3(i 1 )+uz3(i 1 )*uz3(i 1 )
u4tot=u4tot+ux4(i 1 )*ux4(i 1 )+uy4(i 1 )*uy4(i 1 )+uz4(i 1 )*uz4(i 1 )
end if
31

do 2700 i2= l jk

!bead cycle loop

r=ran3(idum)
j=int(r*float(I))+ 1 ! selects a bead randomly
if(j .eq. 1 )then
j l=0
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j2=2
else ifG .eq.l)then
jl=O
j2=1-1
else
j 1=j-1
j2=j+l
end if
do n=l,6
pr(n)=O

!This main loop attempts to move a bead
!to a lower energy; the six represents
!N,S,W,E,U,D directions

do i=l,8

These are the next possible destinations a bead may go
nxtG,i, 1)=icorG,i, 1 )+nx(n)
nxtG ,i,2)=icorG ,i,2)+ny(n)
nxtG,i,3)=icorG ,i,3)+nz(n)

if(nxtG,i, 1).lt.2)then !This statement ensures the
pr(n)=O
!impenetrability of the wall
goto 222
else
continue
end if

This section ensures the excluded volume condition
do kj =l,l

if(kj.eq.j )goto 198
do kjtl=l,8

! loops over all beads

! no need to compare the bead
! we are attempting to move to
! its original position

If nxt is equal to any of the current bead positions we go to next n
if(nxtG,i, 1).eq.icor(kj,kj 1, 1 ))then

if(nxtG,i,2). eq.icor(kj ,kj 1,2) )then

if(nxtG ,i,3).eq.icor(kj ,kj 1,3) )then
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pr(n)=O
goto 222
else
goto 1 97
end if
else
goto 1 97
end if
else
goto 1 97
end if
end do

1 97
1 98

! end of kj l block
! end of kj bolock

end do

! end of i bolock

end do

This section ensures the new bond lengths are allowed
if(j l .eq.O)then

+
+

ibj2=(nxt(j , 1 , 1 )-icor(j 2, 1 , 1 )) ** 2+
(nxt(j , l ,2)- icor(j 2, 1 ,2))* * 2+
(nxt(j, l ,3)-icor(j 2, 1 ,3))* * 2
goto 288
else

!ifj l .eq.O then we only have
!to check to make sure ibj2
!is acceptable

+
+

ibj l =(nxt(j , 1 ,l )-icor(j l , 1 , 1 ))* *2+
! new bond lengths formed
! ibj l & ibj2
(nxt(j , 1 ,2)-icor(j l , l ,2))* * 2+
(nxt(j , 1 ,3)-icor(j 1 , 1 ,3))* * 2

+
+

ibj2=(nxt(j , 1 , 1 )-icor(j 2, 1 , 1 ))** 2+
(nxt(j , 1 ,2)-icor(j 2, l ,2)) ** 2+
(nxt(j, l ,3)- icor(j 2, 1 ,3)) ** 2
end if
do k= l ,5
i�ibj l .eq.ibfl(k))then

288

! checks first bond length

doekl=l ,5
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if(ibj2.eq.ibfl(kl ))then
goto 228
else
goto 239
end if
239

end do
pr(n)=O
goto 222

! if both bond lengths check
! go determine weighting factor

! end of kl block
! if all ibj2 are unacceptable
! the probability is again zero

else
goto 289
end if
289

end do

! end of k block

pr(n)=O
goto 222

! attempted move is not acceptable

This section determines if the bead is in
contact with the wall to weight the
probability of a move.
228

znearnw=O
do i= l,5

! do loop only has to go to 5;
! it is the min. # in which 4-pt
! contact can always be determined

if(nxt(j,i, l).eq.2)then
! Ifnxt is at two then
! 4 point contact must
goto 338
! exist and we can jump
! out of the do loop.
else
goto 337
end if
337

end do
znearnw=O
goto 363

338

znearnw=4.0

363

! see if other side of monomer is @ the wall

! bead not in contact with wall
! bead in contact with wall

continue
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222

pr(n)=exp(zneamw*pot)
end do
! end oftn block

call boltzmannG,pr,icor,nx,ny,nz)

!end of the loop defining one bead cycle

2700 end do
do i=l,l
do j =l,5

if((icor(ij, 1)).eq .2)then
goto 2800 !chain didn't desorb continue run
else
continue ! continue on to see if statement is
!true at all
end if
end do
end do

goto 2902

2800 end do

!if this line is reached the chain desorbed
!end of the loop defining one MCS

! this part of the code is only for chains that did not desorb
ml=0
m2=0
m3=0
m4=0
m=m+l

u1ave=u1tot/it
u2ave=u2tot/it
u3ave=u3tot/it
u4ave=u4tot/it
do k=0,it-1

do kj =0,it-1
kjl=kj+k

!keeps track of the number of runs that
!have been collected

!controls the number of delta t's
!that will be investigated
! 0 .. .is-1=is data points; we always ditch the last
!data point so that the mn routine works

!the difference between kj and kj 1 is the delta t

if(kjl.le.it-l)then !iftkjl.le.is-1 then there is atleast one r(t)*r(0)
!to calculate; calculate them all here

ul=uxl(kjl)*uxl(kj)+ ! one product in the autocorrelation function
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+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

1 04

uyl (kj 1 )*uyl (kj)+
uz l (kj 1 )*uzl (kj)
u2=ux2(kj 1 )*ux2(kj)+ !one product in the autocorrelation function
uy2(kj 1 )*uy2(kj)+
uz2(kj 1 )*uz2(kj)
u3=ux3(kj 1 )*ux3(kj)+ !one product in the autocorrelation function
uy3 (kj 1 )*uy3(kj)+
uz3(kj 1 )*uz3(kj)
! one product in the autocorrelation function
u4=ux4(kj 1 )*ux4(kj)+
uy4(kj 1 )*uy4(kj)+
uz4(kj 1 )*uz4(kj)
goto 1 04
else
goto 1 06
end if

!with dt=kj 1 -kj ; dt=time step

ult=ult+ul
u2t=u2t+u2
u3t=u3t+u3
u4t=u4t+u4

! sum the contributions of the same dt

if(kj 1e.lt.it- 1 )then
goto 1 05

!go to the end of the kj loop to calculate
! all the contributions to the autocorrelation
!function for dt

else if(kj l .eq.it- l)then !ifkj l .eq .it we have calculated all the
!contributions for a particular dt
iw=it-k

!number of samples of timestep dt

ul auto(k)=ul auto(k)+(ult/iw/u lave)
u2auto(k)=u2auto(k)+(u2t/iw/u2ave)
u3auto(k)=u3auto(k)+(u3t/iw/u3ave)
u4auto(k)=u4auto(k)+(u4t/iw/u4ave)
if(u 1 auto(k). ge. tt)then
continue
else
ibound=k
xsum=0
xsqsum=0
ysum=0
ysqsum=0
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xysum=O
do ip= l ,ibound
rip=ip* l .O
xsum=xsum+l o g(rip )
xsqsum=xsqsum+((l o g(rip)) **2)
ysum=ysum+(log(- lo g(ul auto (ip ))))
ysqsum=ysqsum+((lo g(-log(ul auto(ip))))**2)
xysum=xysum+(lo g(rip )*(l og(-l og(ul auto (ip )))))
end do
ssx=xsqsum-((xsum**2)/( ibound))
ssy=ysqsum- ( (ysum * *2)/(ibound))
ssxy=xysum- ((xsum*ysum)/(ibound))
beta=ssxy/ssx
c=( ysum-beta*xsum)/(ibound)
tau=exp ( -c/beta)
tl =tau
bl =beta
ml = l
end if
if((u2 auto(k) . ge.tt) .or. (m2 .eq. 1 ))then
continue
el se
ibound=k
xsum=O
xsqsum=O
ysum=O
ysqsum=O
xysum=O
do ip= l ,ibound
rip=ip* l .O
xsum=xsum+lo g(rip )
xsqsum=xsqsum+((l o g(rip))**2)
ysum=ysum+(log(-l o g(u2 auto(ip))))
ysqsum=ysqsum+((lo g(-l o g(u2 auto(ip)))) **2)
xysum=xysum+(log(rip)*(lo g( -l og(u2 auto (ip)))))
end do
ssx=xsqsum-((xsum** 2)/(ibound))
ssy=ysqsum- ( (ysum** 2)/(ibound))
ssxy=xysum-((xsum*ysum)/(ibound))
beta=ssxy/ssx
c=( ysum-beta*xsum)/(ibound)
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tau=exp(-c/beta)
t2=tau
b2 =beta
m2= 1
end if
if{(u3auto(k).ge.tt).or.(m3 .eq. 1 ))then
continue
else
ibound=k
xsum=O
xsqsum=O
ysum=O
ysqsum=O
xysum=O
do ip = l ,ibound
rip=ip* l .O
xsum=xsum+log(rip)
xsqsum=xsqsum+((log(rip))** 2)
ysum=ysum+(log(-log(u3auto(ip))))
ysqsum=ysqsum+((log(-log(u3auto(ip))))**2)
xysum=xysum+(log(rip)*(log(-log(u3auto(ip)))))
end do
ssx=xsqsum-((xsum**2)/(ibound))
ssy=ysqsum-((ysum**2)/(ibound))
ssxy=xysum-((xsum*ysum)/(ibound))
beta=ssxy/ssx
c={ysum-beta*xsum)/(ibound)
tau=exp(-c/beta)
t3=tau
b3 =beta
m3= 1
end if
if((u4auto(k).ge.tt).or.(m4.eq . 1 ))then
continue
else
ibound=k
xsum=O
xsq sum=O
ysum=O
ysqsum=O
xysum=O
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do ip= l ,ibound
rip=ip* l .0
xsum=xsum+log(rip)
xsqsum=xsqsum+((log(rip))**2)
ysum=ysum+(log(-log(u4auto(ip))))
ysqsum=ysqsum+((log(-log(u4auto(ip))))**2)
xysum=xysum+(log(rip )*(log(-log(u4auto(ip)))))
end do
ssx=xsqsum-((xsum**2)/(ibound))
ssy=ysqsum-((ysum**2)/(ibound))
ssxy=xysum-((xsum*ysum)/(ibound))
beta=ssxy/ssx
c=(ysum-beta*xsum)/(ibound)
tau=exp(-c/beta)
t4=tau
b4=beta
m4= 1
end if
+

if((ml .eq. l).and.(m2.eq. l ).and.(m3 .eq. 1 ).
and.(m4.eq. 1 ))then
write(6, 1 0)tl ,b l ,t2,b2,t3,b3,t4,b4
goto 2900
else
continue
end if
u 1 t=0
u2t=0
u3t=0
u4t=0
else
goto 1 06
end if

if(k.eq.it- 1 )then
goto 2900
else
goto 1 06
end if
1 05 end do
1 06 end do

! once the autocorrelation function has been

! if kj I .gt.it all combinations have been
!calculated finish the loop off
!if k.eq .t finish the sample
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10

format(4(fl 0.2,f7.4, 1 x))

2900 u l t=0
u2t=0
u3t=0
u4t=0
do i=0,it-1
u l auto(i)=0
u2auto(i)=0
u3auto(i)=0
u4auto(i)=0
end do
2902 close(2 1 )
!2900 is reached either because a chain desorbed
rewind(21 ) !or at the completion of one run
if(m.eq.isam)goto 2901
!end of sampling loop
end do
2901 continue
3000 end
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APPENDIX VI
BF FORTRAN subroutines
This is the Boltzmann subroutine that is used to determine if an attempted move is
accepted in the Bond Fluctuation static and dynamic codes.

subroutine boltzmannG,pr,icor,nx,ny,nz)

19
20

include "parameter. f'
real*8 pr(6)
real* 8 runpr(6)
real*8 a,r
real*8 ran3
integer icor(l,8,3)
integer nx(6),ny(6),nz(6)
common /rancom/ idum
r=ran3(idum)
a=r
do kl = l ,6
probtot=probtot+pr(kl )
end do
prtot=O
do k= l ,6
prtot=prtot+pr(k)
runpr(k)=prtot/probtot
if(runpr(k).ge.a)then
do i= l ,8
icorG,i, 1 )=icorG,i, 1 )+nx(k)
icorG ,i,2)=icor(j,i,2)+ny(k)
icorG ,i,3 )=icorG ,i,3 )+nz(k)
end do
goto 20
else
goto 1 9
end if
end do
return
end
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APPENDIX VII
Alavi FORTRAN program

In this appendix we include the programs needed to calculate the potential energy
of a methane molecule using Alavi's potential energy function. Using all the subroutines
included here the code can be compiled with the command line:
f77 -o (executable name) potmain.fvsub.f natconfig.f elsub.f inducsub.f ljsub.f
transform.f ljconfig.f elconfig.f bessiO.f bessi 1 .f bessk.f besskO.f besskl .f
rljkneO.f
We note that this code uses Alavi's expression to calculate the Lennard-Iones
contribution to the potential energy, but Steele's equation for the electrical potential to
calculate the electrostatic interaction of the point charges with the MgO(l OO) surface.
We used Steele's equation because the equation given in Alavi's paper (reference 1 5 in
this dissertation) for the electrostatic interaction of a point charge with the MgO(l OO)
surface seems to be wrong. Additionally, although we have confirmed the accuracy of
the Lennard-Jones and electrostatic routines in this code, the accuracy of the induction
subroutine has not yet been rigorously assessed and is expected to be in error. Therefore,
this code is only useful for calculating the Lennard-Jones and electrostatic interaction of a
single methane molecule with the MgO(l OO) surface.
Here we give all the programs in the executable line above. Each program is
separated by a line of bold dots.

potmain.f
In this program the orientation of the methane molecule
and adsorption height are specified
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
zdis=2.94
is=2

!adsorption height
!orientation of methane molecule;
!is = 1 corresponds to fig. 1 a in reference 1 5
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theta=0.0
fie=0.0
chi=0.0
pi=3 . 1 41 5926535

!is = 2 corresponds to fig. 1 b
!is = 3 corresponds to fig. 1 c
! is = 4 corresponds to fig. 1 d
!Euler angles that can be used to rotate the
!methane molecule in any orientation with
!respect to MgO(l 00)

call vsub(is,theta,fie,chi,zdis,addin,pi)
end

subroutine vsub(is, theta,fie ,chi,zdis, addin,pi)
This version implements a calculation of the electrostatic potential
as given by Steele; the electrostatic energies are in good agreement
with Alavi's values for all four configurations
This code was used to confirm Steele's potential curves for the U energy
a carbon atom as a function of distance from a plane of Mg atom
More importantly this is the code which reproduces Alavi figure 1 a-1 d
for the energy of a single methane molecule above a Mg-O lattice
This code calculates the LJ energy but represents the potential
energy for the methane molecules with a Fourier series
implicit real*8 (a-h, o-z)
parameter( epsilonmgc= l 6. 7, sigmamgc=2.98 , epsilonoc=8 l .0,
+
sigmaoc=3.09, epsilonmgh= l 2. l e, sigmamgh=2.64 ,
+
epsilonoh=58.6, sigmaoh=2.74, a=2.978, d=2. 1 05 ,
+
aa=4.2 l 0,xref=.8932 ,yref=.8932 ,zref=.63 16 ,
+
maxdis=99)
integer k1 (20) ,k2(20)

!--------------------------------------------------------------------Initialization of reciprical lattice vectors
!
and magnitudes of the reciprical lattice vectors
data kl/0, 0, 0, 0, 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , l ,-l ,- l ,-l ,- 1 ,- 1 ,2 ,2, 2,-2,-2 ,-2/
data k2/le,-l ,2,-2,0, l ,- l ,2,-2 , 0 ,- 1 , 1 , 2 ,-2,0,l ,- l , 0, 1 ,-1/
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data kl/1, 1 ,- l ,- 1 ,0,0, l ,-1 , 0, 0, 1 , l ,- 1 ,- l ,2,2, 2,-2,-2,-2/
data k2/ l ,- 1 ,- l , l , 1 ,- l ,0, 0,2,-2,2,-2, 2,-2,0,l ,- 1 , 0, 1 ,-1/
data kl/1, 1 ,- 1 ,- 1 , 0,0, l ,- 1 , 1 2*0/
data k2/1,- l ,- 1 , 1 , 1 ,- 1 ,0, 0,12*0/
data kl/1, 1 ,- 1 ,- 1 ,3,3,-3,-3, 1 , 1 ,-1 ,-1 ,0,0, 1 ,- 1 ,4*0/
data k2/ 1 ,- 1 ,- 1 , 1 , 1 ,- 1 , 1 ,- 1 ,3,-3,3,-3, 1 ,- 1 ,0, 0,4*0/
data kl/0, 0, 1 , 1 , 1 ,- l ,- l ,- l , 12*0 /
data k2/ 1 , - 1 , 0, 1 , - 1 , 0, - 1 , 1 , 12 * 0 /
This section calculates the Lennard Jones energy for a methane molecule
located above an Mg-O substrate; Mg is at the origin
thetad=theta
fied=fie
chid=chi
tot=0
eltot=0
ritot=0
addin=0
do lat= l ,2

!if lat.eq. 1 then we take care of the LJ
!contribution to the energy using
!the lattice found in ljconfig; this lattice
!corresponds to the Alavi lattice
!if lat.eq.2 then we calculate the elctro!static & inductions contribution using Steele's
!lattice; which is 45 degree shifted from Alavi's

!------------------------------------------------------------------------the first time through the lat loop I use the Alavi lattice to calculate
the LJ contribution; then I rotate the molecule by theta, fie and chi
to get new coordinates to minimize the potential
the second time through I calculate the electrostatic and induction
energy; I must first increase fie by 45.0 degrees since this is the
orientational difference between the Alavi and Steele lattices
natconfig restores the original molecular configuration so that
I can place the molecule on the Steele lattice with no offset from
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the coordinates used to calculate the LJ energy
if(lat. eq . 1 )then

+
+
+
+

call natconfig(is,cxmf,cymf,czmf,hx 1 mf,hx2mf,hx3mf,hx4mf,hy 1 mf
,hy2mf,hy3mf,hy4mf,hz 1 mf,hz2mf,hz3mf,hz4mf,zdis,zref)
call transform(thetad,fied,chid,cxmf,cymf,czmf,
hx 1 mf,hx2mf,hx3mf,hx4mf,hy 1 mf,hy2mf,
hy3mf,hy4mf,hz 1 mf,hz2mf,hz3mf,hz4mf)
call ljconfig(is,cxmf,cymf,czmf,hx 1 mf,hx2mf,hx3mf,hx4mf,hy 1 mf
,hy2mf,hy3mf,hy4mf,hz 1 mf,hz2mf,hz3mf,hz4mf,zdis,zref)
else
fied=fied+45.0!the elcotrostatics are calculated with a lattice
!that is 45 degree shifted from the lj lattice

+

call natconfig(is,cxmf,cymf,czmf,hx 1 mf,hx2mf,hx3mf,hx4mf,hy 1 mf
,hy2mf,hy3mf,hy4mf,hz 1 mf,hz2mf,hz3mf,hz4mf,zdis,zref)

+
+

call transform(thetad,fied,chid,cxmf,cymf,czmf,
hx l mf,hx2mf,hx3mf,hx4mf,hyl mf,hy2mf,
hy3mf,hy4mf,hz 1 mf,hz2mf,hz3mf,hz4mf)

+

call elconfig(is,cxmf,cymf,czmf,hx 1 mf,hx2mf,hx3mf,hx4mf,hy 1 mf,d
,hy2mf,hy3mf,hy4mf,hz 1 mf,hz2mf,hz3mf,hz4mf,zdis,zref)
fied=fied-45.0 !the 45 degrees is subtracted now that the
!electrostatic configuration is obtained;

end if
!----------------------------------------------------------------------do i= l ,2
do j = l ,5
do k=0,maxdis

!loop over MgandO sublattice i= l for Mg
!loop over Mg-C and Mg-H interactions
!loop over appropriate number of layers
!Mg sublattice

if(i.eq. 1 )then
if(j .eq. l )then
!Mg-C
epsilon=epsilonmgc
sigma=sigmamgc
z=(czmf+(k*d))
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rx=cxmf
ry=cymf
!Mg-Hl
else ifG.eq.2)then
epsilon=epsilonmgh
sigma=sigmamgh
z=(hz 1 mf+(k*d))
rx=hxlmf
ry=hylmf
!Mg-H2
else ifG .eq.3)then
=
epsilon epsilonmgh
sigma=sigmamgh
z=(hz2mf+(k*d))
rx=hx2mf
ry=hy2mf
!Mg-H3
else if(j.eq.4)then
=
epsilon epsilonmgh
sigma=sigmamgh
z=(hz3mf+(k*d))
rx=hx3mf
ry=hy3mf
!Mg-H4
else ifG .eq.5)then
=
epsilon epsilonmgh
sigma=sigmamgh
z=(hz4mf+(k*d))
rx=hx4mf
ry=hy4mf
else
write(6, *)'screwed up in main'
end if
else if(i.eq.2)then
ifG .eq . 1 )then
epsilon=epsilonoc
sigma=sigmaoc
z=(czmf+(k*d))
rx=cxmf
ry=cymf
else if(j.eq.2)then
epsilon=epsilonoh
sigma=sigmaoh
z=(hz 1 mf+(k*d))
rx=hxlmf
ry=hylmf
else ifG .eq.3)then

!O sublattice
! 0-C

! 0-Hl

!0-H2
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epsilon=epsilonoh
sigma=sigmaoh
z=(hz2mf+(k*d))
rx=hx2mf
ry=hy2mf
!O-H3
else iftj.eq.4)then
epsilon=epsilonoh
sigma=sigmaoh
z=(hz3mf+(k*d))
rx=hx3mf
ry=hy3mf
else iftj.eq.5)then
!O-H4
epsilon=epsilonoh
sigma=sigmaoh
z=(hz4mf+(k*d))
rx=hx4mf
ry=hy4mf
else
write(6,*)'screwed up in main'
end if
else
write(6, *)'screwed up in main'
end if
if{lat.eq . 1 )then

!-----------------------------------------------------------------------!this portion of the code calculates the total LJ
!contribution to the energy for a lattice with the nearest
! 0-0 distance= 2.98 and distance between layers 2. 1 05
totljpot=0
call lj sub(epsilon,sigma,z,rx,ry,a,pi,k l ,k2,zdis,zref,k, totljpot,i)
tot=tot+totljpot

! This is the total U energy

! so electrostatics aren't calculated with the U lattice
goto 27
!-----------------------------------------------------------------------else
!this portion of the code calculates the electrostatic
!contribution to the potential energy for a lattice with
!0-0 distance=4.2 1 and distance between layers 2. 1 05; this
! lattice is the lattice used for the U calculations but
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!rotated by 45 degrees
if(i.eq. l )then
steeleenergy2=0
call elsub(pi,k l ,k2j ,aa,rx,ry,z,d,steeleenergy2)
eltot=eltot+steeleenergy2
if(j. eq . 1 )then
call inducsub(pi,k l ,k2,aa,rx,ry,z,rienergy)
end if
ritot=ritot+rienergy
else
goto 27
end if
end if

!-----------------------------------------------------------------------27

end do
end do
end do

!energy for gas atom as a function of layer is complete
!energy for one substrate species with C and H's complete
!energy over Mg and O sublattices complete

layers=maxdis+ 1
addin=tot+eltot+ritot
8

format(8(fl4.8,4x))
end do

!loop for lj and electrostatic contributions done
write(6, l 5)zdis,addin,eltot

15

format(f7.3, lx,fl 5.3, l x, fl 5. 7)

14

format(i3, lx,f7.3, l x,3(f5. l , l x),2(fl2.2, lx),fl2.4, l x,fl4.4)
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tot=0
eltot=0
ritot=0
return
end

........................................................................
+

subroutine lj sub(epsilon,sigma,z,rx,ry,a,pi,kl,k2,zdis,zref,k,
totljpot,i)
implicit real*8 (a-h, o-z)
integer kl(20),k2(20)
real*8 rkmag(20)
real x

!------------------------------------------------------------------------!this is the potential for a C or H atom a distance
!z from the surface interacting with the Mg or O lattice
!for the reciprical lattice vector k=0
c6=4.0*epsilon*(sigma**6)
c12=4.0*epsilon*(sigma* *l2)
potconstant=((2.0*pi)/(a**2))
potvl=((c12)/(l0.0*z** 10))
potv2=((c6)/(4.0*z**4))
pot=potconstant*(potv1-potv2)
!-------------------------------------------------------------------------

!this portion of the code calculates the contribution to
!the Ll potential energy for all reciprical lattice vectors (k.ne.0)
!located a distance z away from a Mg-O layer; this code uses
!the Alavi lattice

rljpot=0
totljpot=0

do ll=l,20
rll=((2.0*pi/a)*kl(l1))**2 ! magnitude of k-vectors
rl2=((2.0*pi/a)*k2(11))**2 ! for Ll interactions
rkmag(ll)=(rll+r12)** .5
end do

iQk.eq .0)then !this k refers to the loop indice
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do 1= 1 ,20 ! loop over reciprical lattice vectors k.ne.O
cosconstant=(2. O*pi/a)
costerm 1 =cosconstant*((k 1 (l)*rx))
costerm2=cosconstant*((k2(1)* ry))
costerm=cos(costerm 1 +costerm2)
potsign=(- l .0)**((2.0/i)*{kl (l)+k2(1)))
n =5
x=rkmag(l)* z
rk5b=bessk(n,x)
n=2
rk2b=bessk(n,x)
per 1 kneO=rljkneO(pi,a,c6,c 12,z,rk5b,rk2b,rkmag,1)
pot2=costerm*potsign*per1 kneO
rljpot=rljpot+pot2 !this sum is for the contributions k.ne.O
end do
else
rljpot=O
end if
totljpot=totljpot+pot+rljpot !sum for k.eq.O and total contributions
!for k.ne. 0 to the LJ potentail;
! for all layers
!-----------------------------------------------------------------------write(6, *)totljpot, 'inside lj sub'
return
end

subroutine elsub(pi,k l ,k2j ,aa,rx,ry,z,d,steeleenergy2)
implicit real*8 (a-h, o-z)
integer k1(20),k2(20)
real*8 rkmag(20)
integer j ,1,11
do 11= 1 ,4
rll = l .O*kl (l1)**2
rl2= 1 .0*k2(11)**2

! magnitude ofk-vectors for
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! electrostatic lattice
rkmag(l1)=2.0*pi/aa*((rl1+rl2)** .5)
end do
!origin is at the oxygen for Steele's equations to work
q1= -1.8
iflj.eq.l)then
q=-.572 !charge on Carbon
else
q=.143 !charge on Hydrogen
end if

This portion only calculates the electric potential
steeleconl=(2.0*pi*q1* q/(aa**2)) !Fourier analysis constants
steelesum=0
steeleenergy2=0

do 1=1,4

+

steelecon2=exp(-rkmag(l)*z)/rkmag(l)
steelecon3=(1.o+exp(-rkmag(l)*d))**-1
steelecos=2.0*pi*((kl(l)*rx/aa)+(k2(l)*ry/aa))
steelecos0=cos(steelecos)
steelecos1=cos(steelecos-(pi *(k1(l)+k2(1))))
steelecos2=-cos(steelecos-(pi *k1 (I)))
steelecos3=-cos(steelecos-(pi *k2(1)))
steelesum=steelesum+(steelecon2*steelecon3*(steelecos0
+steelecosl+steelecos2+steelecos3))
end do

steeleenergy=steeleconl*steelesum*315774.661404*.5291772083
steeleenergy2=steeleenergy2+steeleenergy

return
end

subroutine inducsub(pi,k1 ,k2 ,aa,rx ,ry,z ,rienergy)
implicit real*8 (a-h , o-z)
integer k1(20) ,k2(20)
real*8 rkmag(20)

!this portion of the code calculates the polarization energy;
!the derivative of the electric field
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q=2.0
rincon=4.0* q/aa
alpha=2.6/(.5291772083**3)

dfdx =0.0
dfdy=0.0
dfdz=0.0

!polarizability in bohr

do i=l,4
rll=l.0*kl(i)**2
rl2=1.0*k2(i)**2
! magnitude of k-vectors for
=
! Alavi lattice
rkmag(i) 2.0*pi/aa*((rll+rl2)** .5)
end do
do i=l,4

dxyl=(-l.0)**((real(kl(i)+k2(i)))* .5)
dxy2=exp(-2.0*pi*z/aa*rkmag(i))/rkmag(i)
dxy3=(1.0+exp(-pi*rkmag(i)))
dxycon=dxyl*dxy2/dxy3
trigterm=( 2.0*pi*( (kl(i)*rx/aa) + (k2(i)* ry/aa) - ((kl(i)+k2(i))/4.0)t) )
dzcon=cos(trigterm)
dfdx =dfdx+(dxycon *sin(trigterm)*
( 2.0*pi* ( kl(i)/aa + k2(i)* ry/aa - ((kl(i)+k2(i))/4.0t) ) ) )

+

dfdy=dfdy+(dxycon *sin(trigterm)*
( 2.0*pi* ( kl(i)*rx/aa + k2(i)/aa - ((kl(i)+k2(i))/4.0t) ) ) )

+

dfdz=dfdz+(dxycon*dzcon*2.0*pi*rkmag(i)/aa)

end do

+

return
end

dfiedx=rincon*dfdx
dfiedy=rincon*dfdy
dfiedz=rincon *dfdz
rienergy= -.5 *alpha*((dfiedx * *2+dfiedy**2+dfiedz* *2)*
315774.661404/.5291772083**2)
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function rljkne0(pi,a,c6,c 1 2,z,rk5b,rk2b,rkmag,l)

implicit real*8 (a-h, o-z)
real*8 rkmag(20)

vconstant=((2.0*pi)/(a**2))
vl=(c 1 2/1 20.0)*rk5b*(((rkmag(l))/(2.0*z))**5)
v2=rk2b*(c6/2.0)*(((rkmag(l))/(2.0*z))**2)
v=vconstant*(v 1 -v2)
rljkne0=v
return
end

........................................................................
This routine rotates a methane molecule by the Euler angles
which are inputed as parameters

subroutine transform(thetad,fied,chid,cxmf,cymf,czmf,
+
hxlmf,hx2mf,hx3mf,hx4mf,hylmf,hy2mf,
hy3mf,hy4mf,hzl mf,hz2mf,hz3mf,hz4mf)
+
implicit real*8 (a-h, o-z)

cx=cxmf
cy=cymf
cz=czmf
hxl=hxlmf
hx2=hx2mf
hx3=hx3mf
hx4=hx4mf
hyl=hylmf
hy2=hy2mf
hy3=hy3mf
hy4=hy4mf
hzl=hzlmf
hz2=hz2mf
hz3=hz3mf
hz4=hz4mf

! coordinates from elconfig or ljconfig
! are inputed here

!--------------------------------theta=thetad/57.2957795 131
fie=fied/57.2957795 131

!conversion from degrees to radians
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chi=chid/57 .2957795 1 3 1

!--------------------------------

! transformatin matrix elements
al=( (cos(theta) *cos(fie)*cos(chi)) - (sin(fie)*sin(chi)) )
a2=( (cos(theta)*sin(fie)*cos(chi)) + (cos(fie)*sin(chi)) )
a3=-(sin(theta) *cos(chi))
b l =(- (cos(theta) * cos(fie)*sin(chi)) - (sin(fie)*cos(chi)) )
b2=(- (cos(theta) * sin(fie)*sin(chi)) + (cos(fie)*cos(chi)) )
b3=(sin(theta)*sin(chi))
c l =(sin(theta)*cos(fie))
c2=(sin(theta)*sin(fie))
c3=cos(theta)

!-----------------------------------

cxmf=((al *cx)+(a2*cy)+(a3*cz))
cymf=((b 1 *cx)+(b2* cy)+(b3*cz))
czmf=((c l *cx)+(c2*cy)+(c3* cz))

! new coordinates which are passed
! to calulate the potential energy

bx l mf=((al * hx l )+(a2*hyl )+(a3* hz l ))
by1 mf=((b 1 *hx 1 )+(b2 *by 1 ) +(b3 *hz1 ))
hz 1 mf=((c 1 *bx 1 )+(c2 *by 1 )+(c3 *hz1 ))
hx2mf=((al *hx2)+(a2* hy2)+(a3*hz2))
hy2mf=((b 1 *hx2)+(b2*hy2)+(b3*hz2))
hz2mf=((c 1 *hx2)+(c2 *hy2 )+(c3 *hz2))
hx3mf=((a 1 *hx3 )+(a2 *hy3 )+(a3 *hz3))
hy3mf=((b 1 *hx3 )+(b2 *hy3 )+(b3 *hz3))
hz 3mf=((c 1 *hx3 )+(c2 *hy3 )+(c3 *hz3))
hx4mf=((al *hx4)+(a2*hy4)+(a3*hz4))
hy4mf=((b 1 *hx4)+(b2*hy4)+(b3*hz4))
hz4mf=((c l *hx4)+(c2* hy4)+(c3*hz4))
return
end

This subroutine specifies the configuration for the electrostatic
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component of the potential energy
+
+

subroutine elconfig(is,cxmf,cymf,czmf,hx 1 mf,hx2mf,hx3mf,hx4mf,
hylmf,d,hy2mf,hy3mf,hy4mf,hz lmf,hz2mf,hz3mf,hz4mf,
zdis,zref)
implicit real*8 (a-h, o-z)
if{is.eq. l )then
cxmf=cxmf
cymf=cymf+d
czmf=czmf+zdis
hxl mf=hx lmf
hx2mf=hx2mf
hx3mf=hx3mf
hx4mf=hx4mf
hyl mf=hylmf+d
hy2mf=hy2mf+d
hy3mf=hy3mf+d
hy4mf=hy4mf+d
hz lmf=hz 1 mf+zdis
hz2mf=hz2mf+zdis
hz3mf=hz3mf+zdis
hz4mf=hz4mf+zdis

Fig. 1 a configuration of Alavi

else if{is.eq.2)then
cxmf=cxmf
cymf=cymf+d
czmf=czmf+zdis
hx lmf=hx lmf
hx2mf=hx2mf
hx3mf=hx3mf
hx4mf=hx4mf
hylmf=hylmf+d
hy2mf=hy2mf+d
hy3mf=hy3mf+d
hy4mf=hy4mf+d
hz 1 mf=hz 1 mf+zdis
hz2mf=hz2mf+zdis
hz3mf=hz3mf+zdis
hz4mf=hz4mf+zdis

Fig. 1 b configuation of Alavi

else if{is.eq.3)then
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cxmf=cxmf
cymf=cymf
czmf=czmf+zdis
hx1mf=hx lmf
hx2mf=hx2mf
hx3mf=hx3mf
hx4mf=hx4mf
hylmf=hylmf
hy2mf=hy2mf
hy3mf=hy3mf
hy4mf=hy4mf
hz1mf=hz1mf+zdis
hz2mf=hz2mf+zdis
hz3mf=hz3mf+zdis
hz4mf=hz4mf+zdis
else
cxmf=cxmf+d/2.0
cymf=cymf+d/2.0
czmf=czmf+zdis
hx1mf=hxlmf+d/2.0
hx2mf=hx2mf+d/2.0
hx3mf=hx3mf+d/2.0
hx4mf=hx4mf+d/2.0
hylmf=hylmf+d/2.0
hy2mf=hy2mf+d/2.0
hy3mf=hy3mf+d/2.0
hy4mf=hy4mf+d/2.0
hz1mf=hz1mf+zdis
hz2mf=hz2mf+zdis
hz3mf=hz3mf+zdis
hz4mf=hz4mf+zdis

Fig. 1c configuration of Alavi

Fig. 1d configuration of Alavi

end if
return
end

!This subroutine specifies the configuration for the LJ
!component of the potential energy
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+
+

subroutine ljconfig(is,cxmf,cymf,czmf,hx lmf,hx2mf,hx3mf,hx4mf,
hyl mf,hy2mf,hy3mf,hy4mf,hzlmf,hz2mf,hz3mf,hz4mf,
zdis,zref)
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
if{is.eq. 1 )then
cxmf=cxmf
cymf=cymf
czmf=czmf+zdis
hxlmf=hxlmf
hx2mf=hx2mf
hx3mf=hx3mf
hx4mf=hx4mf
hylmf=hylmf
hy2mf=hy2mf
hy3mf=hy3mf
hy4mf=hy4mf
hz 1 mf=hz 1 mf+zdis
hz2mf=hz2mf+zdis
hz3mf=hz3mf+zdis
hz4mf=hz4mf+zdis

Fig. 1 a configuration in Alavi

else if{is.eq.2)then
cxmf=cxmf
cymf=cymf
czmf=czmf+zdis
hx lmf=hx lmf
hx2mf=hx2mf
hx3mf=hx3mf
hx4mf=hx4mf
hylmf=hylmf
hy2mf=hy2mf
hy3mf=hy3mf
hy4mf=hy4mf
hz 1 mf=hz lmf+zdis
hz2mf=hz2mf+zdis
hz3mf=hz3mf+zdis
hz4mf=hz4mf+zdis

Fig. 1 b configuration in Alavi

else if{is.eq.3)then
cxmf=cxmf+ 1 .489
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cymf=cymf+1.489
czmf=czmf+zdis
hxlmf=hxlmf+1.489
hx2mf=hx2mf+1.489
hx3mf=hx3mf+1.489
hx4mf=hx4mf+1.489
hylmf=hylmf+1.489
hy2mf=hy2mf
hy3mf=hy3mf
hy4mf=hy4mf+1.489
hzlmf=hz1mf+zdis
hz2mf=hz2mf+zdis
hz3mf=hz3mf+zdis
hz4mf=hz4mf+zdis

Fig. 1c configuration in Alavi

else

cxmf=cxmf+1.489
cymf=cymf
czmf=czmf+zdis
hx1mf=hx 1mf+1.489
hx2mf=hx2mf+1.489
hx3mf=hx3mf+1.489
hx4mf=hx4mf+1.489
hylmf=hylmf
hy2mf=hy2mf
hy3mf=hy3mf
hy4mf=hy4mf
hz1mf=hz1 mf+zdis
hz2mf=hz2mf+zdis
hz3mf=hz3mf+zdis
hz4mf=hz4mf+zdis

Fig. ld configuration in Alavi

end if

return
end

!This subroutine specifies the configuration for the LJ
!component of the potential energy

subroutine natconfig(is,cxmf,cymf,czmf,hx 1mf,hx2mf,hx3mf,hx 4mf,
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+
+

hyl mf,hy2mf,hy3mf,hy4mf,hz1mf,hz2mf,hz3mf,hz4mf,
zdis,zret)

implicit real*8 (a-h, o-z)

iftis.eq.1)then

cxmf=O
cymf=O
czmf=zdis-zdis
hx l mf=O
hx2mf=.8932
! tripod w/axial H tilted 2degrees
hx3mf=-.8932
! space-fixed coordinate initialization
hx4mf=-.0381
! figure 1a in Alai
hyl mf- 1.0314
hy2mf=.5157
hy3mf=.5157
hy4mf=O
hz1mf=zdis-.3646-zdis
hz2mf=zdis-.3646-zdis
hz3mf=zdis-.3646-zdis
hz4mf=zdis+1.093-zdis

else iftis.eq.2)then

cxmf=O
cymf=O
czmf=zdis-zdis
hx l mf=-.6316
hx2mf=.6316
hx3mf=-.63 1 6
! dipod configuration
hx4mf=.6316
! space-fixed coordinate initialization
hyl mf=.6316
! figure 1b in Alavi
hy2mf=-.631 6
hy3mf=-.6316
hy4mf=.6316
hz1mf=zdis+zref-zdis
hz2mf=zdis+zref-zdis
hz3mf=zdis-zref-zdis
hz4mf=zdis-zref-zdis

else iftis.eq.3)then
cxmf=O
cymf=O
czmf=zdis-zdis
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hxlmf=O
hx2mf=.8932
hx3mf=-.8932
! tripod w/axial H tilted 2degrees
hx4mf=-.0381
! space-fixed coordinate initialization
hylmf=-1.0314
! figure 1c in Alavi
hy2mf=-.5157
hy3mf=-.5157
hy4mf=O
hz1mf=zdis+.3646-zdis
hz2mf=zdis+ .3646-zdis
hz3mf=zdis+.3646-zdis
hz4mf=zdis-1.093-zdis

else

cxmf=O
cymf=O
czmf=zdis-zdis
hxlmf=O
hx2mf=.8932
hx3mf=-.8932 ! tripod w/axial H tilted 2degrees
hx4mf=-.0381
! space-fixed coordinate initialization
! figure ld in Alavi
hylmf=-1.0314
hy2mf=.5157
hy3mf=.5157
hy4mf=O
hz1mf=zdis-.3646-zdis
hz2mf=zdis-.3646-zdis
hz3mf=zdis-.3646-zdis
hz4mf=zdis+1.093-zdis

end if

return
end

function bessiO(x)

real

bessiO,x

! returns the modified Bessel function Io(x) for
! any real x

real ax
real*8 pl,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7,ql,q2,q3,q4,q5,q6,q7,q8,q9,y !accumulate
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+

+
+

+

!polynomials in doulbe precision
save pl,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7,ql,q2,q3,q4,q5,q6,q7,q8,q9
data pl,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7/1.0d0,3.5156229d0,3.0899424d0,l.2067492d0,
0.2659732d0,0.360768d-l,0.45813d-2/
data ql,q2,q3,q4,q5,q6,q7,q8,q9/0.39894229d0,0.1328592d-l,
0.225319d-2,-0.157565d-2,0.91628ld-2,-0.2057706d-l,
0.2635537d-l,-0.1647633d-l,0.392377d-2/
if(abs(x).lt.3. 75) then
y=(x/3. 75)**2
bessi0=pl+y*(p2+y*(p3+y*(p4+y*(p5+y*(p6+y*p7)))))
else
ax =abs(x)
y=3.75/ax
bessi0=(exp(ax)/sqrt(ax))*(ql+y*(q2+y*(q3+y*(q4
+y*(q5+y*(q6+y*(q7+y*(q8+y*q9))))))))
end if
return
end

function bessi1(x)
real bessil,x !returns the modified Bessel function Il(x) for any real x
real ax
real*8 pl,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7,ql,q2,q3,q4,q5,q6,q7,q8,q9,y
+

+
+

+

save pl,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7,ql,q2,q3,q4,q5,q6,q7,q8,q9
data pl,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7/0.5d0 ,0.87890594d0,0.51498869d0,
0. 1 5084934d0,0.2658733d-l,0.30 1532d-2,0.3241 1 d-3/
data ql,q2,q3,q4,q5,q6,q7,q8,q9/0.39894228d0,-0.3988024d-l,
-0.36201 8d-2,0.163801d-2,-0.1031555d-l,0.2282967d-l,
-0.2895312d-l,0.1787654d-l,-0.420059d-2/
if(abs(x).lt.3. 75) then
y=(x/3.75)**2
bessi1 =x*(p1+y*(p2+y*(p3+y*(p4+y*(p5+y*(p6+y*p7))))))
else
ax =abs(x)
y=3.75/ax
bessil=(exp(ax)/sqrt(ax))*(ql+y*(q2+y*(q3+y*(q4+
y*(q5+y*(q6+y*(q7+y*(q8+y*q9))))))))
if(x.lt.0.)bessil=-bessi 1
endif
return
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end

........................................................................
function bessk(n,x)
integer n
real bessk,x !returns modified Bessel funciton Kn(x) for positive x and n.ge.2
integer j
real bk,bkm,bkp,tox,bessk0,bessk 1
if(n.lt.2) pause 'bad argument n in bessk'
tox=2.0/x
bkm=bessk0(x)
bk=besskl (x)
do j=l ,n- 1
bkp=bkm+j*tox*bk
bkm=bk
bk=bkp
end do
bessk=bk
return
end

+

+
+

+

+

function bessk0(x)
real bessk0,x !returns the modified Bessel function Ko(x) for positive real x
real bessi0
real*8 pl ,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7,q l ,
q2,q3,q4,q5,q6,q7 ,y
save pl ,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7,ql ,q2,q3,q4,q5,q6,q7
data p l ,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7/-0.5772 1 566d0,0.42278420d0,0.23069756d0,
.3488590d- l ,0.262698d-2,0. 1 0750d-3,0. 74d-5/
data q l ,q2,q3,q4,q5,q6,q7/l .2533 1 4 1 4d0,-0.7832358d- 1 ,0.2 1 89568d- l ,
-0. 1 062446d-l ,0. 587872d-2,-0.25 1 540d-2,0.53208d-3/
if(x.le.2.0)then
y=x*x/4.0
bessk0=(-log(x/2.0)*bessi0(x))+(p 1 +y*(p2+y*(p3+
y*(p4+y*(p5+y*(p6+y*p7))))))
else
y=(2.0/x)
bessk0=( exp(-x)/sqrt(x) )*( q 1 +y*(q2+y*(q3+
y*(q4+y*(q5+y*(q6+y*q7))))))
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end if
return
end

function besskl (x)
real besskl ,x ! returns the modified bessel funciton K l (x) for positie real x

+
+

+

+

real bessi l
real*8 p l ,p2,p3,p4,p5 ,p6,p7,ql ,q2,q3,q4,q5,q6,q7,y
save pl ,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7,q l ,q2,q3,q4,q5,q6,q7
data pl ,p2,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7 /l .0d0,0. 1 5443 144d0 ,-0.67278579d0,
-0. 1 8 1 56897d0,-0. 1 9 1 9402d- l ,-0. 1 10404d-2,-0.4686d-4/
data ql ,q2,q3,q4,q5,q6,q7/1 .2533 1414d0,0.234986 1 9d0,-0.3655620d- 1 ,
0. 1 504268d- l ,-0. 780353d-2,0.3256 14d-2,-0.68245d-3/
if(x.le.2.0)then
y=x * x/4.0
besskl =(log(x/2.0)*bessi 1 (x))+( l .0/x) * (p1 +y*(p2+
y* (p3+y*(p4+y* (p 5+y* (p6+y*p7))))))
else
y=2.0/x
bessk l =(exp(-x)/sqrt(x)) * (ql+y* (q2+y* (q3+
y* (q4+y* (q5+y*(q6+y*q 7))))))
endif
return
end
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APPENDIX VIII
Point charge model FORTRAN programs

This appendix contains the point charge models we used to calculate the potential

energy of a methane molecule as a function of bond length. The first section of code is

for the edge-down configuration and the second is for the face-down configuration. The
line of dots separates the two codes.
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)

a=4.21
b=2.0**.5
pi=3.1415926535
cl=16*2.0/(b*a*(l+exp(-pi*b)))
c2=2.0*pi/a
q=.27
x =.8932
z=.6316

sl=.4
stot=0
do i=l,16
sl=sl+.1
s1=q*(exp(-2.0*b*pi*(3.0+z*sl)/a))*cos( c2*x*sl)
s2=q *(exp(-2.0*b*pi*(3.o+z*sl)/a))*cos(-c2*x*sl)
s3=q *(exp(-2.0*b*pi*(3.0-z*sl)/a))*cos(-c2*x*sl)
s4=q*(exp(-2.0*b*pi*(3.0-z*sl)/a))*cos(c2*x*sl)
s5 =-4.0*q*(exp(-2.0*b*pi*(3.0)/a))
stot=(.52917*c1 *(s1+s2+s3+s4+s5))
write( 6, *)sl,stot
end do
end

........................................................................
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z)
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a=4.2 1
b=2**.5
pi=3. 141 5926535
c l = 1 6*2.0/(b*a*(l +exp(-pi*b)))
c2=2.0*pi/a
q=.27
x=.8932
y=.5 1 57
z=.3646
s1=.4
do i= l , 1 6
sl=sl+. l
s1 =q*(exp(-2.0*b*pi*(3+ 1 .094*sl)/a))
s2=q*( exp(-2.0*b*pi*(3.0-z*sl)/a))*cos(-c2* 1 .03 14*s1)
s3=q*(exp(-2.0*b*pi*(3.0-z*sl)/a))*cos(c2*x*sl)*cos(c2*y*sl)
s4=q*(exp(-2.0*b*pi*(3.0-z*sl)/a))*cos(-c2*x*sl)*cos(c2*y*s1)
s5=-4.0*q*(exp(-2.0*b*pi*(3.0)/a))
stot=(.529 1 7*cl *(s 1 +s2+s3+s4+s5))
write(6, *)s1,stot
end do
end
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APPENDIX IX
Charge equilibration (QEq) Maple worksheet

This worksheet is an implementation of Rappe and Goddard's QEq method for
determining the partial charges of a molecule.

> restart;
> with(linalg):
x l ,x2 ... x5 are the charges on carbon, hydrogen! , ...hydrogen 4 for methane
configured in the dipod down orientation
> x l : =-.5255:
> x2: =. 12 1 7:
> x3 : =. 12 1 7:
> x4: = . 14 1 0:
> xS : =. 14 1 0:
newzetas are the variable describing the Slater orbital exponent for hydrogen;
it is chage dependent
> newzeta2:e= l .0698+x2:
> newzeta3 : = l .0698+x3 :
> newzeta4: = 1 .0698+x4:
> newzeta5 :e= 1 .0698+x5 :
term a is the carbon idempotential
> a: =.372279:
terms b,c,d,e are the hydrogen idempotentials; they are written individually
because it is likely when methane is in the presence of an electric field
the partical charges on the hydrogens will not be equivalent
> b:=( (1 +{x2/l .0698))*( 1 3.8904/27.2) );
b : = .5687708 1 20
> c:=( ( 1 +(x3/l .0698))*( 1 3.8904/27.2) );
c : = .5687708 1 20
> d: =( (1 +{x4/1 .0698))*( 1 3 .8 904/27.2) );
d :e= .577983801 3
> e: =( (1 +(xS/1 .0698))*(13.8904/27.2) );
e : = .577983801 3
terms chzeta2.. are the average carbon-hydrogen Slater orbital exponents
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> chzeta2: =.25*(newzeta2*2+.8563*2):
> chzeta3 : =.25*(newzeta3 *2+ .8563 *2) :
> chzeta4: =.25 *(newzeta4 *2+. 8563 *2):
> chzeta5 : =.25*(newzeta5 *2+.8563 *2):
terms tau2... are defined in Roothan's tables of 2-center Coulomb integrals; they
are a variable which indicates what part of the integral table should be inputted
into this worksheet
> tau2: =( (newzeta2*2-.8563 *2)/(2*newzeta2+2* .8563) );
tau2 :e= . 1 636878601
> tau3 : =( (newzeta3*2-.8563 *2)/(2*newzeta3+2* .8563) );
tau3 :e= . 1 63687860 1
> tau4: =( (newzeta4*2-.8563 *2)/(2*newzeta4+2* .8563) );
tau4 : = . 1 7 1 4962992
> tau5 :=( (newzeta5*2-. 8563*2)/(2*newzeta5+2* .8563) );
taus :e= . 1 714962992
terms rho 2. .. are also defined in Roothan's book and are needed to read the integral
tables; the 2.06738 8 is the carbon-hydrogen distance in bohr which corresponds to a bond
length of 1 .094A
> rho2: =2.067388*chzeta2;
rho2 :e= 2. 1 16798573
=
> rho3 : 2.067388*chzeta3 ;
> rho4:=2.067388*chzeta4;
rho3 :e= 2.1e16798573
rho4 : = 2. 1 36748867
?' rho5 : =2.067388 *chzeta5 ;
rho5 : = 2.e1 36748867
terms ch2interpolateup & "dn are the values from Roothan's integral tables. The variable
acutally represents a 2-point interpolation since the value of the 2-center (Carbon
Hydrogen) given in the table are for specific, tau & rho. Entries in Roothan's book are
given in increments of .2 in rho and . 1 in tau.
> ch2interpolateup:=( ((.2-tau2)/. l )*(.349 17050-.32968334)e) +.32968334:
> ch2interpolatedn:=( ((.2-tau2)/. l )*(.33792908-.320526 1 2)e) +.320526 1 2 :
> ch3interpolateup:=( ((.2-tau3)/. l )*(.349 1 7050-.32968334)e) +.32968334:
> ch3interpolatedn:=( ((.2-tau3)/. 1 )*(.33792908-.320526 1 2)e) +.320526 1 2 :
> ch4interpolateup : =( ((.2-tau4)/. l )*(.349 1 7050-.32968334) ) +.32968334:
> ch4interpolatedn:=( ((.2-tau4)/. l )*(.33792908-.320526 1 2)e) +.320526 1 2 :
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> ch5interpolateup:={ ((.2-tau5)/. 1 )*(.3491 7050-.32968334) ) +.32968334:
> ch5interpolatedn:={ ((.2-tau5)/. 1)*(.33792908-.32052612) ) +.3205261 2 :
terms ch2raw i s the 2-center integral interpolated in rho & tau
> ch2raw: =( ((2.2-rho2)/.2)*(ch2interpolateup-ch2interpolatedn) ) + ch2interpolatedn:
> ch3raw: =( ((2.2-rho3)/.2)*(ch3interpolateup-ch3interpolatedn) ) + ch3interpolatedn:
> ch4raw:=( ((2.2-rho4)/.2)*(ch4interpolateup-ch4interpolatedn) ) + ch4interpolatedn:
> ch5raw: =( ((2.2-rho5)/.2)*(ch5interpolateup-ch5interpolatedn) ) + ch5interpolatedn:
terms f,g,h,i are the final values for the 2-center Coulomb carbon-hydrogen (2s- l s)
integral following Roothan's procedure
> f: =chzeta2*ch2raw:
> g:=chzeta3*ch3raw:
> h: =chzeta4*ch4raw:
> i:=chzeta5*ch5raw:
terms rhoh2h3 ... are the only parameter needed to calculate the two center integrals
for hydrogen-hydrogen; the 3.376035 is the distance in bohr any two hyrdrogens in
methane are away from each other
> rhoh2h3 : =3.376035*(.25*(newzeta2*2+newzeta3*2));
rhoh2h3 : = 4.022545702
> rhoh2h4: =3.376035*(.25*(newzeta2*2+newzeta4*2)):
> rhoh2h5 : =3.376035*(.25*(newzeta2*2+newzeta5*2)):
> rhoh3h4: =3.376035*(.25*(newzeta3*2+newzeta4*2)):
> rhoh3h5 : =3.376035*(.25*(newzeta3*2+newzeta5*2)):
> rhoh4h5 : =3.376035*(.25*(newzeta4*2+newzeta5*2)):
term tauh25 is the tau value that may result from hydrogens having drastically
different Slater exponents a result that could occur for methane in the presence
of an electric field
> tauh2h5 :=((newzeta2*2-newzeta5*2)/(newzeta2*2+newzeta5*2));
tauh2h5 : = -.008033967448
Here are the interpolated values from Roothan's table for 1 s-1 s interactions; the 4.2
is changes depending on rho. The value is picked based on the value of rho calculated
above. Values in Roothan's book are given in increments of .2 in rho, that is why
for rhoh2h3 =4.022 we input 4.2 here.
> interpolaterh2h3 :=((.24755392-.23636306)*((4.2-rhoh2h3)/.2)) +. 23636306:
> interpolaterh2h4:=(( .24 75 5392-.23636306)*((4.2-rhoh2h4)/ .2)) + .23636306:
> interpolaterh2h5 :=((.2475 53 92-.23636306)*((4.2-rhoh2h5)/ .2)) + .23636306:
> interpolaterh3h4:=((.24 755392-.23636306)*((4.2-rhoh3h4)/.2)) + .23636306:
> interpolaterh3h5:=((.24755392-.23636306)*((4.2-rhoh3h5)/.2)) + .23636306:
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> interpolaterh4h5: =((.24755392-.23636306)*((4.2-rhoh4h5)/.2)) + .23636306:
terms j ,k, l ,m,n , o are the interpolated two center hydrogen-hydrogen (ls-ls)
Coulomb integrals
>j : =interpolaterh2h3*(.25*(newzeta2*2+newzeta3*2)):
>k: =interpolaterh2h4*(.25*(newzeta2*2+newzeta4*2)):
> l: =interpolaterh2h5 *(.25 *(newzeta2 *2+newzeta5 *2)):
> m:=interpolaterh3h4*(.25*(newzeta3*2+newzeta4*2)):
> n: =interpolaterh3h5*(.25*(newzeta3*2+newzeta5*2)):
> o:=interpolaterh4h5*(.25*(newzeta4*2+newzeta5*2)):

terms p2... the first number .0299632 is the difference between chizero(carbon) and
chizero(hydrogen); the second term in parentheses modifies the QEq equations so
that a uniform electric field oriented in the z-direction can be applied. p2 and p3 are
for the hydrogens pointing up, p3 and p4 down . . 02 describes the magnitude of the
electric field; 1.1936 is the distance a hydrogen is in the z-direction from the
center of mass of the molecule (carbon)
>p2: =.0299632-(1.1936* .02*x2):
>p3: =.0299632-(l .1936* .02*x3):
>p4: =.0299632+(1.1936* .02*x4):
>p5 : = .0299632+(1.1936* .02*x5):
Matrix A is the QEq matrix in its full glory, see the notes on 9-02-03 for the explicit
derivation. Matrices A1 .... are constructed using Cramer's method in order to
solve for methane's partical charges (xl ... x5).
> A:=matrix(5 ,5 ,[[l,1 ,1,1,1 ],[f-a,b-f j -g,k-h,1-i ],[ g-a j-f,c-g,m-h ,n-i ],
[h-a,k-f,m-g,d-h, o-i ],[ i-a,1-f,n-g,o-h,e-i ]] ):
=
> DA: det(A):
> A1 : =matrix(5 ,5 ,[[0 ,1, 1,1 ,1] ,[p2 ,b-fj-g,k-h ,1-i ] ,[p3j-f,c-g,m-h,n-i ],
[p4,k-f,m-g,d-h,o-i],[p5,l-f,n-g,o-h,e-i]]):
> DAI :=det(Al):

> A2:=matrix(5,5,[[1,0,1 ,1 ,1],[f-a,p2 j -g,k-h,l-i ],[ g-a,p3 ,c-g,m-h ,n-i],
[h-a ,p4 , m-g,d-h, o-i ],[ i-a,p5 ,n-g, o-h,e-i] ] ):
> DA2:=det(A2):
> A3:=matrix(5 , 5 ,[[ 1,1,0 ,1 ,1],[f-a,b-f,p2 ,k-h ,l-i ],[g-aj-f,p3 ,m-h,n-i ],
[h-a ,k-f,p4 ,d-h , o-i],[i-a,l-f,p5 ,o-h,e-i ] ] ) :
> DA3:=det(A3):

> A4:=matrix(5 ,5 ,[[1,1 ,1,0 ,1],[f-a,b-fj-g,p2 ,l-i],[g-aj-f,c-g,p3 ,n-i] ,[h-a,k-f,m-g,p4 ,o-i],
[i-a,l-f,n-g,p5 ,e-i ] ] ):
> DA4:=det(A4):
> A5 :=matrix(5 ,5 ,[[1 ,1,1 ,1 ,0 ],[f-a,b-fj-g,k-h ,p2],[ g-aj-f,c-g,m-h,p3],
[h-a,k-f,m-g,d-h,p4],[i-a , l-f,n-g,o-h,p5 ] ] ):
> DA5:=det(A5) :
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Finally, the charges for carbon=x 1 and the hydrogens. These charges are fed
back into the top of the worksheet and solved for until they are self consistent.
> xl : =DAl /DA;
xl : = -.5256572854
> x2: =DA2/DA;
x2 : = . 1 2 1 7772942
> x 3 : =DA3/DA;
x3 : = . 1 2 1 7772942
> x4: =DA4/DA;
x4 : = . 1 4105 1 3485
> x5 : =DA5/DA;
x5 : = . 1 4 1 05 1 3485
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APPENDIXeX
Edge-down Taylor series Maple worksheet
This appendix contains the Maple worksheet used to calculate the energy of a

methane molecule using a Taylor series expansion. This worksheet is specific to the
minimum energy edge-down configuration of methane on MgO(l 00).

The purpose of this worksheet is to determine the contributions of the multimoments,
polarizabilities and hyperpolarizabilities to the electrostatic energy of a methane molecule
fixed in the orientation Maroulis(Chem. Phys. Lett. 226, (1994) 420-426.) used to
calculate the values of the moments, polarizabilites etc but for the minimum of the edge
down configuration. Therefore, Steele's equation must be modified to represent this new
lattice. The contributions of the moments, etc. will then be compared to those determined
from ab initio calculations. This worksheet is specific to the minimum of the edge-down
configuration. Energie for all multipole moments, polarizabilities and
hyperpolarizabilites are in atomic units.
(edminecontributors.mws)
> restart;
-masterz is the distance the carbon atom of methane is above the origin of Steele's lattice
-masterq is the partial charge attributed to the ions in Steele's lattice, Mg(+masterq)
-oct, hex, czzzz,cxzxz,alpha,epolt, adq are the moments polarizabilites etc. calculated
by Maroulis using Hartree Pock theory and his Ml basis set
-dx,dy,dz are the initial x,y,z coordinates of the methane that are needed so that methane
is at
x'=0,y=0,z=4.5 after the 45 degree rotation that is applied to the MgO lattice so that the
minimum of the edge-down configuration is realized. It turns out that x =x'; y=y' and
z=z' for a
rotation of 45deg.
> masterz:t= 3.0: masterq:=2.0: oct: =2.4601: hex: =-7.984:czzzz: =34.46: cxzxz: =30.64:
alpha:=15.91:epol: =-18.88: adq: =9.52: dx : =0: dy: =0: dz: =3.0: adse: =-5.0667e-3:

These are components of Steele's equation for the electrical potential of a lattice that is
rotated 45 degrees about the z-axis. This rotation is necessary so that the MgO lattice
and the methane molecule fixed in Maroulis's orientation are configured so that the
minimum of the edge-down configuration is realized. The sqrt(2)/2 in the equations
for xl and yl below represent the cos(45) and sin(45)
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> c: =2*Pi/a:
> cl :=(16*q)/(sqrt(2)*a):
> c2:=(l +exp(-Pi*sqrt(2))):
> zterm: =exp(-2*sqrt(2)*Pi*z/a):
> x l :=x*sqrt(2)/2 - y*sqrt(2)/2:
> yl :=x*sqrt(2)/2 + y*sqrt(2)/2:
> cx:=cos(c*x l ) :
> cy:=cos(c*yl):

Steeleep is now the electrical potential for the minimum of the edge-down confi guration.
The negative sign in Steele's original equation technically should be dropped since we
have chosen the origin of our MgO lattice to be Mg not O as was chosen in the original
derivation. However, since the electric field is by definitiont -dV/dr, where V is the
electrical potential, the negative sign was retained in this equation.
> steeleep: =-c1 *zterm*cx*cy/c2:
The octapole moment contributes to the electrostatic energy for the face-down
configuration but not the edge-down confi gurations. The formula for the octapole,
hexadecapole and all other expressions in this worksheet can be determined from the
work of Buckingham.

> fxyz:=diff(steeleep,x,y,z):
> fxzy:=diff(steeleep,x,z,y):
> fyxz:=diffl:steeleep,y,x,z):
> fyzx:=diff(steeleep,y,z,x):
> fzyx:=diff(steeleep,z,y,x):
> fzxy:=diff(steeleep,z,x,y):
> octapole: =-(oct*.5291"4*(fxyz+fxzy+fyxz+fyzx+fzyx+fzxy)/15.0):
> octval:=evalf(subs(q=masterq,a=4.21,x=dx,y=dy,z=dz,pi=Pi,octapole)):

The hexadecapole moment is the first moment to make a contribution to the edge-down
configuration.
> fxxxx: =diff(steeleep,x$4):
> fyyyy:=diff(steeleep,y$4):
> fzzzz:=diffl:steeleep,z$4):
> fxxyy:=diff(steeleep,x,x,y,y):
> fyyxx : =diffl:steeleep,y,y,x,x):
> fxxzz: =diff(steeleep,x,x,z,z):
> fzzxx : =diff(steeleep,z,z,x,x):
> fyyzz:=diff(steeleep,y,y,z,z):
> fzzyy:=diffl:steeleep,z,z,y,y):
> fxyxy: =diff(steeleep,x,y,x,y):
> fxzxz:=diffl:steeleep,x,z,x,z):
> fyxyx:=diff(steeleep,y,x,y,x):
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> fyzyz:=dimsteeleep,y,z,y,z):
> fzyzy:=dimsteeleep,z,y,z,y):
> fzxzx:=dimsteeleep,z,x,z,x):
> fxyyx:=dimsteeleep,x,y,y,x):
> fxzzx:=dimsteeleep,x,z,z,x):
> fyxxy:=dimsteeleep,y,x,x,y):
> fyzzy:=dimsteeleep,y,z,z,y):
> fzxxz:=dimsteeleep,z,x,x,z):
> fzyyz:=dimsteeleep,z,y,y,z):
> hexe: =-(hex*.5291 A5*(fxxxx+fyyyy+fzzzz
.5*(fxxyy+fyyxx+fxxzz+fzzxx+fyyzz+fzzyy+fxyxy+fxzxz+fyxyx+fyzyz+fzyzy+fzxzx+f
xyyx+fxzzx+fyxxy+fyzzy+fzxxz+fzyyz)))/( 1 05):
> hexval:=evalf(subs(a=4.21 ,q=masterq,x=dx,y=dy,z=dz,hexe)):
Alpha, the dipole-dipole polarizability
> fz:=dimsteeleep,z):
> fzs:=evalf(subs(q=masterq,a=4.2 1 ,pi=Pi,x=dx,y=dy,z=dz,fz) ):
> alphaval:=-((.5291 A4)*alpha*fzsA2)/2:
C, the quadrupole-quadrupole polarizability
> fxx: =dimsteeleep,x$2):
> fyy:=dimsteeleep,y$2):
> fzz:=dimsteeleep,z$2):
> fxy: =dimsteeleep,x,y):
> fxz:=dimsteeleep,x,z)e:.
> fyz:=diff(steeleep,y,z):
> fyx:=dimsteeleep,y,x):
> fzy:=diff(steeleep,z,y):
> fzx: =diff(steeleep,z,x):
> c: =.6*(czzzz+2*cxzxz):
> dc: = l .5*czzzz-2*cxzxz:
> cl :=(2/3)*c+(2/5)*dc:
> c2: =(-l/3)*c-(l/5)*dc:
> c3: =(.5*c-.2*dc):
> ce: =-.5291 A6*(cl *(fxxA2+fyyA2+fzzA2)+c2*(fxx*fyy+fxx*fzz+fyy*fxx+
fyy*fzz+fzz*fxx+fzz*fyy)+c3*(fxy*fxy+fxz*fxz+fyx*fyx+fyz*fyz+fzy*fzy+fzx*fzx)+
c3*(fxy*fyz+fxz*fzx+fyx*fxy+fyz*fzy+fzx* fxz+fzy*fyz))/(6):
> cval:=evalf(subs(a=4.2 1 ,pi=Pi,x=dx,y=dy,z=dz,q=masterq,ce)):
A, the dipole-quadrupole polarizability; survives for the face-down configuration but is
zero
for the edge-down configurations since, fx and fy are zero in the latter case
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> fx: =diff(steeleep,x):
> fy: =diff(steeleep,y):
> ae: =-(1/3)*(.5291"5)*adq*(fx*fyz+fx*fzy+fy*fxz+fy*fzx+fz*fyx+fz*fxy) :
> aval:=evalf(subs(a=4.21,pi=Pi,x=dx,y=dy,z=dz, q =masterq,ae)) :
E, the dipole-octapole polarizability

> fzzz:=diff(steeleep,z$3):
> e: =-((epol*fz*fzzz* .5291"6)/15):
> ev: =evalf(subs(q=masterq,a=4.21,pi=Pi,x=dx,y=dy,z=dz,e)):
> write('octval',octval/adse);
write(octval, 0)

> write('hexval',hexval/adse);
write(hexval, .5834200803)

> write('alphaval',alphaval/adse);
write(alphaval, .04893532331)

> write('cval' ,cval/adse);
write(cval, .09913565555)

> write('aval',aval/adse);
write(aval, 0)

> write('ev',ev/adse);
write(ev, -.00965 5929206)

this is the fraction of the ab initio adsorption energy that is recovered by the Taylor
.
.
senes expansion
> energyfrac: =(octval+hexval+alphaval+cval+aval+ev)/adse;
energyfrac :t= .7218351300
this is the just the fractional contribution from the moments
> momentsfrac : =(octval+hexval)/adse;
momentsfrac := .5834200803
this is just the fractional contribution of the polarizabilities
>polarizabilitesfrac: =(alphaval+cval+aval+ev)/adse;
polarizabilitesfrac := .1384150497
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APPENDIX XI
Face-down Taylor series Maple worksheet
This appendix contains the Maple worksheet used to calculate the energy of a
methane molecule using a Taylor series expansion. This worksheet is specific to the
minimum energy face-down configuration of methane on MgO(l00).

The purpose of this worksheet is to determine the contributions of the multimoments,
polarizabilities and hyperpolarizabilities to the electrostatic energy of a methane molecule
fixed in the orientation Maroulis(Chem. Phys. Lett. 226, (1994) 420-426.) used to
calculate the values of the moments, polarizabilites etc. but in the face-down
configuration with respect to Steele's lattice. To accomplish this the MgO lattice must be
rotated. Thus, Steele's equations must be modified to represent the electrical potential in
this new coordinate system. The contributions of the moments, etc. will then be
compared to those determined from ab initio calculations. This worksheet is specific to
the minimum of the face-down configuration. The energies computed using the Taylor
series are in atomic units.
(fdminecontributors.mws)
> restart;
-masterz is the distance the carbon atom of methane is above the origin of Steele's lattice
-masterq is the partial charge attributed to the ions in Steele's lattice, Mg(+masterq)
-oct, hex, czzzz,cxzxz,alpha,epolo, adq are the moments polarizabilites etc. calculated
by Maroulis using Hartree Fock theory and his M 1 basis set
-dx= dy= dz= are the coordinates for a methane molecule in Maroulis's configuration
orientated with Steele's MgO lattice such that the methane molecule is in the minimum
of the face-down configuration at x"=0, y'=0 and z'=masterz; to determine the
contributions from the moments and polarizabilites and to see how much of the HF/Ml
energy (abinitio) is recovered by the Taylor series expansion simply change masterz to
the adsorption height and abinitio to the HF/Ml energy
> masterz:o= 3.0: masterq: =2.0: oct:=2.4601: hex: =-7.984:czzzz: =34.46: cxzxz: =30.64:
alpha: =15 .91:epol: =-18.88: adq: =9.52: abinitio: =-2.307032e-3:
> dx: =-masterz*sin(54.75/57.295779513l)*cos(45.0/57.295779513l):
> dy: =-masterz*sin(54.75/57.295779513l)*sin(45.0/57.295779513l):
> dz:=masterz*cos(54. 75/57.2957795131):
The original Steele lattice for which the electrical potential ofMgO was derived must be
rotated so that the methane molecule fixed in Maroulis's configuration is in the minimum
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of the tripod down configuration with respect to the MgO lattice. This requires a 45
degree rotation about the z-axis followed by a 54.75 degree (half the tetrahedral bond
angle) rotation about the newly formed y' axis. Once these rotations are achieved the
equations relating x" to x, y' to y, and z' to z are the following (pg. 9 of Mathematical
Methods For Physicsts Fourth Edition by Arfken and Weber can be used to derive these
equations):

x"= [ x*cos(al)+y*sin(al) ] *cos(a2)+z*sin(a2)
y'= -x*sin(al)+y*cos(al)
z'= -[x * cos(a1)+y*sin(a1)] * sin(a2)+z*cos(a2)
where a1 stands for 45degrees and a2 is 54. 75 degrees;

in the maple input below
ca=sin(a1)=cos(a1)=sq rt(2)/2
cb=cos(a2)=.577 .. .
cc=sin(a2)=.816 .. .
After these two rotations Steele's equation will now be valid in the x", y' ,z' coordinate
system so x", y', z' will be substituted in for x,y,z in Steele's orignal equation. The
following Maple input performs this substitution. Notice dx,dy and dz were determined
by substituting x"=O, y'=O and z'=4.5 in the above equations to determine the intial x,y
and z coordinates that the carbon atom must be at so that after the two rotations it will be
at x"=O, y'=O, z'=4.5 .
> ca: =sqrt(2)/2:
> cb: =.577145190037:
> cc: =.81664155162:
> x 1 : =(x*ca+y*ca)*cb+z*cc:
> yl: =-x*ca+y*ca:
>z1 : =(-(x*ca+y*ca)*cc)+z*cb:
> c: =2*Pi/a:
> cl :t=(16*q)/(sqrt(2)*a):
> c2: =(l+exp(-Pi*sqrt(2))):
> zterm:=exp(-2*sqrt(2)*Pi*zl/a):
> cx : =cos(c*x l ):
> cy:=cos(c*yl):

Steeleep is the electrical potential for the minimum of the face-down configuration. The
negative sign in Steele's original equation technically should be dropped since we have
chosen the origin of our MgO lattice to be Mg not O as was chosen in the original
derivation. However, since the electric field is by definitiont -dV/dr, where V is the
electrical potential, the negative sign was retained in this equation.
> steeleep: =-cl *zterm*cx*cy/c2:
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The octapole moment contributes to the electrostatic energy for the face-down
configuration but not the edge-down configurations. The formula for the octapole,
hexadecapole and all other expressions in this worksheet can be determined from the
work of Buckingham.
> fxyz:=diff(steeleep,x,y,z):
> fxzy:=diff(steeleep,x,z,y) :
> fyxz: =diff(steeleep,y,x,z):
> fyzx:=diff(steeleep,y,z,x) :
> fzyx:=diff(steeleep,z,y,x) :
> fzxy:=diff(steeleep,z,x,y) :
> octapole: =-( oct* .5291 "4*(fxyz+fxzy+fyxz+fyzx+fzyx+fzxy)/1 5 .0) :
> octval:=evalf(subs(q=masterq,a=4.2 1,x=dx,y=dy,z=dz,pi=Pi,octapole)):
The hexadecapole moment also makes a contribution to the face-down configuration.
> fxxxx:=diff(steeleep,x$4) :
> fyyyy:=diff(steeleep,y$4) :
> fzzzz:=diff(steeleep,z$4) :
> fxxyy:=diff(steeleep,x,x,y,y):
> fyyxx:=diff(steeleep,y,y,x ,x):
> fxxzz:=diff(steeleep,x,x,z,z) :
> fzzxx:=diff(steeleep,z,z,x,x) :
> fyyzz:=diff(steeleep,y,y,z,z) :
> fzzyy:=diff(steeleep,z,z,y,y) :
> fxyxy:=diff(steeleep,x,y,x,y) :
> fxzxz:=diff(steeleep,x,z,x,z) :
> fyxyx:=diff(steeleep,y, x,y,x):
> fyzyz:=diff(steeleep,y,z,y,z) :
> fzyzy:=diff(steeleep,z,y,z,y):
> fzxzx: =diff(steeleep,z,x,z,x):
> fxyyx:=diff(steeleep,x,y,y,x) :
> fxzzx:=diff(steeleep,x,z,z,x ) :
> fyxxy:=diff(steeleep,y,x,x,y) :
> fyzzy:=diff(steeleep,y,z,z,y) :
> fzxxz:=diff(steeleep,z,x,x,z) :
> fzyyz:=diff(ste eleep,z,y,y,z) :
> hexe: =-(hex* .5291 "5*(fxxxx+fyyyy+fzzzz
.5*(fxxyy+fyyxx+fxxzz+fzzxx+fyyzz+fzzyy+fxyxy+fxzxz+fyxyx+fyzyz+fzyzy+fzxzx+f
xyyx+fxzzx+fyxxy+fyzzy+fzxxz+fzyyz)))/( 1 05 ) :
> hexval:=evalf(subs(a=4.2 1 ,q=masterq,x=dx,y=dy,z=dz,hexe)) :
Alpha, the dipole-dipole polarizability
> fz:=diff(steeleep,z) :
> fzs: =evalf(subs(q=masterq,a=4.2 1,pi=Pi,x=dx,y=dy,z=dz,fz)) :
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> alphaval: =-((.529 1 "4)*alpha*fzs"2)/2:

C, the quadrupole-quadrupole polarizability
> fxx: =diff(steeleep,x$2):
> fyy:=diff(steeleep,y$2):
> fzz: =diff(steeleep,z$2)e:
> fxy:=diff(steeleep,x,y):
> fxz:=diff(steeleep,x,z):
> fyz:=diff(steeleep,y,z):
> fyx :=diff(steeleep,y,x):
> fzy:=diff(steeleep,z,y):
> fzx:=diff(steeleep,z,x):
> c: =.6*(czzzz+2*cxzxz):
> dc:e= l .5*czzzz-2*cxzxz:
> c 1 : =(2/3)*c+(2/5)*dc:
> c2: =(- 1/3)*c-(1/5)*dc:
> c3: =(.5*c-.2*dc):
> ce: =-.5291 "6*(cl *(fxx"2+fyy"2+fzz"2)+c2*(fxx*fyy+fxx*fzz+fyy*fxx+fyy*fzz+
fzz*fxx+fzz*fyy)+c3*(fxy*fxy+fxz*fxz+fyx*fyx+fyz*fyz+fzy*fzy+fzx*fzx)+
c3*(fxy*fyz+fxz*fzx+fyx* fxy+fyz*fzy+fzx*fxz+fzy*fyz))/(6):
> cval: =evalf(subs(a=4.2 1 ,pi=Pi,x=dx,y=dy,z=dz,q=masterq,ce)):

A, the dipole-quadrupole polarizability
> fx:=diff(steeleep,x):
> fy: =diff(steeleep,y):
> ae: =-( 1 /3)*( .5291 "5)*adq*(fx *fyz+fx* fzy+fy* fxz+fy*fzx+fz*fyx+fz* fxy):
> aval: =evalf(subs(a=4.2 1 ,pi=Pi,x=dx,y=dy,z=dz,q=masterq,ae)):

E, the dipole-octapole polarizability
> fzzz: =diff(steeleep,z$3):
> e: =-((epol* fz* fzzz* .5291 "6)/l 5):
> ev:=evalf(subs(q=masterq,a=4.2 1 ,pi=Pi,x=dx,y=dy,z=dz,e)):
> write('octval',octval);
> write('hexval' ,hexval);

> write('alphaval' ,alphaval);
> write('cval',cval);
> write('aval',aval);

write(octval, -.00329629 140 1 )
write(hexval, .001 7245 1 6265)
write(alphaval, -.000082588 1 6520)
write(cval, -.0004961 8941 05)
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> write('ev',ev);

write(aval, .0001913084923)

write(ev, -.00001087385644)

this is the fraction of the HF/M1 energy recovered by the expansion
> energy:=(octval+hexval+alphaval+cval+aval+ev)/abinitio;
energyt: = .8539621800
this is the fractional contribution from the moments
> moments:=( octval+hexval)/abinitio;
momentst:t= .6812975009

this is just the fractional contribution from the polarizabilites
>polarizabilites:=(alphaval+cval+aval+ev)/abinitio;
polarizabilites : = .1726646790
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APPENDIX XII
Maroulis's Ml basis set

In this appendix is Maroulis' s M1 basis set that we used in the Hartree-F ock

calculations. The format of the basis set is such that it can be used directly as an input
file in the Gaussian electronic structure package.

H 0
S 3 1 .0
13.36 1 5 0.032828
2.0133 0.23 1208
0.4538 0.8 1723 8
S 1 1 .0
0. 1233 1 .0
S 1 1 .0
0.048273 1 .0
S 1 1 .0
0.0 1 3 1 2 1 1 .0
P 1 1 .0
1 .07741 1 .0
P 1 1 .0
0. 1 542 1 .0
D 1 1 .0
0. 1 1 3 1 .0

****

C 0
S 6 1 .0
4232.61 0.002029
634.882 0.0 15535
146.097 0.07541 1
42.4974 0.257 1 2 1
14. 1 892 0.596555
1 .9666 0.2425 1 7
S 1 1 .0
5.1477 1 .0
S 1 1 .0
0.4962 1 .0
S 1 1 .0
0. 1 533 1 .0
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S 1 1 .0
0.047362 1 .0
S 1 1 .0
0.014632 1 .0
P 4 1 .0
1 8 . 1 557 0.01 8534
3.9864 0. 1 1 5442
1 . 1429 0.386206
0.3594 0.640089
P 1 1 .0
0. 1 146 1 .0
P 1 1 .0
0.036542 1 .0
P 1 1 .0
0.01 1 652 1 .0
D 1 1 .0
0.79568 1 .0
D 1 1 .0
0. 1 54069 1 .0
F 1 1 .0
0.0932 1 .0

****
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